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ABSTRACT
Bernard George Burges$: ·Ph.D. Thesis: 1980
A FURTHER STUDY OF OPINIONS OF ESSEX PRIMARY TEACHERS
ABOUT RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AND SCHOOL ASSEMBLY IN THE
CONTEXT OF CONTEMPORARY CONTROVERSY
This study of opinions of Essex Primary teachers in
1977 about religious education and assembly arises from
and partly incorporates an earlier study carried out in
Essex and Walsall in 1968-69 (B.G. Burgess, 1975).
The work begins with a study of the legal provisions
of the 1944 Education Act concerning religious education
and with the controversies that have since arisen. Recent
developments in the philosophy and practice of religious
education are examined and an assessment is made of previous
relevant research, including the 1968-69 research which
provided the starting point for the present study.. A
number of methodological research difficulties are explored.
The two main hypotheses concern the relation of
teachers' opinions about assembly, religious education and
teaching aims to their age and religious co~~itment, but
six subsidiary hypotheses involve the relation of some other
variables (sex; teaching responsibilities and duties; size,
status a...~d situation of school) to teachers' opinions.
Furrowing a pilot study a 20% sample survey of Essex
Primary teachers' opinions is undertaken by means of a
question..."1.aire, and the hypotheses are tested statistically.
Finally, the findings are interpreted L"1. the light of
contemporary social, educational and political trends. It
is argued that the legal compulsions of the 1944 Act
regarding assembly and religious education should be
relaxed, and that responsibility should be devolved to
teachers, who should be adequately educated in religious,
moral and philosophical concepts.
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INTRODUCTION
This study arises from and incorporates parts of an
earlier study (B.G. Burgess, 1975) undertaken for the
M.Phil. degree in Education of the University of London.
The empirical work for the earlier study was carried out in
1968-69 at a time of rapid expansion of the colleges of
education, from which most primary teachers in the past
have been recruited. It was not ~~til about 1975 that the
Government's expansionist policy for the colleges was
reversed, leading to the closure of some of the colleges
and the merging and reorganisation of others. According
to the Central Statistical Office," during the ten years
before the reversal in policy, the total number of teachers
annually in training in colleges of education had increased
in England"'and Viales from 85,000 in 1965/6 to 130,000 in
1973/4 (Central Statistical Office, Social Trends, No.6,
1975, p.153).
As so many teachers have entered the profession during
the decade of expansion it is clear that opinions about
religious education and assembly may have changed consider-
ably. Public debate on the subject has continued in the
media and in both Houses of Parliament (Hansard, 19th March,
1976; Hansard, 18th May, 1977). A number of voluntary
groups interested in the subject have also been established,
e.g. the Order of Christian Unity, the Association of Christ-
ian Teachers, the Association of Christian Teachers of Vlales,
and the Religious Education Council of England and Wales.
The last, established in November, 1973, fprovides at
national level a forum for discussion and a vehicle for
joint action by its members on matters relating to religious
and moral education' (R.E.C. publicity material) and"has
representatives from 35 organizations, covering a wide
spectrum of opinion. This body and a number of others have
recently (1975-79) produced discussion documents. Reference
will be made to these and other public discussions in
Chapter II.
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The aims of this present study are as follows:
1. To assess whether the opinions of Essex Primary
teachers about statutory religious education and
collective worship in 1977 are different from the
opinions of the Essex teachers in 1968. (Opinions
on five questions will be investigated.)
2. To explore more precisely than was possible in the
1968 study th~ nature and variety of teachers'
opinions.
3. To examine the findings in the context of the various
future possibilities for religious education and
assembly now being canvassed by interested bodies
and individuals.
As a first step it will be necessary to note the
provisions of the Education Act, 1944, concerning religious
education and collective worship and to study the evolution
of Agreed Syllabuses from 1944 to the present time.
This evolution will be seen to relate to some recent
developments in the philosophy and practice of religious
education.
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Chapter I: RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AND THE EDUCATION ACT, 1944
A. The Legal Provisions
Section 25 of the Education Act, 1944, provided that
'(1) Subject to the provJ.sJ.on of this section, the
school day in every county school ~~d in every
voluntary school shall begin with coJ.,lective wor-
ship on the part of all pupils in attendance at
the school, and the arr~gements made therefor
shall provide for a single act of worship
attended by all such pupils, unless, in the
opinion of the local education authority, or in
the case of a voluntary school, of the managers
or governors thereof, the school premises are
such as to make it impracticable to assemble
them for that purpose.
(2) Subject to the provisions of this section,
religious instruction shall be given in every
county school and in every voluntary school.'
The Act did not define the terms 'collective worship'
and 'religious instruction', but it instructed each local
education authority to set up a conference to approve an
Agreed Syllabus and
'to constitute a standing advisory council on religious
education, to advise the authority upon matters
connected with the religious instruction to be given
in accordance with an agreed syllabus and in particular,
as to methods of teaching, the choice of books, and
the provision of lectures for teachers'.·
(ibid., Sect.29)
In the previous study (B.G. Burgess, 1975,p.8) it was
noted that the terms 'col~ective worship' and 'religious
instruction' had not caused legal difficulty until June,
1974, when the Department of Education and Science was
called upon to give advice on the legality of a section of
a proposed Agreed Syllabus (that of Birmingham). Neverthe-
less, since 1944 different kinds of syllabuses had been
produced and ten of these were examined in the previous
stUdy (ibid.,pp.11-23). It was observed that although
each was based firmly on the Christian religion there
were considerable differences in. emphasis, attributable to
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differing memberships and to differences in the time and
circumstances of compilation. The following examples of
differences in emphasis were observed:
4. The illumination and
religion.
5. The commendation
t1. The conversion of children to Christianity: "spreading
the true knowledge of the wonderful Word of Life tt •
(Oldham, 1946)
2. The inculcation of a balanced philosophy of life
based on religion. (Kesteven, undated,
after 1944)
3. The critical interpretation of the Christian religion.
(London C.C., 1947)
expounding of the Christian
(Cornwall, 1964)
of the Christian faith.
(Cambridgeshire, 1962)
6. Sound instruction in Christian faith and morals.
(Durham, 1946)
7. Trust in Jesus Christ as friend and Redeemer.
(Gloucester, 1962)
8. Satisfaction of the religious needs of children and
young people at all stages of their development. The
sympathetic understanding of immigrant children from
non-Christian homes. (West Riding, 1966)
9. Compliance with the religious requirements of the
Education Act, 1944, making such changes as are
required by actual circumstances.
(Wiltshire, 1967)
10. The relation of religious education to the lives and
everyday experiences of pupils, whether Christian or
non-Christian. - (Inner London, 1968) •
(B.G. Burgess, 1975,pp.21-22)
Since the earlier stUdy was completed a number of new
Agreed Syllabuses have been published. The first, produced
by the Birmingham Education Authority (Birming..lJ.am,1975)
will now be considered in some detail since it marks a new
stage in the development of religious education and has
occasioned some criticism, particularly from traditional-
ists. As well as the usual membership drawn from the
Church of England, Free Churches, teachers t representatives
and representatives of the local authority, the conference
responsible for initiating the Syllabus included not only a
Ronan Caiholic and a Jew, but also a Muslim, a Sikh, a Hindu
and a Humanist. Although this ecumenical trend had been
started by the Inner London authority in 1968, the content
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of the new Birmingham Agreed Syllabus marks a further
*"shift towardS a phenomenological study of religion. The
Syllabus notes that there had been three radical changes
during the 25 years which had elapsed since the previous
Birmingham syllabus:
1. There had been a revolution in the understanding
of the nature of religious education.
2. There had been 'profound social changes (requiring)
that pupils shall be prepared for the realities of
life in the twentieth century "global village II'.
3. Birmingham now contained 'sizeable groups of
p.eople each loyal to their own particular religious
or non-religious commitment and, in addition, many
with no deep commitment of any kind'.
(Birmingham, 1975,p.4)
vmereas previously religious education in COlL~ty
schools had been to 'nurture pupils into Christian faith,
and the agreed syllabus •••••• was one of the instruments
whereby this was to be achieved' it was now to be~irected
towards developing a critical understanding of the religious
and moral dimensions of human experience and away from
attempting to foster the claims of particular religious
standpoints' (ibid.p.4).
This explicit renunciation of the 'confessional'
approach was accompanied by a new concept of religious
education (so far as Agreed Syllabuses are concerned):
tThe syllabus should thus be used to enlarge and
deepen the pupils' understanding of religion by
studying world religions, and by exploring all
those elements in human experience which raise
questions about life's ultimate meaning and value.
This involves informing pupils in a descriptive,
critical and experiential manner about what religion
is, and increasing their sensitivity to the areas
of experience from which a religious view of life
may arise. It should stimulate within the pupils,
and assist them in the search for, a personal
(~ The term 'phenomenological', line 2 above, is explained
on page 26.)
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sense of meaning in life, whilst enabling them to
understand the beliefs and commitments of others'.
(ibid.,p.4)
There was another new departure made by the syllabus.
Previously most Agreed Syllabuses had been issued as
comprehensive documents of considerable length, from which
the teacher was exhorted to select appropriate material.
The Birmingham (1975) Syllabus, however, is only eight
pages in length but is accompanied by a Teachers' Hand-
book of Suggestions for Religious Education in looseleaf
form '.to facilitate continuous revision'. The brief,
prescriptive Syllabus lays down the broad outline, allow-
ing the teacher to interpret it with the generous assist-
ance of the Handbook (which consists of nearly 300 pages).
The broad outlines of the Birmingham syllabus reflect
the movement a"way from singling out one religion as 'self-
evidently superior to the rest'. Whereas previous sylla-
buses had tended to concentrate on 'doctrine to the
relative exclusion of other aspects' (ibid.,p.4) the new
one was to give 'proper weight' to other aspects, such as
history, mythology, ethics, liturgy, inner experience,
and artistic and social expression. Moreover, because of
the tradition of studying religion in its relationship to
the contemporary world the SyllabUS would refer to
'stances for living which reject beliefs in realities
transcending the natural order but nevertheless offer an
understanding of the universe together with a way of
living within it'. There could be 'no question of making
it an aim of religious education in schools to convert
pupils to any partiCUlar religion or ideology' (p.5).
So far as the primary school is concerned the
Syllabus stresses information and experience:
'Pupils will be enabled to gather a large amount
of information about the various religious
traditions and, above all, to experience much of
what lies at the heart of religion within the
context of the whole life of the school.'
(ibid.,p.6)
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The programme for Infants and Early Childhood (approx.
3-8 years) prescribes a selection from the following five
topics (ibid. p.8-9):
1. Festivals, in which the main Christian, Hindu,
Jewish, Muslim and Sikh festivals are listed.
2. Rituals and Customs associated with family and
corporate life.
3. Stories from "World Religions
4. The World of.Nature
5. Relationships
'Reference will be made to illustrations from
world religions treating such qualities as love,
trust, acceptance, forgiveness, compassion, care,
courage, patience, endeavour.'
The programme for Later Childhood (approx. 8-12 years)
also has five topics (ibid. PP.9-10), none specifically
concerned with Christianity:
1. Ideals for Everyday Living
2. Festivals and Customs (of the religions mentioned
in the Infant and Early Childhood section)
3. Sacred Places (church, temple, synagogue, mosque,
gurdwara)
4. Sacred Literature (Bible, Bhagavad Gita,
Upanishads, Ramayana, Qur'an, Granth.)
5. Ways of Living
'Stories from world religions of founders and of
great exemplars of faith together with studies of
the ways of liVing which they have inspired •••• '
(Jesus, Rama, IvIuhammed, Ab.raham , and Nanak are
among those included in the list.) Finally, 'to
clarify the distinctivG features of religion by
comparison and contrast, the stories of Nansen and
Dolci with an account of how Humanists apply their
ideals in everyday life' are includedG
The syllabus for Adolescence (ibid.pp.10-11), however,
mentions Christianity as the only obligatory course in the
first section enti~d The Direct StUdy of Religion, within
which the pupil is to select one major and three minor
courses. The other section to be studied, The Indirect
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Study of Religion, is concerned with 'religious beliefs,
values, attitudes and practices arising from and applied to
problems confronting the individual ••• (and) problems confront-
ing the community'. The first section of the syllabus for
Adolescence is the only place in the whole Birmingham
Syllabus where the Christian religion is given any special
precedence, apart from the alphabetical precedence accorded
when various religions are listed. This exception would
presumably not be in conflict with the philosophy of open-
ness elsewhere advocated by the architects of the Syllabus
but would be justified on the cultural ground that in
Britain every pupil should have at least a grounding in the
tenets of Christia.nity•
The last Agreed Syllabus to be published before the
survey forming the basis of the present stUdy was. launched
in October, 1977, was that of the new County of Avon
(Avon, 1976). This syllabus was clearly Lnnova'tLve in that
for the first time it placed on individual schools the res-
ponsibility for creating their own schemes of work:
iInstead of a detailed syllabus it is a short document
consisting of an Introduction (pp.2-3) and two agreed
syllabus statements, one on "Aims and General Objectives
for Religious Educatdon" (pp.4-7) and the other on "The
Provision and Arrangements for Religious Education in
Schools (pp.8-11).' (. t .1)op.c~ .,p.
The Authority also set up a Standing Advisory Council
with particular responsibility for producing and revising
additional syllabus material and for co-ordinatingin-
service work~ The new syllabus points out that although
arrangements for school worship and assembly did not fall
within the legal responsibilities of the Agreed Syllabus
Conference, it was proposed to deal with the relationship
between school worship and religious education in a special
working paper.
The Avon Syllabus is remarkable for its brevity and
for the broad scope it offers to the teachers. It sees
the principal aim of R.E. as follows:
(see over)
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'The principal aim should be to enable pupils to under-
stand the nature of religion and what it means to take
a religion seriously. This involves an understanding
of explicit religious beliefs and practices, and
implicit questions of meaning and value.'
(ibid. ,p.4)
It goes on to refer to the contribution of religious
education to the personal, moral and social education of
pupils. Although the 'religious tradition of this country
makes it appropriate that much of the teaching material
should be drawn from Christianity, •••• in today's world
Religious Education also requires a wider range of material'
(ibid.,p.4). The AIHS section concludes with a disclaimer
that a particular religi.ous commitment of pupils ought to
be required. The OBJECTIVES of R.E. for the primary age
r~nge are outlined as follows:
'The Three to Nine Age Range
It is intended that children shall, by the time they
reach the upper end of this stage:
(1) Have experienced aspects of the natural world
which evoke awe and wonder and have developed the
capacity to communicate these experiences in a
variety of ways (e.g. painting, music, movement,
drama., writing).
(2) Have begun to enter imaginatively and with sensitivity
into other people's experiences through day-to-day
situations and relationships.
(3) Know something of the way in which people express
what is significant in those experiences that are
related to death and suffering (e s g , through.
stories, basic religious symbols, celebrations, rituals).
(4) Have some knowledge of the daily life of children
at other times and in other countries, inclUding
that in first century Palestine.
The Nine to Thirteen Age Range
It is intended that· children shall, additionally, by the
time they reach the upper end of this stage:
(1) Have begun to think for themselves about ultimate
questions of meaning and value (e.g. \iho am I?
v/hat is life for? Who is my neighbour?).
(2) Be able to enter imaginatively and with sensitivity
into other people's experiences and attitudes (e.g.
through literature and discussion of relevant
ethical issues).
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(3) Have an understanding of the nature and significance
of a variety of religious phenomena (e.g. sacred
places, symbols; festival, communities, wTitings).
(4) Have some factual knowledge of the historical and
contemporary expression of Christianity and other
major religions.
(5) Have begun to distinguish between the different ways
i~which language is used to express man's interpret-
ation of experience (e.g. scientific, historical,
religious).
(6) Have an awareness of the way in which language is
used in religion (e.g. analogy, parable, myth,
legend).'
(ibid.,pp.5-6)
In its final section the syllabus claims that its aims.
and objectives have provided an educational basis for teach-
llgreligion which enables all teachers to contribute, what-
ever their personal belie£s. It urge.s respect for the
various religious and cultural traditions of the children
and suggests the kinds of resources teachers should be
provided with in order to do their work more effectively.
Since the Education Act, 1944, it has taken just over
thirty years for explicitly 'phenomenological' Agreed
Syllabuses to be published. \'fe now have a curious situat-
ion in England and Wales, in that in one area it may be
official policy (as reflected in the Agreed Syllabus) to
propagate the Christian faith through the process of relig-
ious education, whereas in others (e.g. Birmingham and Avon)
this aim is explicitly rejected. At least one local author-
ity has recently re-affirmed the older approach: the
Nottinghamshire Agreed Syllabus preface deplores 'the lack
of definite Christian teaching in so many schools'
(Nottingham, 1978, p.v), and the main emphasis is clearly
on inculcating Christian beliefs. In its own words, the
syllabus 'to some extent ••• reflects the neo-confessional •••
approach' although it 'opens the door to the phenomenolog-
ical.••• ' (ibid. ,p. 5).
It would not be surprising, therefore, if there were
uncertainty among teachers about the aims of R.E.
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B. Some recent develonments in the philosophy and practice
of religious education
(This section closely follows pp.44-59 of the previous
study (B.G. Burgess, 1975).)
The following writings have been selected for review
because they appear to be representative of new ideas on the
subject of religious education formulated during the last
fifteen years. Although not exhaustive in this respect they
are thought to be sufficient to illustrate the main trends.
F.R. Hilliard, in "The Teacher and Religion" (1963),
writing before the main influx of Commonwealth immigrants,
was able at that time to suggest that 'for children living
in this country this (i.e. religious education) obviously
means the Christian religion' (op.cit.,p.43). Nevertheless,
his observations on the aims of teaching religious educat~
ion in the Primary school are particularly relevant at a
time when formal commitment to Christianity appears to be
decreasing:
'Of considerable importance also, as we have seen, are
the attitudes to religion which the young child notices
in his teachers. Here one comes up against a problem
which bothers many conscientious teachers in junior
schools more perhaps than it does their colleagues in
secondary schools who can more easily opt out of relig-
ious education work than can the teacher in the junior
school. Just because teachers in junior schools are
aware of the kind of demands made upon them by the
young child, those who are not themselves practising
Christians feel acutely the embarrassment of having to
behave, in classroom and assembly, as though they·were•••
The teacher should be ~~ided more by the educational
needs (in the broadest sense) of the children and less
by the desire to project his personal, adult point of
view about religion into his relations with the children.
In the face of this kind of dilemma some sort of com-
promise as between the ideal and the practicable is
clearly desirable. ~ven so, that some teachers ought to
opt out of the teaching of religion, both for their own
sakes and for the children's is plain. A teacher who is
pOsitively opposed to religious belief and practice
ought not to allow himself to be put into a position in
whi.ch he has to act as if he believed otherwise. Pnob-'.:
ably, however, the majority of those who find the pres-
ent arrangements distasteful come into the category of
perplexed agnostics rather than of positive atheists or
convinced secular humanists ••• In their case, if no
alternative is to be found, they will doubtless feel
that they have to do the best they can. It is ""orthwhile
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their remembering that in any case their task is to
teach what Christians believe about religion. and the
Bible, without having to project their own doubts and
perplexities into their lessons. Certainly to do this
calls, in their case, for great objectivity and very
broad sympathy indeed. They find it necessary to
study and try to lL~derstand Biblical teaching and
Christian belief generally while aware that -they have
not found it convincing themselves. Certainly too, they
will derive satisfaction from this part of their work
only if they constantly remind themselves that what
they are teaching may later on be important to some of
the children, even if the teacher himself has not found
it so.'
(ibid., p.56)
In referring to the 'dilemma' of the teacher who is not
committed to the Christian faith, Hilliard is recognising a
problem often ignored in the earlier Agreed Syllabuses. He
accepts that it ought to lead to 'some sort of compromise
between the ideal and the practica-Ole',. and he is moved to
stress the educational needs of the children.
This view accorded well with contemporary developments in
activity methods of primary education, according to which the
child, and not the teacher, is seen as the chief agent in his
own education. D.E.I'1. Gardner, in "Experiment and Tradition.
in Primary Schools" (1966), examined the attainments of young
children in schools where the curriculum was shaped by their
spontaneous interests. At the same time practising teachers
were exp.erimenting with the 'integrated day', 'family grouping',
and 'open plan', all of which systems tended to contradict
the class teaching principle, according to which the teacher
dominates and initiates. These experiments had repercussions
on religious education. Mary Brown and Norman Precious,
in "The Integrated Day in the Pri~~~ S~hool! (1968) describe
the implications for religious education of their system of
teaching:
(op.cit.,p,64)
'Religious education is based on living together as a
commUIll"ty and is associated with everyday happenings
which have meaning for the child in his home and
school situations. A service, at 11.15 each day,
is taken by the children and centred around some
tonic which has arisen in the classroom. To it they
bring ideas, paintings, models, collections of things,
their own prayers, poems and choice of hynh~s.'
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A similar emphasis is to be found in a book
advocating family grouping:
'Discussions with teachers and heads about religious
education has made it clear that schools are taking
a fresh look at accepted practice. They are feeling
the need to present children with simple, meaningful
spir.itual experiences, to carry religious attitudes
through the whole day rather 'than confine them to
the religious education "story lessonll , and are
quietly finding individual ways of doing this.'
(L. Ridgeway a~d I. Lawton, Family Grouping and the
Primary School, ·1965, p .113)
In this climate of educational 0plnlon the ~Titings of
R.J. Goldman concerning 'Life Themes' attracted considerable
interest from 1965 onwards. His "Religious Thinking from
Childhood to Adolescence" (1964) and "Readiness for Relig-
ion (1965) were an attempt to relate the developmental
theories of Jean Piaget to religious education. His point
of view may conveniently be summarised by a passage from his
Essex Hall Lecture, 1967, entitled "Education for Uncertainty'
(1967):
'In intellectual terms, children appear to pass through
three stages of religious understanding. Firstly,
there is pre-religious thinking, where the child is
incapable of forming a conceptual basis for religious
truth. He has to f1feel" his way through fantasy and
play at this stage. Then comes a sub-religious stage
which rather resembles the crude early Mosaic stage of
religion,'I,'lhere everything is thought of in concrete
terms and material facts. Finally, if the adolescent
gets there at all, he emerges into a personal stage of
religious thought able to conceptualize adequately
about religion.
The evidence from student and adult populations
shows that many stop thinking at the level of stage
two sub-religious thought and it is this crude
religion they reject, or are indifferent to. It
represents a level of thinking no higher than a
mental age of ten.'
(R.J. Goldman, 1967,p.10)
Goldman's solution was 'to examine the needs of children
and their· capacities to understand, rather than fixating
ourselves upon the narrow dimensions of Bible knowledge'.
(ibid.,p .. 14)
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He and his associates produced materials for the classroom
involving art, literature, science, poetry and religion on
'life-themes' such as Light, Bread, Homes, Birthdays, Myself,
and Names, each. developed for use with a particular age-group.
Throughout Goldman's work the existence of the religious
dimension is assumed, as is the propriety of some kind of
religious education. In the final chapter of "Readiness for
Religion; (R.J. Goldm~ 1965) he defends his proposals
against. possible charges-that they are inconsistent with
Christian education. He claims that Jesus himself taught
through life-themes and ends with the question 'Was Jesus
himself a Christian educator?' (op.cit.,p.219).
Not everyone was happy with Goldman's solution. Some
regarded the connection between the :life-themes , and
religious understanding as spurious. J • \"1. D. Smith made
the criticism that 'This is not pupil-centred education•••
(but~ ••• adult indoctrination' (~.W.D. Smith, 1969, p. 86).
Smith suggests that a programme of religious education for
primary classes in state schools should accept two main
objectives. He describes the first in these terms:
I It should seek to foste::c: and deepen the awareness of
mystery which touches the experience of young children
at so many points. Violet Madge refers helpfully to
this dimension of mystery••••• She finds it associated
with the \'1ondersof the natural world, awareness of the
frontiers of human_knowledge, with birth and death and
with human relationships. The sensitive and perceptive
primary teacher will find many opportunities for
fostering such experiences of "natural religionn:.r.
(op.cit.,p.92)
As regards his second objective, namely, an - objective
approach to Christian origins, Smith finds it difficult to
suggest, a logically consistent position for the primary
teachers, since neither pupils not teachers can separate
themselveSJfrom the social and religious influences around
them. He suggests, however, that a clear declaration of
objective intent is desirable if Christian and non-Christian
teachers are to co-operate in a common policy. Smith
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believes that attention to these two objectives in the
primary school would prepare the way for a 'life-centred'
approach in moral and religious education in the secondary
school.
Edwin Cox, in "Changing Ai,msin Religious Education"
(1966), carried out a critical analysis of possible aims
in religious education in a rapidly changing social context.
In chapter 4 he examines the following possible aims:
1- To teach the Bible,
2. To teach morals,
3. To convert to Christianity, and
4. To help pupils have a religious view of
to make up their own minds on religious
life and
questions.
He suggests that the first aim is insufficient by
itself as an aim, 'except for those teachers who have a
particular view of Biblical inspiration', and that it is
difficult to separate moral education from religious educ-
ation. He rejects the third aim as inappropriate or self-
defeating in the teaching context:
'To look on his (i.e. the teacher's) work as pre-
evangelistic rather than evangelisation may bring
him slower and less obvious results, but it is educ-
ationally sounder and may, even from the Christian
point of view, have more permanent effect.'
(op.cit.,p.66)
Cox concludes that the fourth aim 'can be attempted
only in the higher forms of the secondary school' (ibid.,p.69)
and relies on Piagetian arguments so far as junior children
are concerned:
'Truly open-ended religious education can be achreved
only if, in the preceding stages, children have been
introduced to religious ideas which are relevant to
them at each stage of their development, and which
have been neither so vague as to make them feel that
no answers are possible to religious problems, nor so
dogmatic as to stifle freedom of thought. Moreover,
it must be such as will be capable of expansion and
development as their minds grow and their experience
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increases, so that they do not reject religious
thoughts as childish just at the time when they begin
to be able to make serious use of it.'
(rbid., p.69)
In his final chapter (pp.86-90) Cox makes practical
suggestions about the strategy of religious education. He
suggests that, so far as infants are concerned, 'the present-
ation and strengthening of the idea of wonder and goodness
in the world, and of a favourable attitude to a religious
exp.Lanat.Lcn of life and its setting', is all that can and
ought to be attempted by the teacher. He sees three aspects
of the junior child's development as relevant to religious
education, namely, understanding personal relationships,
acquiring factual knowledge, and the inculcation of favour-
able attitudes; and suggests ways in which these three lines
of development might be fostered. His rejection of his
fourth postulate so far as Primary children are concerned
('To help pupils have a religious view of life and to make
up their own minds on religious questions') is on psycholog-
ical rather than philosophical grounds:
' •••• younger children do not frequently ask philo-
sophical questions and, if they do, have not the
maturity or mental equipment t~ attempt an answer.'
(ibid.)
In "Educational ReligioufL~ga1:bQl.J}' (1971) Cox takes the
educational argument a stage further. He begins from the
premise that
'Schools are intended to provide education, and to
justify its presence in them any activity must show
it is contributing to the educational process.'
(op.cit.,p.3)
He examines the common expression 'a secular and plural-
istic society' and points out that 'secular' does not necess-
arily mean 'irreligious', far almost every possible religious
stance is represented in the present world. Religion might
be defined as 'man's attempts to find answers to his deepest
problems'(op.cit.,p.3) but these problems were not now the
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same as they once were. Formerly man had had to face such
problems as the creation of the world, and the uncertainty
and unfairness of life. In the East these problems had been
swept aside by a denial of the reality of experience, whereas
in the West the problem had been met by postulating a creator
God, omnipotent and just. But the nature of human problems
had changed during the previous century. Science now had
solutions to suggest on the subject of matter and Creation;
medicine was solving the problem of the precariousness of
life; and theacllievement of justice seemed possible by social
or political action. The human race had found new problems,
however, particularly those arising from living together:
the population explosion, the strains caused by the complex-
ities of industry and commerce, and the pollution of the
environment. The solution of these problems involved consid~
era~ions which were ~undamentally religious, in that they were
concerned with the nature of people, the purpose of life, and
responsibility for natural wealth. Inasmuch as people were
alive to these problems they could be said to be religiously
sensitive.
Cox now turns to the implications of these changes for
teachers. The aims of the religious education teacher ought
to be realistic, attainable, acceptable to the community, and
worthwhile to teacher and pupils. Above all they should be
justifiable on educational grounds. He suggests four aims
which fit these criteria:
'1. To enable pupils to understand what religion has
contributed to our culture .
2•••••• to help pupils understand what people believe
and how their beliefs influence their lives .
3•••••helping the pupils to understand that a rational
attitude to life includes making up one's mind on
certain fundamental or ultimate questions of the
nature of life and of human personality .
4••••••helping the pupils to decide for themselves
what their working hypotheses or acts of faith are
going to be, that is, deciding their own religious
stance, ••••• '
(ibid.,p.5)
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It is difficult to perceive in this article, published
five years after "Changing Aims in Religious Education", the
leanings towards the neo-confessional position which the
authors of Working Paper No. 36 (Schools Council, 1971)
thought they saw in Cox's writings. Perhaps the confusion
arises from the di.fferent definitions wh.Lch may be given to
the term 'religious'. In this article Cox has suggested that
it might well be defined as 'man's attempts to find answers
to his deepest problems' (Cox, op.cit.,p.3). It seems cl.ear
that he has in mind the type of 'open' approach later advocated
by Working Paper No. 36.
Joan Dean,. in ttReligiousEducati.on. forChildrenU (1971),
takes issue with the Plowden Committee's assertion that
'children should not be confused by being taught doubt before
,
faith is established'. She writes:
'I disagree with this. Faith cannot be established with
any depth or reality 1L~til one has examined the doubts.
It seems to me to be a dubious practice to offer children
as fact what is a matter of belief a practice which
we could not countenance in any other sphere. This,.
and the fear that if re.ligious teaching were not backed
up by law it would disappear, seems to me to betray a
great lack of faith on the part of Christians. If
Christianity has meaning, if God wants to call men to
him, there is no need to fear that those who hear both
sides will reject faith. If Christianity is worth so
little that we must prop it up by legislation, then the
sooner we forget about it and find a philosophy which
has more meaning for people the better.!
(op.cit. ,p.134)
Deans view that religious education might still be
e.ffective even if no longer compulsory is particularly notable
in a volume which is otherwise uneqUivocally Christian in
outlook, for at this point she appear to be at one with some
atheists, agnostics and secular humanists who have wished to
abolish the compulsory provisions of the Education Act
concerning religious education. In her first chapter she
suggests that
(see over)
(op.cit.,pp.274-S)
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'most of the results show compulsory religious education
to have been something of a failure, although it is
diff:icult to judge the result'of education by what is
immediately measurable'.
(ibid., p.7)
The Commission of Religious Education in Schools, set
up by the Church of England Board of Education and the
National Society in 1967, deals at some length with the
question of compulsion in the 1970s. The Commission's
Report, under the chairmanship of the Bishop of: Durham
(Commission of Relie;iolls.Education in Schools, The Fourth
R: Durham R~port on, Religious. Education, 1970), suggests
that religions education should be
'acknoWledged on educational grounds and not by singling
it out and making it alone of all subjects legally
"compulsorytt. Rather it should take its place along-
side other studies without which a young person in
our particular culture could hardly be said to be
educated. We believe that it was unfortunate that the
1944 Education Act perpetuated the oyer-sharp distinction
made by previous legislation between If secular Lns trruc t Lon"
and ttreligious instruction tl • Further, we. think that the
theological, educational, ecclesiastical and cultural
climate is now far different froID. that prevailir~ in
1944 as to render the statutory regulations relating
to religious education made at that time no long
appropriate. '
Nevertheless, the Coimnissjon concludes that 'some measureaf
statutory acknowledgement of the importance of religious
education (in which we would include school worship) is still
reqUired' (ibid.,p.27S). Four reasons are given for this
conclusion:
fa. The "free for all" which might result from a total
and immediate abandonment of all forms of statutory
provision would inevitably create confusion and
uncertainty giving rise to misunderstanding among
parents, teachers and pupils.
b. Total and immediate abandonment would suggest that
the country as a whole shares the views of those who
hold religious beliefs to be unimport~~t, false or
vacuous. We have no grounds for believing that this
conclusion has any basis in fact.
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c. Hea~teachers might be exposed to local pressure groups,
both secular and sectarian.
d. The sUbject is not yet, sufficiently understood as an
educational discipline; hence in some schools religious
education might disappear in whole or in part since It
does not have the same obviously utilitarian and
examination supports as are given, e.g. to English
and mathematics.'
(ibid.,p.275)
The Commission went on to specify the sort of provision
which it thought the law should make:
'We suggest that any new Education Act should attempt to
define morepreci.sely, though only in brief outline, the
essential basic components of the education to be given
to all pupils at school and religious education should
be placed within this general educational context. ~e
Act might, we think, lay down that all pupils in county
and voluntary schools shall be provided, according to
their ages, abilities, and aptitudes, with education
in the arts and sciences, in religion and morals, and
in physical and practical skills. In doing this the
new Act, like the present one, could then place a
general duty upon Local Education Authorities to ensure
that such educational provision is made without taking
away from the governors their traditional responsibility
for the curriculum of their schools; though in exercis-
ing this responsibility governors are, of course, bound
by the requirements of any legislation.,'
{ibid.,p.276)
The Commission considered that any new statutory arrange-
ment 'should allow schools a wider measure of flexibility
than is provided by the existing legislation' (ibid.). It
wanted Agreed Syllabuses to be abandoned and handbooks of
suggestions to be substituted, and urged the need for research
into religious education and improvements in the training of
teachers.
Ninian Smart, in tfSecular Education and the Logic of
Religiontf (1968), is concerned particularly with the content
of what should be taught in schools, colleges'and universities
in the context of an 'open, religiously neutralist' society
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'where m~n can make up their own minds about religious and
ideological matters' (op.cit.,p.7). He suggests that
religious studies have two aspects, the historical and the
parahistorical, i.e. concerned with the truth or value of a
religion; and that scientific and philosophical criticism
of the theological claims is itself a necessary element in
the proper appreciation of revelation. The interchange
between religions (and non~religious philosophies) depended
on conversers being neither so rigid that discussion was
impossible nor so tolerant or indifferent that there was
no stimulus for discussion. The inner logic of theolog-
ical and religious studies ought to drive the student
t outwards to the wider wor-Ld of philosophy and history and
the comparative stUdy of religion' (ibid.p.90). A closed
system of theology was inadequate. In his final chapter
he refers to what he calls the "schizophrenia" in religious
education in Britain. This arose from the fact that Christ-
ian education was entrenched in the school system, yet most
higher education was secular, that is, neutralist in regard
to religious or ideological commitment, because it' reflected
our pluralistic society. He continues:
'It is odd that an open and religiously uncommitted
society should yet attempt, in its schools, to pUI"'Tey
some form of faith. It is true, of course, that most
parents, for reasons that are not altogether clear,
wish that their children should receive religious and
moral instruction of some sort. But those who are
involved in running schools and teaching are by no
means so committed to this enterprise.'
(ibid.,p.91)
Smart considers that the problem should be resolved by
an 'open' approach: the essence of education was not teach-
that but teaching how:
'The test of one who is teaching reasonably in a society
such as ours is opep~ess, not what his commitments are.
The Humanist teacher should give some imaginative
grasp of religion; just as the Christian teacher should
be able to elicit from his pupils an appreciation of
the force of Humanism. The Christian should be able to
teach Buddhist studies, and to do so without judgmental
attitudes. It should in any event be a cause of joy
that there is good in others, not a defensive cause of
sorrow or fear.'
(ibid.,p.97)
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Smart's 'open' approach to religious education greatly
influenced the authors of the Schools Council Working Paper
No. 36 (Schools Council, 1971). Although its focal concern
was secondary education, the Working Paper is relevant to
the present study because of the analysis which is made of
various contemporary approaches to religious education.
Religious education, it is pointed out, is 'not •••••• a
piratical intrusion' (op.cit.,p.7) into British education
but was historically at its foundation. After examining
the main arguments for the inclus.ion of religion in the
curriculum of the maintained schools it outlines some
distinctive approaches to the teaching of the subject:
'1·. The 'confes.siqnal' or dOgmatic approach
This begins\vith the assumption that the aim of
religious education is intellectual and cuItic
indoctrination. It is often linked with a belief
that any other kind of religious education is
valueless or unworthy of the name •. This has been
the traditional view of the Roman Catholic Church
in this country, or some Jewish and Muslim leaders,
and of some Protestants.
2. The anti-dogmatica,-oproach
This rules·out the SUbjective element from relig-
ious education and conceives it as an academic
exercise, dispassionate and objective. The National
Secular Society, for example, suggests that the
stUdy of religion on these terms would be included
as part of the history syllabus.
3. The 'phenomenological' or undogmatic approach
This sees the aim of religious· education as the
promotion of understanding. It uses the tools of
scholarship in order to enter into an empathic
experience of the faith of individuals and groups.
It does not seek to promote anyone religious view
point but it recognises that the stUdy of religion
must transcend the merely informative ••••• '
(ibid. ,p.21)
The last approach is the one favoured by the Working
Paper, which claims that some teachers, dissatisfied with
the 'confessional' and the anti-dogmatic approach, have been
using 'almost by instinct'. The difficulties inherent int~
approach with young children are recognised, but the Vyorking
Paper does not accept the Plowden Committee's contention that
'Children should not be confused by being taught to doubt
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before faith is established' as a correct statement of
alternatives:
'Fortunately, even in the primary school, doubt and
faith are not the only alternatives. It has been
pointed out that in certain respects young children
are even better able than older pupils to appreciate
the significance of alternative perspecti-ves. Their
imaginations have not yet been compromised by the
demands of academic con-ventionality, and their thought
processes ha-ve not yet been charh~elled into standard
scholastic habits. Their world is still mostly
unexplored and full of promise and they still have
the capacity to envisage alternative possibilities.
Junior school children, for example, are still
activated by the creative spirit of play, which
permits them to construct imaginative worlds that are
as real as those of everyday existence. Such a spirit
is of the very essence in the life of objective ration-
ality. Prejudice and non-objective beliefs are express-
ions of routine and unimaginative habits of thought.'
(ibid .. , p. 25)
The Working Paper goes on to advocate an approach to
religious education which is in line with the approach now
recommended in other subjects:
'In every other SUbject children are encouraged to
question and explore, to take nothing to be true
until they can see it to be true.'
(ibid., p.27)
The Working Paper discerned three particular approaches
to the practice of religious education in the literature of
the previous decade:
1. The 'neo-confessional' approach
t b
This could be reduced to an attempt to make dogmatic
religious education more acceptable by improved methods
and techniques. The new syllabuses produced in the 1960s
by the Lancashire, London, Northampton and West Riding
education authorities, considerably influenced by the
writings of R.J. GoIQ~an, were placed in this category.
They all assumed that the purpose of religious education
was to inculcate Christianity.
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2. The 'implicit religion'. approach
Those who favoured this approach, advocated by Harold
Loukes, regarded religious education primarily as an
unrestricted personal quest for meaning in life in
terms of actual experience. The writers of the Working
Paper felt that Loukes's approach gave too little place
to specifically 'religious' studies in religious educ-
ation and did violence to the meaning of the word
'religion' by enlarging unduly its scope.
3. The 'explicit religion' auuroach·
This conception, owing much to the advocacy of Ninian
Smart, Edwin Cox and JoW.D. Smith, offered an 'open'
approach to religious and non-religious viewpoints alike.
Smart had suggested five aims appropriate to this approach:
'First, religious education must transcend the
informative.
Second, it should do so not in the direction of
evangelizing, but in the direction of initiation
into understanding the meaning of, and into quest-
ions about the truth and worth of, religion.
Third, religious studies do not exclude a committed
approach, provided that it is open, and so does not
artificially restrict understanding and choice.
Fourth, religious studies should provide a service
in helping people to understand history and other
cultures than our own. It can thus playa vital
role in breaking the limits of European cultural
tribalism.
Fifth, religious studies should emphasise the
descriptive, historical side of religion, but needs
thereby to enter into dialogue witn the para-
historical claims of religions and anti-religious
outlooks.' (N. Smart, 1968, p.90)
Similarly, Edwin Cox had urged that religious educat-
ion should enable pupils ••••
'to choose objectively and on sound criteria bet-
ween the many conflicting religious statements that
are made in a pluralistic society, and to work out
for themselves, and to be able cogently to defend,
their ovm religious position or their rejection of
the possibility of having one. '
(Edwin Cox, 1971,p.3)
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J.W.D. Smith is regarded by the authors of the Working
Paper as combining the position of Harold Loukes with that
of Ninian Smart: religious education, according to him,
ought to include not only 'a personal search for meaning
conducted in an atmosphere of open dialogue' but also be
an 'academic discipline, a dialogue with religions and non-
I
religions (Schools Council, 1971, p.42).
Working Paper No. 36 then produces suggestions for
secondary school curricula in line with this last approach
('explicit religion'), in the context of teaching religion
as a subj ect; or within re.lated fields of study; or as a
part of integrated studies. It also takes account of such
particular problems as the religious needs of minority ethnic
groups. On the subject of moral education it concluded that
no adequate moral education could exclude a consideration of
morals founded upon a religious view of life, even though
moral knowledge was perfectly possible without religion.
Finally, the Working Paper examines the implication
for teacher education of the approach it has recommended.
It emphasises the necessity for teachers to be educated by
the 'open approach' in the religious studies of univers-
ities and colleges of education if they are to be expected
to adopt this method with their own pupils.
A recent advocate of the 'open' approach to Catholic
religious education in America has had some influence in
Britain also, and his writings are therefore relevant in
this review, although his ideas have not found general
acceptance within the Roman Catholic Church. Brother Gabriel
Moran, in 'Design for Religion' (1971), develops the idea of
the church as an educational and social force in the community.
His thesis is that 'Christianity is an invitation to human
intelligence and freedom to re-create the world' (op.cit.p.97),
and he therefore discounts the ultimate efficacy of indoctrin-
ation:
(see over)
(ibid.,p.98)
(ibid.)
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'Any education that does not encourage creativeness,
curiosity, discovery, excitement, wonder and joy is
not moving toward the acceptance of C:h-ristian faith
no matter what is being taught.'
He continues:
'There is a point in the educational process when
religion can be studied and there is a time for
pursuing a theological grasp of Christianity, but
that time is not in childhood. At that time of life
religion is too important to be confined to a sUbject
in school.'
I10ran suggests that the many committed Christians who
would like to save their children the pain of looking for
religious answers are mistaken:
'In our world today the survival of Christianity rests
on having people vnlo freely belong because they under-
stand what they are doing and have faced the real
possibility of choosing otherwise.'
(ibid~,p.120)
He thinks that religious education for the older child should
be concerned with what goes on in families, in schools, in the
streets, and in the city, and sees the 'open forum' approach
as the way to deal with these matters. In particular, it
should afford an .opportunity for raising questions about the
school which the school does not allow anywhere else. He
looks forward to the time when it might be possible to teach
religi-an within history, social science or literature. He
offers a provocative hypothesis concerning the religious
teaching of young children:
'The amount of religion that adults try to teach
children will vary in almost inverse proportion to
how much the adults themselves understand their
religion. Very little help is being offered to
adults to come to this mature understanding of their
own faith. Theology courses for parents would have
the effect of cutting do'N.n the Christian' Doctrine
lessons for children and increasing the "primitive
religious education" that children need.'
(ibid.,p.157)
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Nora.Y1. wants people interested in religious education
to attempt to change some of the environmental conditions
under which some children grow up, by immersing themselves
. . .
in community problems. He sees the task of Christianity as
being to develop an 'ecQmenical theology' (ibid.,p.19) by
which he means not merely Protest~~t-Catholic co-operation
but the encounter of Christianity with 'all forms of religion
and non-religion'.
Four years after the publication. of Horan's book the
new Birmingham Syllabus appeared, incorporating 'ecumenical
theology' for the first time in an official syllabus for
English schools. The controversy surrounding this and
other recent syllabuses has revived public interest and
it therefore now proposed to examine some more recent
contributions to this debate.
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Chapter II: CONTN~ORARY ,CONTROVERSY
An examination will now be made of records of some
recent public discussions, in order to identify the
principles involved in the present public controversy
about religious education and assembly.
A. The House of Comm0!l;s Debate, 19th r1arch, .1976
Hansard reported that the House agreed, without a
division, to the following resolution moved by Mr Michael
Alison (Barkston Ash}:
'That this House recognises the need to maintain and
improve the opportunities for religious education
and an act of worship in schools.'
(Hansard, 1976, vol.907,No.73, pp.1786-1875)
Opening the debate, r1r Alison considered that 'the
Christian religion should be the predominant theme or feature
of the religious syllabus in our schools' (op.cit.,p.1787).
He wanted more resources devoted to the development of
religious education:
'The way forward, if we want
provisions of the 1944 Act
dismantled in future is
education stands on its own
to dismantle entrenched
if they have to be
to ensure that religious
feet' •
(ibid.)
Dr Rhodes Boyson (Brent, North) wanted 'religious
education in the classroom to be given by committedChrm~
so that the faith of our fathers ••••• can be passed on to.
young people .for them to accept or reject, as.' they may wish,
in adult life' (ibid.,p.1799). Sir John Hall ~ged that
'all the time we are prepared to have prayers in the House
and accept an 'Established Church we should be prepared to
see that our children receive Christian education in our
schools' (ibid.,p.1802). But Mr Bryan Davies pointed out
that only a minority of members attended prayers in the
House and argued that
(over)
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'Our situation exactly parallels that at school assem-
blies: the minority of those participating are sub-
scribing to the values represented by the assembly.'
(ibid. ,p.1806)
In his view it was 'not consistent with respect for mutual
values to compel children to participate in religious wor-
ship when they themselves have genuine reasonable doubts'.
Mr ~benzee refuted 'the assertion that Christianity
is a minority belief or practice in this country' (ibid.p.1810)
but thought provision should be made for the needs of child-
ren of other faiths. He favoured also a relaxation of the
law about the timing and organisation of collective worship.
Mr Fell believed that 'because a teacher or a headmaster is
not a Christian, it is no .excuse for him to fail to learn
rudimenta..--y Christianity, which can be put across to conform
with the Butler Education Act' (ibid.,p.1814). He added
that 'anything that can be done to help spread some kind of
respect for the moral values preached by the Christian
religion must be for the good'. I1r Richard Crawshaw,
however, did not think that the schools were there to
propagate any particular religious belief. 'A distinction
has to be made', he said, 'between religious education and
propagating a particular religious belief' (ibid.,p.1815).
11r Montgomery said that parents were 'concerned about
the lack of discipline, the decline of literacy and, above
all, the decline in standards' in schools (ibid.,p.1819)
~'1.d considered that 'the teaching of religious education
in our schools has an important bearing on this' (ibid.,
p.1819). Nevertheless 'religious education (was) the
Cinderella of the curriculum' (ibid.,p.1822). Sir S.
MCAdden urged that children should be given 'some elem-
entary instruction in religious principles so that in
later life they may be able to distinguish between right
~~d wrong' (ibid.,p.1826). Mr Benyon believed that
'we need more religious education, not less' (p.1830),
and Mr Stanbr-ook asserted that 'religious education is
probably the most important subject that can be taught
in our schools, and we neglect it at our peril' (p.1831).
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Mr Clark dismissed 'ESL, Education for stances for
Living' as 'sheer modish claptrap' (ibid.,p.1835), and
believed that children 'must be taught to believe in God'.
Mr P. Mayhew wanted 'religious education not only to retain
its present place in the syllabus but to improve its place'
(ibid.,p.1842)~ ~~ N. st. John-Stevas, the, official Oppos-
ition spokesman, said that it ~as 'quite right that non-
religious matters should be included in a syllabus as long
as they advance the instruction of religion'(ibid.,p.1850).
But he considered that 'there is ,in the Iit'eral sense of
the word a ntrahison des clercsl! going on in our society
today', referring to 'those who are arguing today that we
should do away with moral and religious education in our
schools, those who argue that we should weaken them as curr-
iculum subjects, those who say they should be made optional'.
(ibid."p.1854)
For the Government, the Under-Secretary of state for
Education and Science (Miss Margaret Jackson), claimed that
'the 1944 Act aimed to secure in schools a broadly-based
approach to the Bible and to the Christian ethic, in the con-
fidence that these provided a basis for belief and behaviour
which was in accordance with the convictions of the great
majority of teachers and parents' (ibid.,p.1858). She
mentioned research in the 1960s which 'clearly showed the
need to relate religious education to the concerns ~~d
preoccupations of adolescent pupilsl. and to the process by'
which (young') children 'develop in their ability to handle
abstract concepts' (ibid.,p.1858). She referred also to
educational developments: the 'methods of religious education
which start from the everyday experience of children' and
the 'interdisciplinary approach' (ibid.,p.1858). As we
were now a multi-cultl~al society there was a strong case
on educational grounds for the treatment of other faithswitilln
religious education, althOUgh 'the stUdy of Christianity
must playa leading; if not the major, part in religious
education in our schools' (ibid.,p.1862). It was for the
local community, the members of the Churches and the teachers
and educationists within the local community to decide what
to put into their syllabus (p.1862). The Secretary of State
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would have "no standing in this matter as long as there is
agreement in the local community' (ibid.p.1862). She
commended that 'growing partnership in the approach to
religious education•••• exemplified by the Religious
Educatio~Council, which brings together professional
organisations in the sphere of religious education, represent-
atives of the Christian Churches and other religions with
members from other interested bodies, inclUding the Social
Morality Council, the British Humanist Association and other
bodies' (ibid. ,p •. 1866).
It is useful to compare the view expressed in this
debate with C. Cannon's analysis of the debates on the
religious provisions of the Education Act, 1944, to which
reference was made in the previous study (B.G. Burgess, 1975).
Cannon had noted (in comparison with the tone of the 1902
debates on religious education, a
'change in the emphasis of the religious discussions,
away from claims for the support of their own schools
(except from the Catholics) and towards the introduct-
ion of religious education into all state schools'.
(Quoted, B.G. Burgess, 1975,p.8)
In the 1976 debate the only denominational plea came from
Dr Alan GIYn, who hoped that the Queen would remain head of
the Established Church (Hansard, 1976, vol.907, No.73,p.1826).
r10st of those taking part in the debate continued to support
religious education with a Christian emphasis, although
Mr Bryan Davies expressed the view that 'to induct children
into Christianity' was unacceptable to the vast majority of
serious educators within the schools, and that they preferred
to develop 'religious education, not religious instruction'
(ibid.,p.1807). The Under-Secretary of State recognised
a need for the broadening of religious education but
considered that this need could be met through the continuing
activities of the various statutory adVisory councils of each
local authority. The Government view was clearly that the
religious provisions of the 1944 Act were still too ser~itive
an issue to be interfered with, although the Under-Secretary
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admitted that the 1944 Act had been drafted and discussed
at a time when religion was considered to be virtually
synonYmous with Christianity, and little consideration was
given to the position of non-Christians other than the Jews,
who already had established rights'. She affirmed, however,
that
'an Act which was drafted for different conditions
is capable of meeting the implications of today's
multi-racial and multi-faith society'.
(ibid.,p.1858)
The debate and contemporary controversy
Three important questions concerning the futur,e of
religious education emerged during the debate:
1. Are the schools the proper place for religious education?
2. What provision, if any, should the law make for
religious education?
3. If religious education should be given in schools, of
what kind should it be?
Concerning the first question, members were in general
agreement that religious education should be given in
school.. On the second question the Government view was
that the eXisting law, which needed no alteration, could
be re-interpreted in the light of contemporary conditions,
but a number of members.had reservations on the subject.
Various answers were given to the third question, many of
them at variance with those given in the Schools Council
Working Paper No. 36 (see above, p.27), which had rejected
a dogmatic or anti-dogmatic approach to the teaching of
religious education in favour of an undogmatic or
'phenomenological' approach. This view was clearly not
shared by some who took part in the debate. For example,
it seems that ~tr Fell had an anti-dogmatic approach in
mind, since in his view 'rudimentary Christianity' could
be 'put across' by a 'teacher ••••who is not a Christian'
(see above, p.33). Three M.P.s insisted on the need for
teachers of religious education to o-e committed Christians
(Hansard, 1976,vol.907, No.73: Dr Boyson,p.1799;
~IT Crawshay, p.1815; and Mr Stokes, p.1834).
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l~ Clark came closest to the 'confessional' or 'dogmatic'
approach, with his assertion that children 'must be taught
to believe in God' (ibid.p.1837).
B. Discussion Documents and :rolicy Statements
The following discussion documents or policy statements
were pUblished in 1975-77:
1. The ReliS;ious Education .. Council Reports t . 1976-77
In 1976-77 the REC produced two discussion document-s,
'What Future for the Agreed Syllabus? (1976) and 'v'lhat Future
for the Agreed Syllabus - Now?' (1977). The first, a discuss-
ion document prepared by the executive committee, recommended
that - 'religious education••• should be regarded as heLp.i.ng
pupils to become educated about religious and other life-
stances and to be both appreciative and critical of them
(op.cit.p.3). It suggested the abolition of AgreedSyllatuses
protecting sectional interests but wanted t s ome kind of
authoritative guidance •••• to support teachers and help them
select material, and to encourage a balanced presentation of
the sUbject' (ibid.p.3). This 'authoritative guidance'
could come from a National Advisory Conference convened
by the Secretary of State, although local authorities
should institute local working parties 'to assist teachers
in working within those guidelines in accord with the local
situation' (ibid.)o The committee wanted religious and other
bodies to produce stUdy material about themselves based on
educational and not propagandist considerations and urged more
attention to initial and in-service training. The Report
pointed out that there had been a change of emphasis since
1966:
'Educational insights and practical teaching experience
are gradually assuming as great an importance as
theological expertise when the interested parties have
chosen their representatives.'
The committee thoughtit was too soon to dispense with the
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official definition of religious education (ibid.p.8),
because of the strong feelings on the sUbject, to safeguard
teachers from parental or partisan criticism, ~~d to help
teachers -LO select material and resources, particularly in
primary and middle schools, where religious education was
given by non-specialists. The committee discussed whether
'religious education' was still an appropriate term for the
kind of education in life stances which it thoughtappropriate,
but felt unable to suggest a more appropriate term. They
placed first among its guidelines 'the recognition that
existence, and the mystery that many people find it it,
poses questions about the purpose of life and experience'
(ibid.p.11). It is not clear, however, whether they would
have deemed appropriate, within the wider religious education
which they advocated, a study of a life stance which might
postulate that it was pointless to pose questions about the
purpose of life and experience, on the ground that either
ther.e was no 'purpose' or, if there were , it was not possible
to discover it.
The Report noted the importance of educational consider-
ations in the introduction of material, stressing the
importance of under-s-tandLng the cognitive development of
young children. A satisfactory progression of wor-k in the
earlier years should enable a senior pupil to 'discuss
philosophical, moral and religious questions in an informed
and discriminating way' and to engage in 'critical and
perhaps original' thought (ibid.p.19).
The REC's second document (1977) took into account two
main criticisms of the earlier document, namely, that a
National Advisory Council might open the way for political
interference in RE, and that too great an emphasis had been
implied for 'other religions' and 'other"life-stances', to
the possible detriment of the Christian tradition. The
second document tentatively substituted the phrase 'belief
systems' for 'religious and other life-stances' and suggested
a new three-tier system of Agreed Syllabuses, which it felt
ought not to differ too widely, while allowing for regional
variations and local interests. The focus of such a system
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could be the present Local Authority Syllabus Conference,
probably widened in scope, which, having first consulted
with teacher groups, teachers' centres, governing bod.Les.,
parents and any other appropriate interests, could submit
its syllabus to a national conference, not for ratification
but for suggestions. It was considered that this system,
although possibly cumbersome, could be 'a very fruitful
source of consultation, whereby local syllabuses were
closely related on the one hand to local needs and local
teacher curriculum devel.opment and, on the other hand,
with the world of developing scholarship.' (ibid.,p.16)
2. Free Church Federal. Council Edflcation Committee, 1976
In. 'Religious Education in County Schools' (1976) the
FCFC Education Committee asserted that 'the transmission of
the Ctuistian faith in education and evangelism and
mission belongs to the Church itself' (op.cit.p.15). It
noted that although the earlier internretations of the
religious education clauses of the Education Act, 1944,
carried 'an assumption of evangelical and confessional
emphases which in 1944 were regarded as proper provisions
in a Christian country' (ibid.,p.6) the Act itself avoided
any explicit statement to the effect that exclusively
Christian education was intended, and 'was therefore now
capable of an interpretation\'1hich does not carry with it.
an exclusive Chr-Ls t i.an connotation' (ibid.,p.6). It
pointed out that there was now a shortage of teachers
willing to teach the subject and that in the primary school
the position was complicated by innovations such as the
integrated day. It referred to the revolution in religious
education which had come about regarding the definitio~ and
application of religious instruction. Society was now
frequently described as Pluralist: immigrants from the
Commonwealth had brought their religions \'1ith them, and-
many indigenous people were now prepared to call themselves
Secularists, Atheists, Marxists etc. The committee took
account of the Schools Council Working Paper No. 36 and the
Durham Report (Commission of Religious Education in Schools,
1970) to enunciate its own statement of religious education:
(over)
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'The aim of religious education should be defined as the
communication of knowledge, the interpretation given to
that knowledge, and an understanding of what it means
for any living religion studied to be taken seriously.
Such a study will include the recognition that all
religions depend for their continuance and vitality
upon personal commitment and worship. '
(ibid.p.10)
The report urged that the three elements making up this
concept knowledge, interpretation and understanding --
must be seen to cohere. Although Free Churchmen would wish
to safeguard the rights of private conscience in the matter
of 'interpretation' the educational integrity of the teacher
was something to be expected from someone undertaking a
professional educational task. Although 'challenge to
personal commitment' (ibid.p.10) needed to be understood
by the pupil 'the actual presentation of challenge belongs
not to the school nor the religious education teacher, but
(to) the religious institution representing the religion
being studied'. The commi~e wished to move beyond a narrow
interpretation of 'instruction t without falling into the
danger of tindoctrination' (ibid.p11).
The report suggested that the obligation of daily
collective worship should be removed from the Education Act
and that it should be replaced by a 'clear provision for
regular school assemblies, which mayor may not be related
to any specific religious rites' (ibid.p.12). It wanted
there to be 'provision for the opportunity of worship as
seems right in accordance with the desires of parents and
the needs of the children•••• ' (ibid.p12). It concluded
that Agreed Syllabases were still necessary tbecause of the
emotive quality of the subject and the realities of the
present situation' (ibid.p13). They were a safeguard for
teachers themselves, who might otherwise find themselves
under pressure from parents, religious authorities and
ideological groups. The report suggested that teachers
were free to make a selection from all the syllabuses
prepared by different local authorities across the country
(ignoring the legal obligation upon teachers to follow the
SyllabUS approved by their own authority). Syllabuses
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should be compiled with the greater participation of the
teaching profession, and with the help of non-religious
bodies as well as religious bodies, although it would rule
out the participation of bodies whose theories were
'nihilistic and destructive' (ibid.p.13). The authors of
the report did not specify what theories they considered
came into this category.
3. The National Viewers and Listeners Association
L11. February, 1976,. the National Viewers' and Listeners'
Association launched a campaign 'Save Religious Education',
seeking to maintain intact the clauses governing school
worship and religious education in the 1944 Education Act.
The immediate occasion of the campaign was the declared
intention of the British Humanist Association to introduce
a Bill into Parliament to repeal the religious education
clauses. The literature of the NVL.A campaign claimed that
'the removal of the religious clauses would undermine themonll
conduct of the nation, already affected by a humanist philo-
sophy which denies absolute moral standards'. It urged
that religious education should be Christian education,
and deprecated the introduction of non-Christian material
into the RE lesson. In an article in the 'Times', on
Thursday, June 3, 1976, Hrs Nary \Vh.itehouse, the Genera;.l
Secretary of the Association, attacked the report of the
Religious Education Council (REC, 1976, see above p.37),
claiming that its implementation 'would mean the virtual end
of Christian religious education in schools'. She described
the possible widening of the scope of RE to include a variety
of life-stances as 'an absurd degree of pluralism'. She
objected to the REC document's belief that 'the basis of
religious education (for the inf'ant child) is the child's
exploration of what it is like to be himself', and preferred
herself 'the discovery of the beauty of simple Bible stories
and prayers which might lead them, one day, to the knowledge
~11.d experience of God'. Since one of the members of the
REC working party was chairman of the British Human.Ls t Assoc-
iation, l1rs Whitehouse was not surprised that the working
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party had produced 'such an anti-Christian education
document'. Its implementation 'would sOl4~d the death knell
in this country of the Judeo/Christian faith which has, for
more than a thousand years, been the source of our greatness,
the inspiration of our great social reformers, the bases of
our political stability, the foundation of home and family
life, the touchstone of so much of our culture'. Finally,
Mrs vlhitehouse deplored the REC working party's suggestion
0:1 a national advisory conference convened by the Secretary
of State, claiming that it would make it easy for any
minister to propagate his own or his party's political
philosophy.
4. The British Humanist Society, 1975
The protest of the National Viewers' and Listeners'
Association had been occasioned by the publication of the
BP~ booklet on religion in County schools, 'Ob~ective, Fair
and Balanced: a new law for religion in education' (KJ..i, 1975).
This advocated Education inStances for Living as a substitute
for the old-style RE. \fl1ile welcoming the 'progressive wing
of RE' which 'cl~ims to educate in religion without assuming
the truth of anyone system of belief' (op.cit.p.35), the
authors felt that even this method would constitute a bias
in favour of religion of some kind, unless it was balanced
with a 'similar education in the foundations of a non-
religious point of view' (op.cit.p.35). 'Education in Stances
for LiVing' was compared with school subjects like poli.tics
and sociology, involving questions for which there were no
generally agreed answers. The booklet proposed the abolit-
ion of the requirement that every school day should begin
with collective worship and suggested that Section 26 of
the Education Act, 1944, should be amended to make Education
in Stances for Living possible, thus:
' ••. any education given at any county school to any
pupil in attendance at the school with respect to
religious or non-religious outlooks or systems of
belief shall be objective and (taken overall) fair
and balanced over the range of such outlooks and
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systems of belief, and••• shall b~ judged in
accordance with proper educational principles.'
(ibid.p47)
The conscience clause enabling teachers to opt out of
the new form of education would be continued as for existing
religious education, and children over compulsory school
age would be allowed to withdraw if they wished from
collective worship and religious education in voluntary
schools. It was not proposed to interfere with specialist
biblical studies for examination purposes in secondary
schools. In conclusion, it was suggested that a measure
of legal control was necessary because of the unique·history
of the subject, the realities of the situation at that time,
and the special educational quality of the subject. The
law ought to give authority to proper educational require-
ments and leave the schools free within these limits.
5. The Education.Committee·of the Order of Christian Unity;
In 1976 the Committee issued a new edition of a pamphlet
first pub'Li.ah.ed in 1973, entitled 'Vlays ':/hereby Christian
Education in State Schools should be Saved' (OCU, 1976).
In May 1975 the Committee had \vxitten to all Directors of
Education in England and Vlale.s, complaining that Christia.11.
Instruction was
'being pushed out by a pincer movement on the
or;.e side by those who want to fill the already
reduced religious period with any ideology which
may be described as IlreligiousU on the other
side by those who want to fill it with any inform-
ation which may be described as "moral" t •
Although not criticising the teaching of comparative
religion and morals to senior students the pamphlet urged
that this should not take up the time given to Christian
Education in state schools. The pamphlet included a report
of a survey undertaken by the OCD in 1973 and reported to
11rs M. Thatcher, then Secretary of State for Education and
Science. Questionnaires on religious education had been
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sent to all Head Teachers in the U.K. secondary schools
(almost. 10,000). Less than a quarter of the head teachers
had replied, however, and it was admitted. by the pamphlet
that the probable reason for the poor response was that
tit was a questionnaire so specifically committed to
Christian questions that some Head Teachers might have
thought it inappropriate to give their views' (op.cit.p22).
The particular stance of the Order of Christian Unity may
be illustrated by reference to the propositions. which were
put to the head teachers, tending to· elicit replies only
from those who were sympathetic:
Affirmative
1. Every child has the right: to learn, study
and discuss Christ's teaching as given in
the Gospels.
2. bvery child should have the cppor-tun.ity
to stUdy the nature and claims of the
Christian Creed. (Always a.l.Lowang for
withdrawal classes for parents who wish
0+ )1 ....
3. The process of Christian Education
depends on the exchange between the
mature personality of the teacher and
the developing personality of the child,
not to indoctrinate, but to clarify
options, therefore onl(Y teachers with a
real understanding of Christianity can
communicate such options.
4. Students and teachers wishing to special-
ise in teaching the Christian Faith should
be given more encouragement and convinced
Christian guidance in Colleges of
Education.
5. Short readings from the Gospels, from an
interdenominational Bible, should be
given regularly in all schools, either in
class or at School Assemblyc
6. Parents should be consulted as to whether
they do, or do not, want Christian Educ-
ation for their children.
7. Time should be set apart in school curri-
culums for study of the New Testament as
a basis for discussion on modern moral
issues.
2235 (97%)
2185 (95%)
2033 (88%)
1989 (86%)
1784 (77%)
1499 (65%)
1865 (81%)
8. The surest evidence of what Christ taught
and wanted is to be found in the Gospels. 2123 (92%)
(Adapted from pp.18-19, Order of C.U., 1976)
(op.cit.p.46)
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6. The British.Council.of Churqhes.Working Party
In 1976 a working party of the BCC concerned with
Ministry among children produced a report entitled
"The Child and the. Church" (B.C.C. t 1976). Although it.
was particularly concerned with the Christian education of
children within the churches the authors felt obliged to
deal with the religious provisions of the Education Act,
1944. They suggested that
'since the L.E.A. school can no longer be expected to
carry any more responsibility in principle for
Christian nurture than for the nurture of IJ.Iuslims,
Jews or Hf.ndue, local Christian Churches. must accept
full responsibilitiy for the Christian nurture of
their young'.
The report suggested that the job of the school was to
'seek to develop thoughtful responsibility in pupils and
through religious education, to develop an understanding of
religion' (ibid.p.10). The Church and the school could no
longer be thought of as partners in Christian nurture. The
secular schools should be concerned with the education of
young people for a pluralist society. Although the Bible
could not be presented from a position of Christian commit-
ment it was considered that there was no necessary tension
between the religious education which schools should provide
and the goals of Christian nurture.
The working party felt that Church schools posed a
particular problem and it recommended that such schools
should 'explore and express the distinctions between
religious education and Christian nurture' (ibid.p.46):
'Secular education and Christian nurture have this in
common: they both seek to give the child his past so
as to enable him to create his own future. But
whereas education. conceives of this future broadly in
terms of the values of our liberal democracy, Christian
nurture conceives of it in terms of the Cr~istian
future •••••• '
(ibid.p22)
It was necessary to distinguish between the 'secular
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education of an open society and the Christian nurture of
a part of that open society' (ibid.p21). Not to nurture
a child in the tradition of his family was to deny him tha~
part of his self-hood which should have been given to him.
The greater part of the report was therefore devoted to a
consideration of how, within the context of the Church, this.
nurture might be undertaken.
7. The Association of Chr:istian Teachers of Wales, 1976
In 1976 this group of teachers issued a leaflet entitled
'Religious Education:. should it be taught in schools?' (4-~7g,).
The leaflet criticised the initiative taken by the British
Humanist Association about a change in the law on RE, fearing
that 'the motivation for these proposals has more to do with
political and even revolutionary theory than \'rith the educ-
ational needs of' our children'. It considered that the new
subject pr-opo.sed by the B.R.A. s t'anc ea for living
was much too vast in its scope and that it would be impossible
to draw up a syllabus that would be 'objective, fair and
balanced', because teachers would be wide open to the charge
of being 'unfair, and biased and subjective' in their select-
ion of material from such a syllabus. The pamphlet denied
that religion was simply a 'stance for living': it 1.>las a
'stance toward God'. Such a demotion of religion as was being
proposed by the B.R.A. was unacceptable to those who took
religion seriously. There was certainly a place for 'stances
for living' in a secondary school syllabus, but not within the
religious education syllabus. The pamphlet favoured the
retention of (Christian) Religious Education on philosophical,
cultural and moral grounds, although the job of the R.E.
teacher was not considered to be to gain converts for a
particular creed but 'to awaken children to the spiritual
dimension of life'.
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8. The Association of-Christian Teachers (England), 1976
In 1976 the A.C.T. issued a leaflet entitled 'Religious
Education: a considered.view', making four recommendations:
, 1. vie recommend that it shall be compulsory for County
Schools to present a course or courses in religious
studies which shall include Christianity as the
major area of study and an examination of other
significant world views at the appropriate stage.
2. We recommend that County Schools shall provide for
either the whole school or appropriate sub-divisions,
regular assemblies offering to pupils in community
the experience of various kinds of worship and the
opportunity of exploring fundamental questions of
belie£s and values.
3. VIe recognise that in the framing of any future
Education Act, the above recommendations would
require careful amendment of the existing religious
clauses of the 1944 Act. 1'1e recommend this as a
right and proper course of action, to be undertaken
after full consultation with the various interested
educational and religious bodies.
4. 1'1e recommend that serious attention be given to
improving the status of Religious Education in
respect of resources, time allocation, recruitment,
training and quality of staff.'
The authors considered that
'Religious Education aims to foster a certain kind of
understanding which will enable children to make
intelligent and personal c.ommi.tmerrts , It does not try
to produce in children a commitment to prescribed beliefs
••••• and no attempt should be made to manipulate young
minds into conformity with any creed or ideology.'
It was argued that it made sense to base an RE syllabus on
an understanding of Christianity, 'the religion of which most
evidence lies in h~~d', especially since the moral and
cultural assumptions of our society 'had long been suffused
with Christian tradition'. It was claimed that the vast
maj ority of parents, teachers and pupils warrted Religious
Education and that there was little evidence that i~~igrant
communities resented 'Christianity-based R.E.'.
The leaflet criticised the British Humanist Association's
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proposal for a syllabus which was 'objective, fair and
balanced' • Pupils needed to feel that it mattered which
stance for living they adopted; fairness did not mean giving
equal time to all views but giving what a point of view
deserved; and the Humanist demand for balance would lead to
impossible difficulties if every eccentric philosophy were
to find a place in the syllabus. What was important for a
child's education was not that one subj ec t should be objective,
fair and balanced, but that the whole curriculum should be.
Compulsory RE ensured that every curriculum contained an
element in which beliefs in the supernatural and divine
authority were seriously considered, a necessary element
in an objective, fair and balanced curriculum.
Although the pamphlet favoured a revision of the law
about collective worship 'to legitimise current practice in
the light of local facts', it rejected the proposal to outlaw
regular religious or non-religious ceremonies in schools. It
affirmed that the presence of RE in the curriculum was
essential to the maintenance of the common values which the
British Humanist Association and religious believers wishedto
conserve, values still (for most people) linked to religious
faith.
9. The Schools Council Project of Religious Education in
Primary Schools. (1977)
In 1977 the Council published 'Discovering an Approach:
religious education in primary schools'. The project, under
the direction of Professor Ninian Smart, was firmly based on
liberal assumptions about religious education:
'Religious education introduces children to a basic
h~~an activity -- that of searching for some kind
of meaning to life.' (op.cit.p.7)
The following style of religious education was advocated:
'Plural in the sense that it is not restricted to one
tradition but takes seriously the existence of different
religions and secular alternatives.
(over)
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Open in the sense that the scope of the subject and
its content are not defined from within one religious
tradition.
Exploratory in terms of the attitude it encourages
on the part of children and teachers.
(ibid.,p.8)
Aiming at understanding and so concerned with the
development of capacities and attitudes, the
exploration of important ideas, and the imparting
factual information.'
Nevertheless, Christianity is seen as occupying a
place of particular importance in the school:
of
'Few people would dispute the special place Christian~
ity occupes in our plural society. Because of this it
can be expected to play an important part both in
raligious education and in the socialising activity
of the school~' (ibid.p.23)
The school should not be concerned with the nurture of
young people in particular faiths (the task of the various
religious bodies) but should aim to foster 'an understand-
ing of what religion is about' (p.30), so that religion
might be seen both from the "inside" and the "outside tl • In
this process the relation between a pupil's own beliefs and
his study of religion were seen as complementary and
impossible to disentangle (ibid.).
The later chapters of the book translate these
. principles into suggestions for action, using various
projects and approaches appropriate to the modern primary
school o
Considerable attention is given to the question
whether assembly should include worship and the following
conclusion is drawn:
'Our schools serve a plural society, they cater for
children of various religions and none. We ought not
to take it for granted that all children will and
should join in Christian worship.'
(ibid. ,p.100)
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The authors ~e doubtful whether most schools owe it to
children to give them opportunities for worship, or whether
teachers should try to translate worship into an activity
appropriate for children. They stress however the value of
the school assembly as a community gathering distinct from
worship and point out the link between the assembly and
religious education. The difficult sUbject of the content
_of assemblies is examined, especially the part played by
music. The singing of some hymns which 'have become part of
our culture, ••• could be included provided the children are
able to respond honestly and with enjoyment' although 'hymns
which hav~ a difficult vocabulary or contain theological and
devotional symbolism are best avoided' (ibid.p.106.).
New Issues ,in an. Old Controversy
These recent, contributions to the public debate on the
subject of religious education and collective worship point
to a contemporary controversy essentially different from 'that
which divided the Plowden Report members twelve years ago.
In their Report (Central Advisory Council for Education, 1966)
the Council had acknowledged that it was not unanimous on the
question of religious education: eight of the tVlenty-five
members ha& dissented from the majority report on this partic-
ular subject and had produced two minority notes of reservation.
The majority repoJ:"t had explained the differences of opinion
thus:
tThe Council-is divided in its view on religious
education because of the personal beliefs of its
members. The fundamental difference between the theist
and the non-theist_ is not one we can try to resolve.
A minority of members believe that religious education
should not figure in the curriculum at all ••••• Other
members believe that religious education and the Act
of Worship should influence the entire curriculum and
set the tone of living and learning for the whole school
community. The views of the remaining members of the
Council range, between these two extremes.'
(op.cit.para.558,p.203)
The larger of the two minority notes of reservation,
signed by six members, asserted that.••••
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'religious education, if it is taken at all seriously,
is bound to involve theology; and theology is both too
recondite and too controversial a sub j ec t to be suitable
for inclusion in the curriculum of primary schools'.
(ibid.,p.489)
The other note of reservation, signed by two members, had
suggested an 'alternative programme of moral or ethical
education' (ibid.,p.492), which the parents of children
withdrawn froID. religious education might choose for their
children.
By contrast, in the years just before this present stUdy
of Essex teachers was undertaken, the main pUblic controversy
had shifted from the question whether or not there should be
religious education in schools, to whether or not religious
education should be widened in scope to include other stances
for living, and to what its purpose should be. The disagree-
ment was not now between Christians and non-Christians, b~~
between those who regarded religious education as essentially
teaching about the Christian religion and who saw assemblies
as a means of Christian worship, and those who approved a
wider teaching inclUding stances other than Christianity a~d
who saw assemblies as special community gatherings. It is
unprofitable to regard the disagreement as a dichotomy: it.
constitutes rather a continuum ranging from the position of
the Order of Christian Unity at one extreme to that of the
British Humanist Associatio~on the other. The speeches
in the House. of Commons debate (see above PP.32-36) reveal
a similar range of opinion, as does the official report of
the Hous e of Lords. debate of 18th May, 1977 (Hansard, Vol. 383 ,
No.68), when Lord Blake initiated a debate on what he called
'the lack of an adequate Christian content in religious
education in Local Authority schools', and to which about
thirty peers contributed.
Since the issues surrounding religious education and
assembly are so sensitive and complex, it is not surprising
that investigations of the subject have been confused and
open to various interpretations. A critical examination will
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now therefore be made of previous research relevant to
religious education in primary schools.
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Chapter III: AN ASSESSr1ENT OF PREVIOUS RELEVANT P~SEARCH
Trafford Walker (L. Trafford \'lalker, 1966) investigated
the relation between attitudes to religion and attitudes to
religious education among training college students. He
found a correlation of 0.739 between the two and concluded
that such a coefficient would imply that the attitude to the
teaching of religious education in schools depended greatly
on the trainee teacher's attitude to religion. He attempted
to measure att-itudes to religious education through question-
naires based on the Thurstone technique. Although Trafford
Walker tested his questionnaires before using them £or the
purpose of measurement, a number of the propositions he used
are open to objection on methodological and practical grounds.
For example, Proposition 5 ('Religious Education is the one
subject which gives understanding and meaning to life')
leaveS open the question of the quality of the religious
education referred to. Proposition 20 ('Too many teachers of
Religious Education have no faith in what they are teaching)
is taken to be a proposition antagonistic to religious educ-
·ation, but might surely receive assent from many people who
strongly approve of it. Proposition 27 ('Religious Educat-
ion is the most important sUbject a school can teach')
appears to deny the notion of balance in education which
many enthusiasts for religious educati.on might support.
Proposition 31 is open to particular objection since it is
as much a statement about religion as about religious educ-
ation: 'religious education over-emphasizes the part
religion plays in life'. Using such a criterion of support
or other#ise for religious education Trafford Walker could
hardly fail to find a correlation between attitudes to
religion and attitudes to religious education. \'fe are left
with a question: what meaning can be attached to a supposed
correlation of 0.739 in the context of attItudes involving
such subtle variety as are to be found in matters of belie£
about religion and religious education?
T.H. Marriott (T.H. Marriott~ 1967) waa concerned with
a comparative study of the conceptions held by secondary
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school teachers of the role of religious instruction. He
summarises his research thus:
'The thesis attempts to discover and assess the
attitudes of secondary school teachers towards
Religious Instruction. The method used isa
Likert-type questio!L~aire containing twenty
statements relating to various aspects of Relig-
ious Instruction in secondary schools. .A. statist-
ical evaluation was made possible on the basis of
the recorded attitudes. A Pilot Study was conducted.
to evaluate the questions as suitable for the
purpose. The teachers were shown in the Final
StUdy to regard Religious Instruction as valuable
most for its social implications, secondly for
its moral aspects, t~irdly for its religious
teaching and fourthly for its factual content.
Despite the fact that both teachers of Religious
Instruction and other teachers agree in rating
the factors in Religious Instruction in this
order, the two gr-oupe of teachers disagree
significantly as to the emphasis each group
places on each factor. Significant differences
were also found between the views of men and
women teachers, teachers with little and much
experience, and between Graw~ar and Modern school
teachers. A..n. attempt is made to explain the
reasons for these differences of attitude.'
Cop.cit., synopsis)
filarriott himself points out some of the limitations of
his research. On page 2 he admits that
'the number of teachers involved in the study are
comparatively small and it would not be safe to
make wide-reaching conclusions.'
(In r'1arriott' s Final StUdy 45 R. I. teachers and 54 other
teachers responded.) He found in his study that the religious
factors in R.I. teaching were rated more highly by R.I.
teachers than by non-R.I. teachers; by older experienced
teachers than by younger inexperienced teachers; and by
women teachers than by men teachers.
Marriott points out that he has made an important
assumption throughout his stUdy:
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tIt is assumed - ~~d it is the only major assumption
behind the study - that Religious Instructio~ is
a legitimate aspect of the secondary school system.'
(ibid.,p.2)
Conse~uently his study cannot be used to show whether or not
secondary teachers approve of religious instruction.
Nicholls (S.H. Nicholls, .1969) investigated the op~n~ons
of county primary teachers and final year college of education
students on religious education. He noted the statutory
status of the subject in schools and the implicit intention
that religious education should be Christian. He was at
first concerned with the relation between teachers' opinions
and the desirability or otherwise of their ta~ing religious
education in a situation where it was unusual for teachers to
opt out, but later widened the·scope of his en~uiry to embrace
the whole ~uestion of religious education in primary schools.
Before constructing his ~uestionnaires he obtained information
from teachers and students in order to develop an acceptable
approach to the subject, and eventually carried out his enquiry
among 238 primary teachers from 71 primary schools in a north-
ern tmvn and 194 students from nearby colleges.
Nicholls concluded that although most teachers wanted
religious educat~on to be continued they were not satisfied
with the position as it then was. There was dissatisfaction
with the requirement of an agreed syllabus, and many teachers
and students wanted a more liberal approach to religious
education, with the greater possibility of integration with
other subjects and a relaxation of the statutory requirements
concerning collective worship. He also found that the college
of education students were less favourable than the teachers
were towards religious education, and more favourable than
the teachers towards its replacement by moral education.
Most of his respondents thought that the chief benefits of
religious education were social and moral. Most felt that
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teachers needed more guidance to teach the subject.
Finally, Nicholls made a number of suggestions for
improving the quality of religious education. He stressed
that the 'moral/social basis of life' in each school should
be developed, that there should be a number of options
open to teachers (as opposed to merely opting out), and
that some teachers should be asked to refrain from taking
religious education. He also suggested that parents as
well as the Churches need to give support to the work of
teachers.
Brimer (J.W. Brimer, 1971) studied the attitudes of
67 junior school head teachers in Bittmingham towards
school assemblies and compared their attitudes with those
of 293 fourth year junior primary children drawn from six
schools. The questionnaire circulated to head teachers
was designed to find out how assemblies were organised and
conducted, how head teachers influenced them, and what
their aims and purposes were. Brimer concluded that
although head teachers regarded assemblies as a time for
worship, they wanted them chiefly because of the corporate
spirit which was engendered. There was some disagreement
about their educational value.
Brimer's research was partiCUlarly interesting because
it was one of the few attempts which have been made to
discover what 10 and 11 year old children feel about
assemblies. He found that most of the children claimed to
treat assemblies as an occasion of worship, although they
did not value them as highly as the head teachers did.
'A' stream children were more critical than 'B' stream
children and boys were more critical than girls. Children
who went to church valued assembly less than children who
did not.
A Gallup Poll report (Social Surveys (Gallu'p Poll) Ltd.,
1964), prepared on behalf of ABC Television, described a
research among a representative sample of 2,211 adUlts,
aged 16 or over,
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living in the London, Midland and Northern Independent
Television areas. Chapter 11, entitled 'Religion and
Children', presents the following conclusions on the
subject of religious education:
'355 Only 4% of the sample interviewed think that
schools should not give any religious or
scripture instruction to children.
356 One in five of non-denominationals (20%) are
against all religious education in schools,
but amongst the Church of England, Non-conform-
ists and Roman Catholics, never more than 3%
think that schools should omit religious
instruction entirely.
357 The proportion of men who think that schools
should do nothing about religion (6%) is
three times as great as. the proportion among
women (2%).
358 Of the overwhelming majority who thi~~ that
schools should give religious instruction
37% think that this instruction should be
given regularly as compared with 2796 who
prefer just to have scripture lessons.
359 The Roman Catholics are particularly in favour
of regular religious teachin~ (59%) as compared
with just scripture lessons l10%). The Church
of England are more evenly divided; 36% favour
full religious instruction compared with 30%
for scripture lessons. The Non-Conformists
have 41%-preferring regular religious instruct-
ion and 26% favouring just scripture teaching.
360 30% of the respondents are in favour of schools
teaching children about other religions as well
as about Christianity. In this respect:
more men (33%) than women (28%) favour this
wider-than-Christianity religious education;
the younger age groups are more in favour of
children being told about non-Christian as
well as the Christian religion than the
older age groups: 36% of the 16-24s choose
this broader religious course but the
proportion declines until among the over
45s it is only 24%;
more of' the upper class (37%) than of the
lower class (26%) want children taught about
other religions besides Christianity.
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361 The Roman Catholics are the least in favour of
children being told about other non-Christian
religions; only 26% of Roman Catholics chose
this compared with 34% of the members of the
Free Churches and 30% of the Church of EnglQ.11d.
362 For all but the Church of England the idea of
this wider religious instruction receives
proportionately less support from regular
church goers than it does from the total sample:
only 27% of regular Non-Conformist attenders
would like children to hear about non-
Christian religions. This is 7% less than
among all members of the Free Church.
only 18% of regular Roman Catholic worshippers
want the schools to teach about other religions
as well as Christianity. This is 8% less than
among all Roman Catholics.
363 The proportion in favour of this broad religious
education among regular Church of England goers
is 30%. This is the same percentage as is found
among all members of the Church of England.
364 The regular church goers are, therefore, less
in favour of the inclusion of non-Christian
religions in religious instruction in schools,
but they are more in favour of regular Christian
instruction:
73% of regular Roman Catholics preferred this,
compared with 59% of all Roman Catholics.
64% of Non-Conformist regular chapel-goers
want regular religious instruction, compared
with 41% of all Non-Conformists. 60% of
Church of England regular church-goers want
regular religious education, compared with.
36% of all Church of England members.'
(op.cit.,pp.87-89)
The Gallup Poll survey was a·useful attempt to assess
the general attitudes of the pUblic but on account of its
large-scale character was not able to take account of the
particular views of primary teachers.
Philip Hay (P.R•. I>1ay ,1967) carried out a nationwide
survey entitled "Teachers' Attitudes to Religious and Moral
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Education in School ll • His full findings were later published
in 'Learning for Living' (Sept., 1968) and were finally
incorporated in his 'Moral Education in School' (1971),
and used to justify the retention of compulsory religious __
education, on the ground that 'for many people the ultimate
sanctions for morality are religious' (P.R. £VIay, 1971,p.143).
May has summarised his findings as follows in a duplicated
circular (undated):
'During 1967 a nationwide research survey was carried
out among teachers in all types of maintained schools
situated in all kinds of areas. An excellent and
representative response came from teachers of both
sexes, of all subjects, in all kinds of teaching
posts and of varied lengths of service.
Distribution: Of 420 randomly selected schools that
were approached 337 (80%) agreed to help, and were
sent copies of the questionnaire. Of these 311 (92%
of those sent forms and 74% of schools approached)
actually replied.. Two questionnaires ':.Tere used in
equal numbers, in one of which certain questions
were worded in positive form, in the other the s~~e
questions being negatively worded. 3650 question-
naires were sent out, and 2615 (71.696) were returned,
although many schools asked for more questionnaires
than they intended to use. 51% of these were
'positive', and 49% 'negative' questionnaires. 27%
of replies came from primary schools, 26.5% from
secondary modern schools, 34.5% from grammar schools,
10% from comprehensive schools, and 26% from
technical school teachers.
Summary of Some Main Findings
a. Religion in School
94.6% of teachers agree that all children should
be taught to know about and understand Christian-
ity. 3.7% disagree.
84% believe it is part of the state day school's
business to help children to know about and
understand Christianity. 10% disagree.
66% want state schools to continue to be required
by law to provide religious instruction lessons.
24% disagree. 10% were uncertain.
60% want state schools to continue to be required
by law to prOVide daily school worship. 30%
disagree, and 10% were uncertain.
84.6% desire state schools to continue to nrovide
religious instruction lessons, even if not~
required by law to do so. 10% disagree.
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78% desire state schools to continue to provide
school worship even if not required by law to
do so. 14% disagree and 8% were uncertain.
80% of teachers were satisfied with the present
arrangement whez-eby pupils are expected to attend
school worship and religious knowledge lessons
unless their parents say they do not wish them
to do so.
b. Moral education in school
63% think that special periods, not inclUding
religious knowledge periods, should be set aside
in state schools for moral education.
34% disagree.
If such periods are set aside for moral education,
93% think they should be taken only by members of
staff willing to do so.
56% believe such periods should be taken by
several members of staff working as a team.
37% think such periods should have no connection
with religious knowledge lessons and 42% think
they should be connected. 21% were uncertain.
83% think state schools should provide opportun-
ities for social service, pupils taking part
voluntarily.
The response from teachers was encouragingly high
and the proportionate breakdo\~ of replies according
to the type of school, sex, SUbject, position and
length of service·of respondents show that the
strong support for religious education in maintained
schools is consistent in all groupings. No important
group was neglected., or under-represented.
It is particularly significant that
a. the vast majority of teachers want R.E.
lessons and school worship for their pupils,
b. a very definite majority want the compulsory
clauses of the 1944 Education Act to be
retained,
c. a substantial majority would like to see
special periods prOVided for moral education,
organised on team-teaching lines.
In general, therefore, teachers continue to be
satisfied with the present religious provisions of
the 1944 Act, and the real concern they feel for
both the religious and moral education of trek pupils
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throughout their school life is evidenced by the
many reasons most them gave in support of their
attitudes •••••• '
. (P.R. May, circular, undated)
May's research was marred by his evident commitment to
prove that teachers were satisfied with the legal status
quo concerning religious education. The 'excellent and
representative response' rate to which he refers was
probably about 53% (i.e. 71.6% of 74% - see his paragraph
above on Distribution). Although a reasonable response
rate to a questionnaire it hardly merits the adjective
'excellent'. Concerning the crucial question concerning
the requirement by law to provide religious instruction his
respondents were far from unanimous, only 66% being in
favour. Teachers were also uncertain about the relation
between religious knowledge lessons and moral education. In
spite of May's claims, there is no evidence from his
figures that 'In general ••• teachers continue to be satisfied
with the present religious provisions of the 1944 Act' (vide
op.cit.), unless we are to ignore the lack of satisfaction
of one third of the teachers. l'laurice Hill (l'Iaurice Rill,
1968) has also criticised the method of selection of May's
'random sample':
'At one school, a letter arrived inViting co-operation
in the survey. Those who were interested 'signed up',
and subsequently received a copy of the question-
naire. Only those most concerned in Religious
Instruction are likely to have asked for copies, and
it is obvious that any survey based on such a method
is invalid. There were 2,615 replies from 311
schools, that is 8.4 teachers per school o It is
quite possible that 8 teachers in an average school
would be interested in R.I.'
01. Hill, op • cLt , ,p.11)
In spite of these criticisms:it is suggested here that
:Hay's research was useful in stimUlating public interest in
th.e subject. It certainly provoked the British Humanist
Association to corr~ission its ovm survey, which will now be
examined.
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National Opinion Polls (National Opinion Polls! 1969),
commissioned by the British Humanist Association, conducted
a survey and produced a report entitled 'Religious Insiruction
and Education'. In March 1969 interviews were obtained with
1905 electors, selected by systematic probability sampling.
The Survey was concerned with the attitude of respondents
to secondary education and the findings were summarised as
follows by the National Opinion Polls:
'Summary of findings
The most essential quality looked for in secondary
education is training for a career. This is the
case for both boys and girls over the age of t·VIE'2..ve
It is given more importance however in the case of
boys than girls, for 47% of the electors of Great
Britain think it most important for boys and 34%
think it is most important for girls.
Briefly-the characteristics in order of importance
are as. follows:
ImE,ortall,£e_for_b2.Ys
1. Training for a career.
2. Help in becoming an adult with a sense of right
and wrong ,
3. Training for college or University education.
4. Help in becoming an adult with a kind and
h e.Lpf'u.L nature.
5. Encouragement to take an interest in local and
political affairs.
6. Help in becoming a convinced Christian.
7. Information about Christianity and other world
religions.
8. Encouragement to have games ~~d hobbies.
ImE.0E.t~nce_f .9.r_g;hr1 s
1. Training for a career.
2. Help in becoming an adult with a sense of right
and wrong,
3. Help in becoming an adult with a kind and
helpfUl nature.
4. Training for college or University education.
5. Information about Christianity and other world
religions.
6. Help in becoming a convinced Christian.
7. Encouragement to take an interest in local and
political affairs.
8. Encouragement to have games and hobbies.
(This order of importance was.computed by combining
on a points system, the percentages considering the
quality most important, next most import~"lt, ailoting
2 points for each percentage unit most important,
1 point next and 0 points least important.)
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Analysis shows further differences be~~een
age categories and class categories. Among the
upper middle, help in becoming an adult with a
sense of right or wrong is considered almost as
important as training for a career though among
the other three class categories the difference
is much greater.
Among the older ~ctors help in becoming a
convinced Christian, and information about
Christianity and other world religions are con-
sidered slightly more important than among the
younger electors, though only a very small pro-
portion consider either of these most important
in the education of either boys or girls over the
age of 12.
The Methodists are the only religious group
wher-e training for a career for girls over 12 is
considered second most importa..TJ.t to help ..in beccming
an ad.ult ''lith a sense of right and wrong. In the
other religious groups, training for a career for
girls was considered the most important quality
-- except among the Jewish group wher-e the numbers
were too small for any meaningfuL a..TJ.alysis. There
are few other differences between religious groups,
except in degree of support for each quality •. The
order is similar throughout.
On the question of the elector's knowledge of
the legal subject reqUirements of state schools,
there is a great deal of ignorance. 29% did not
know wne the:r state schools had to give certain
lessons, such as mathematics, English or religious
instruction, and organise certain activities, such
as sports and garnesand a daily act of worship.
vfuat the results do show is that most electors who
think they know, believe mathematics and English
language are taught because they have to be taught,
while less than a third of all electors think a
daily act of worship is legally necessary. Over
half of those who believed they knew the legal
situation thought religious instructionwascomplis-
ory, though most of these also considered Ill8:the:nat:i:cs
and English legally necessary subjects.'
(op • cit., p •6)
15% of the respondents in the N.O.P. survey described
themselves as being atheist or agnostic or as haVing no
religion, and this group was found to have a low preference
for religious instruction. Only 36% of this group knew that
religious instruction was compulsory and only 27% that there
was a compulsory act of worship.
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As the survey had been commissioned by the British
Humanist Association it may usefully be contrasted with
the work of P.R. May's research, to which reference has
already been made (p.59). In their commentary on the l~.O.P.
survey (and circulated \vith it) the British Humand.s t Association
conclude that
'(t)he National Opinion Poll Survey reported in this
document convL~cingly reinforces the view that what
parents are really interested in is not the
instruction of their chf.Ldz-en in Christian doctrine
or other religious belief, but in the provision of
a moral education that will assure that their
children grow up 'with moral. insight and concern•••
The Tables give no justification whatever for the
retention of compulsory Religious Instruction and
Worship on the ground that a majority of parents
feel Christian instruction and worship to be vital
components in the education of their children.
(Document circulated bytheB.E:.A.
with Nat. Opinion Polls, 1969)
The difference between the conclusions drawn from the
survey sponsored by the British HumanLst Associatione.nd those
drawn by ~fuy from his own research is a good illustration of
the methodological problems of research into religious
education. l\laurice Hill (National Secular .society, 1968) has
complained about I'1ay
's research on the ground that 'the pro-
religious bias of the questionnaire is evident, both in the
form of the questions and the formulation of the conclusions. I
(op •cit. ,p.S.) However, the National Opinion Poll aurvey ,
sponsored by the B.H.A., is open to criticisms of an ~~ti­
religious bias. The assumption behind their questionnaire
"las clearly that parents rated a number- of things as more
important than religious education. The inference cannot be
made from the figures that religious education has little
public support. The finding by the N.O.F. that 'only a very
small. proportion consider either of these (i.e.1help in
I •
becoming a convinced Christian, and information about
Christianity and other world religion~) most important
(my underlining) in the education of either boys or girls'
is quite consistent with the possibility that most people
consider both of them quite important. I1ays surV"ey and that
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undertaken by the National Opinion Poll both illustrate the
problems arising from social surveys undertaken primarily
for propaganda purposes. Such surveys tend to confuse
rather than to illuminate.
~helast two researches now to be examined are of a
different kind, since their purpose was clearly enunciated
and limited to the aim of improving the quality of religious
education. Neither, as part of its main purpose, deals with
the compulsory aapec.t , although one of them deals viith it on
the . perlphery.
Harold Loukes (H.Loukes, 1965), in 'New Ground in
Christian.Education
',
a sequel to and expansion of his
'TeenageReligion'(1961), dealt with religious education in
secondary schools. Although much of his WO'rk is therefore
beyond the scope of this present study, the questiol1.-~aire
concerning aims which he circulated to his 'good' schools
is of considerable interest. It must be remembered that
Loukes made no attempt to sample a cross-section of all
schools, but contacted 'good schools' (i.e. schools where
religious education was considered to be well given) through
Local Education Authorities, training colleges and university
departments of education.
Although the aims Loukes asked his respondents to choose
from are not strictly comparable with those offered in the
questionnaires forming the basis of the previous study
(B.G. Burgess, 1975), some comparison is possible with
Loukes's percentages of teachers assenting to the aims of
producing a knowledge of biblical events and of an improve-
ment in moral responsibility. (Account must however be
taken of the fact that Loukes was concerned with Secondary
not Primary schools.)
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Teachers' aims in religious education:
vfuat teachers aim at and what thez claim to achieve
(Source: H. Loukes~ 1965, p.32)
Loukes's declared object was to improve religious
education in schools; he was not directly concerned w.i,th
whether or not compulsory religious education should be
given. Given his aims he was clearly justified in s eLec.t.ing
his sample from the 'good' schools. His research cannot,
however~ be taken to indicate the general a~titude of
teachers towards religious education and Loukes has not
used it for this purpose.
Working Paper 44, 'Religious Education in Primary
Schools', (Schools Council, 1972) resembles the work of
Loukes in the secondary field in that the propriety of
religious education
TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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in schools is assumed and the object is to improve its quality.
In 'Dialogue' (Schools Council Newsleter No.6, August,
1970, p.13) Carol Mumford sets out the four major aims of
the Project, which began work in September, 1969:
'First, to summarise and evaluate critically recent
literature and research on religious education
especially in the primary school extracting
topics calling for further investigation.
Second, to survey the religious education in selected
primary schools and by consultation and free wTitten
comments by Heads and teachers attempt some clarific-
ation of aims.
Third, to evaluate the results of the survey
drawing at~ention to outstanding examples of
successful religions education judged in relation
to stated aims. We shall also attempt to make some
assessment of the reasons for this success and to
distil out significant factors which may be trans-
ferable from one situation to another. Topics for
further investigation will be suggested.
Fourth, to produce a document that will be of
practical use to both specialists and non-
specialists teachers and to Heads of schools and
others responsible for the conduct of worship in
schools.'
It is important to note that the schools surveyed 'were
nominated by L.E.A.s, Colleges of Education, church education
controlling authorities and H.I'iI. Inspectorate' (ibid.). 300
primary schools were nominated in this vray and of these 58
schools were selected for visitation by the ~oject team.
The selection was made by using a questionnaire circulated
to all the nominated schools.
It is clear from this that the researchers were in no
way able to assess what were.attitudes generally among
teachers in Primary schools, neither did they claim to do so.
The bodies responsible for nominating the schools may be
expected to have chosen schools which they considered were
teaching religious education particularly effectively.
Moreover, as it was a Schools Council Project, the team
was committed to producing if possible 'a brief, lUCid,
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handbook to enable teachers to understand something of the
educational and theological assumptions underlying the new
agreed syllabuses' (ibid.). The assumption was that religious
education ought to be a part of the curriculum. Nevertheless
the Project did some work which is relevant to this present
stUdy, Tables 3 and 4 being of partiCUlar interest since they
relate to teachers withdravm from religious education and
to the personal beliefs of staff:
Teachers withdrawn from religious education
"
0
(12 (O.69b) teachers withdra\~ in the sample, and
8 (1.5%) teachers withdrawn in the sub-sample
visited, were in schools having more than 5% of
the staff withdrawn.)
(Source: Table 3, p.76, ~'lorking Paper 44,
Schools Council, 1972)
Table 4 of Working Paper 44 deals with the personal
beliefs of members of the staffs of the schools:
TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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(Source: Table 4, p.77, Working Paper 44,
Schools Council, 1972)
In its recommendations 'vorking Paper 44 suggests that
the follm...,ing are among the subj ects in need of further
investigation:
la. the relationship between moral and religious
education in the primary school;
b. the place of prayer and worship in the primary
school;
c. the role of religious education in the middle
years;
d. the contribution to religious education of
humanist and agnostic teachers in the primary
school, and the relationship betwe en the commit-
ment of a teacher and the open approach to R.E.;
e. religious education for non-Christian immigrant
children;
TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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f. the kinds of books, visual aids and other
teaching materials required for use in
::celigious education in the primary school.'
(ibid.,p.69)
The Working Paper also suggested that advisers and
consultant teachers in religious education should be appointed
in greater numbers and that 'students and teachers should be
trained to meet the demands of the new religious education!
(ibid.).
In the next chapter, to complete this review of previous
relevant research, a full account will be given of the
earlier work (B.G. Bur-gess , 1975) which prepared the ground
for the present study. The questiorJlaire used for the
earlier work will be found in Appendix 1 (Vol .I I)together
with the Essex response frequencies.
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Chap. IV: A REYIEW OF TBE PREVIOUS STUDY (B.G. Burgess,1975)
The previous study had been prompted by the inability
of the Plowden Committee (Central Advisory Council,· 1966)
to produce a unanimous report on the place of religious
education in the curriculum, which it felt w~s a matter of
'some delicacy' (op.cit.,para.563,p.204). At the end of
1967 the researcher bad interviews with a number of teachers
to find out what were the matters which appeared to merit
further research. Reports of the interviews, too lengthy
for inclusion in this present study, were a part of the
previous work (B.G. Burgess,1975,pp.60-75). It appeared
that even among a very small number of teachers there were
many nuances of view about religious education and many
differences in personal beliefs which would make research
difficult. The different views expressed prompted the
construction of a questionnaire enabling respondents to
make individual personal responses to many questions, but
some questions appeared to deserve investigation within the
framework of a structure statistical enquiry. In particular,
it was decided to investigate statistically what relationship
existed between teachers' attitudes to RE and collective
worship and a number of independent variables: region of the
country, the age and sex of the teacher, the degree of res-
ponsibility of the teacher, the age-group taught, size of
school, status of school, and the religious beliefs of the
teacher. In 1968-69 questionnaires were sent to a 10%
random sample of Essex primary teachers and to all Walsall
primary teachers. 259 (70%) of the Essex sample ~~d 289
(53.4%) of the Walsall teachers responded. The results are
summarised below; tne questionnai..-re wil.l, be found in Appendix 1.
Summary of Findings: coded data (B.G. Burgess, 1975)
1. Collective worship and religious education
About four fifths of the res~ondents in both areas
expressed agreement with statutory collective worship and a
similar proportion with statutory religious education, although
the Walsall teachers expressed agreement with religious
education more emphatically th~Tl those in Essex. Those in
both areas who claimed to be practising members of a
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Christian church were much more likely than other teachers
to express agreement and to do so more emphatically. In
both areas teachers over 31 were more likely than teachers
under 31 to express agreement with religious education, but
no age difference could be shown so far as collective
worship was concerned.
Aided school teachers in Essex were more likely than
other Essex teachers to express agreement with statutory
collective worship and religious education, but a similar
tendency could not be proved in Walsall. Neither was the
tendency of the Essex teachers in the smaller schools to
be more in agreement with religious education than those
in the larger Essex schools reflected in the Walsall
statistics. In neither area were the variables of res-
ponsibility (head teacher or not head teacher) or age-
group taught shown to be significant.
2. The principle of anA$reed Syllabus and the Agr;eed
Syllabus in use ..
In both areas, about a half of the respondents were
in agreement with the principle of an Agreed Syllabus,
~~d somewhat less than a half were satisfied with the
particular Agreed Syllabus being used. Th;ose teachers in
both areas who claimed to be practising members of a
Christian Church were more likely than other teachers to be
in agreement with the principle of an Agreed Syllabus, and
more likely to be satisfied with the syllabus in useo In
both areas also, teachers over 31 were more likely than
teachers under 31 to be in agreement with the principle
and satis.fied with syllabus in use. Aided school teachers
were not shown to differ from other teachers so .far as the
principle of an Agreed Syllabus in County and Controlled
schools was concerned, and none of the other variables
(sex, responsibility, age-group taught, or size of school)
was shawn to be significant on either ~uestiono
3. Teachers' Aims in Religious Educat~on
The two areas of the cou.~try could not be shown to
differ as regards the aims selected, except that the least
popUlar option (17A: To convert children to Christianity)
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was favoured more in Walsall than in Essex. In each area
about two thirds of the respondents claimed that they aimed
'to encourage certain m~ral attitudes' (17B), and about
a half claimed to subscribe to the following options:
17C: To help children to make up their own minds about
religion' and moral$.
17D: To teach a knowledge of the Bible.
17E: To nurture an important aspect of children's gr~.
About a third of the respondents aimed to 'transmit
and important element of the cu.L tural heritage' (17F) and. about
one fifth made individual statements describing their aims.
In both areas:
(a) Teachers who claimed to be practising members of
a Christian Church wer e more likely to select:
Option 17A: To convert children to Christianity,
17D: To teach a knowledge of the Bible,
17E: To nurture an important aspect of
children's growth.
(b) Aided school teachers were more likely than
other teachers to 'nurture an important aspect
of ch~ldren's growth'.
(c) Teachers who were over 31 were more likely tha....'1.
teachers under 31 to 'encourage certain moral
attitudes' •
A few differences between the areas emerged in the
analysis of the variables:
Essex: Junior teachers were more likely than Infant
teachers to aim to 'help children to make up their
own minds about religion and morals' (17C) and to
'teach a knowledge of the Bible' (17D).
Walsall: Men teachers, head teachers and teachers in the
smaller schools showed a greater preference than
other teachers for the option 'To encour~ge certain
moral attitudes' (17B). Older teachers were more
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likely than younger teachers to 'teach a knowledge
of the Bible' (17D); and"Aided school teachers were
-less likely to select the option 17C 'To help
children to make up their O\in minds about religion
and morals'.
4. Religiou,s Beliefs-and Practice
About a half of the respondents in each area claimed
that they were practising members of a Christian Church,
and no significant di.fference between the two areas was
apparent in this respect. A further quarter of the
respondents in each area signified that they were 'inclined
towards Christianity but •••. not a practising member'.
Although the teachers in the Aided schools in each area
were more likely to claim to be practising Christians than
teachers in other schools, none of the other variables (age,
sex, responsibility, age-group taught, and size of school)
was shown to be significant in either area.
In chapter II of the study (B.G. Burgess, 1975),
dealing with methodological problems involved in research,
reference was. made to the attempt, as a part of that study,
to collate the answers to the open-ended questions. It
was believed that such an attempt, although lacking in
statistical. precision, might help to illuminate the answers
to the coded questions and provide a point of departure .for
further research. Respondents were asked to explain their
points of view on four particular matters: collective
worship, special difficulties in religious education, the
Agreed Syllabus in use, and suggested changes in the law
and practice concerning religious education. About 50,000
words were contributed by respondents in answer to these
questions 0 The researcher studied the responses and devised
categories which appeared to him to reflect the various
typical pcdnts of view expressed. These categories reflected the
p~rceptions and (no doubt) prejudices of the reooarchET, but
the collation or aJlocatian of tbe indiv:i.dual resp::mses to the various
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categories, was carried out by juries consisting of college
of education students, who were invited to take part (or to
decline if they wished). Thus although the categories were
formulated by the researcher, the allocation of the responses
was carried out by individuals not otherwise involved in the
research. The method of procedure of the juries is described
in detail in the previous study (B.G. Burgess, 1975, pp.159-
168). The results are summarized as follows:
Summary of findingS:'uncoded data.(B.G .. Burgess, 1975)
1. Collective worship
Belief in the corporate or ethical value of collective
worship stood out as a reason why so many respondents
approved of it. Many welcomed child participation for
various reasons or stressed the need for assembly to be
well conducted, but. those who disapproved of collective
worship often felt that for children it waseuherincomprehens-
ible, indoctrinative, diVisive, or poorly conducted. Among
both groups there were a considerable number who thought
that the legal stipulation about worship ough~ to be relaxed
or altered in some respect.
2. Special difficulties in Religious Education
Three kinds of difficulty were encountered by teachers
who gave religious education: the nature of religion itself
as conceived by teachers, the social context in which it
was taught, and the teacher's own personal beliefs and/or
level of expertise.
3. Agreed Syllabuses
Teachers' criticisms of their Agreed Syllabuses
focussed either on the supposed irrelevancy of the actual
contents or on the rigidity the system of Agreed Syllabuses
was thought to impose. Some respondents claimed to meet
children's needs by using the Syllabus as a general guide,
while others wished to deviate from it or did not use it at
all.
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4. Suggested Changes in Law and Practice
Opinions expressed about the future were very divided.
Some teachers wanted religious education to be given only
by convinced Christians (or perhaps by the clergy) while
others looked forward to teachers being given greater free-
dom to teach as they thought fit.
An evaluation of the findings (E.G. Burgess. 1975)
It was argued (op.cit.pp.168-170) that teachers who
were favourable to religious education and collective
worship would have been more likely to have responded to
the questionnaires than those who were antagonistic or
indifferent, and that the survey was therefore likely to
result in some over-estimate of satisfaction with the
statutory position and of conservative opir..ion. This
probability is taken into. consideration in the following
evaluation:
1. Collective WorshiE
Even with the probability of bias as stated above
there was no evidence from the surveys that most teachers
in the areas concerned wer-e. against statutory collective
worship. In fact the reverse appeared to be true. The
'open-ended' data also suggested that a large number of
teacher$ valued assembly particularly because of its
corporate or ethical value and had suggestions about how it
might be improved. Nevertheless, about one f'ifth of the
samples (and probably more. of' the actual populations) were
uncertain about or opposed to the statutory arrangements •
.~though the f'act that those who claimed to be practising
members of a Christian Church (or who were in Aided schools)
tended to be generally more in agreement was not surprising,
it raised the question \",hether the balance of' opinion about
collective worship would change if' the proportion of teachers
who were practising members of a Christian Church decreased.
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2. Religious Education
Again, it appeared that most teachers were in favour of
statutory religious education, even after allowing for the
probable bias of the responses referred to above, and once
again practising members of a Christian Church were shown
to be more likely to be in favour. The lesser degree of
agreemerrt. of the 'under 31' group vii th statutory religious
education in both local authority areas had not been matched
by a similar age difference ....li th regard to collective
worship. It was suggested that the reason might be that
the younger teachers were usually passively involved in
assemblies, and did not experience the same tension w:bich
arose when they were . required to give religious education
in their own classrooms. There was no firm evidence from
the analyses that practising members of a Christian Church
were proportionately less numerous in the lower age groups
of the population (op.cit.pp.133-134), although the values
of chi-squared were high enough to give rise to the suspic-
ion that larger samples might have demonstrated a difference.
The greater propensity of the Aided school teachers in Essex
to approve of statutory religious education, as compared
with other teachers, was consistent with the greater proport-
ion of practising church members among them.
3. Agreed Syllabuses
Although four fifths of the respondents had expressed
agreement with statutory religious education and collectiV'e
worship, only a half had expressed agreement with the pr:inciple
of an Agreed Syllabus, and fe"!,ver still Viith the actual
syllabus adopted. This considerable dissatisfaction was
reflected in the free cOTh~ents made by some teachers to the
effect that religious education should be made wider in scope
or more relevant to modern life, or that teachers should be
allowed greater freedom. Lack of agreement with the
principle of an agreed syllabus and dissatisfaction with
the syllabUS in use. were particularly notic.eable on the part
of teachers who did not claim to be practising members of a
Christian church, and the younger teachers were more critical
than the older teachers.
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4. Aims in Religious Education
In view of the emphasis on the supposed moral value of
religious education during the debates on the 1944 Act
(B.G. Burgess, 1975,p.8), which no doubt reflected pUblic
opinion at that time, it was interesting that 23 years later
the most popular aim selected by the teachers in-both areas
was fto encourage certain moral attitudes', and that teachers
who were not practising member-s of a Christian Church differed
little Trom those who were in their choice o:f this option.
But the 'under 31' group of teachers was less keen on this
option than their elders. This difference may have reflected
differences in the educational philosophy of the younger
teachers, who may have felt that 'certain moral attitudes'
should not be 'encouraged', as this savoured of indoctrin-
ation rather than education. However, it could not be
assumed that" any of the differences between the 'under 31'
and the 'over 31' age-groups necessarily marked new trends
in teachers' views about religious education. It may have
been that when the young radical teacher reached the age of
31 he was in the process of becoming as conservative as his
elders. Perhaps after a :few years in the profession
complacency would set in and teachers wouLd cease to question
traditional views. Only a further survey (such as is now
being lU1dertaken) could show whether the age differences
really indicated. a new trend.
Teachers who claimed to be practising members of a
Christian church were more likely than other teachers to
'teach a knowLedge of the Bible', and this group accounted
for almost all of those teachers who aimed to 'convert
children to Christianity'. The actual percentages of
respondents SUbscribing to this last aim was small in
Essex (5.8%) but not inconsiderable (although still at the
bottom of the option list) in ~valsall (13.3%). The discovery
that Junior teachers in Essex were more likely than Infant
teacfuers to aim 'to help children to make up their own
minds about religion and morals' and 'to teach a knowledge
of the Bible' was jUdged to be consistent with the practical
difficulties' involved in the teaching of Infants.
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5. Religious Beliefs and Practice
Question 19, concerning respondents' religious beliefs
and practice, depended on the ability and willingness of
teachers to place themselves in particular belief categories.
It may be objected that the category 19A (, I am a practising
member of a Christian Church') is imprecise. As David Martin
(D. Martin, 1967,p.35) has pointed out, one problem is 'the
different criteria of membership employed by the various
bodies' • Whereas' the Roman and Ang.Li.can churches employ
criteria which assume entry by birthright signalized or
realized at Baptism•••• J::Iethodists and Congregationalists
admit to the religious community in a very limited way by
infant baptism but count those who are definitely adul.t
members'. He points out also the difficulty of 'the varying
meaning or importance attached to a similar practice in
different churches or even in branches of the same·church',
and suggests that 'the appropriate point of departure is
the religious constituency: an those who when asked their
religion by pollster, army corporal or hospital attendant
reply '8atholic, Church of England or whatever it may be'
(ibid.,p.36). Group 19A therefore consisted of teachers
who identified themselves as practising members of a
Christian Church. In view of the variety of religious
practice in different denominations, self-identification
as a church member was thought to be more useful for the
purpose of the study than questions enquiring, for .inatance,
how many times respondents had been to church during a
particular periodo
Because of the provision in the 1944- Act for
denominational religious education in church schools,
Aided schools had a higher proportion of 'practising
members' and their teachers therefore showed most of the
tendencies of the group of all teachers who had selected
the practising Church. member category. But Aided school
teachers were not shown to differ from other teachers so far
as the principle of an Agreed Syllabus in County and
Controlled schools was concerned, although the whole group
of 'practising members of a Christian Church' were more in
favour than those who were not practising members.
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6. General
The Essex and Walsall surveys yielded very similar
.general results on most of the questions investigated.
The main trends discQvered within each sample, particularly
those concerned with the relation of age and religious
belief to opinion, were common to both areas, in spite
of their being 100 miles apart. As we share many
common elements of culture in England, and there is
considerable geographical mobility of people in professional
occupations, the similarity may not be surprising,
particularly since the investigation covered only a single
occupational group (primary teachers) and not a cross
section of all the inhabitants of Walsall and Essex.
CHANGES AFTER 1968
By 1977 the composition of the teaching force had
changed considerably (following the expansion of the
colleges in the 1960s to cater for the increased numbers
of children in the schools) and so had the focus of the
public controversy about assembly and religious education
(see above, p. 50). These were some of the reasons for
undertaking the further work forming the basis of this
present stUdy, the preparations for which are described
in the next chapter ..
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Chapter V: THE ORGANISATION OF THE FINAL (1977) SURVEY
1. rJIethodological, Problems
A sociologist attempting research must take account. of
what has been described as a fundamental controversy within
his discipline. Allan Dawe (A.Dawe, 1970) has expressed it
thus:
'There are •••• two sociologies: a sociology of social
system and a sociology of social action. They are
grounded in the diametrically opposed concerns with
two problems, those of order and control. They posit·
antithetical views of human nature, of society, and
of the relationship between the social and the
individual. The first asserts the paramount necessity,
for societal and individual well-being, of external
constraints; hence the notion of a social system
ontologically and methodologically prior to its
participants. The key notion of the second is that
of autonomous man, able to realize his full potential
and to create a truly human order only when freed
f'r-om external restraint. Societ-y is thus a creation
of its members; the product of their construction of
meaning and of the action and relationship through
wni ch they attempt to impose that meaning on their
historical situation••• In summary, one views action
as derivative of system whilst the other views system
as derivative of action. I
(op.cit.,p.214)
As applied to a study of teachers' attitudes to
religious education, a preference for the 'social systems'
approach might lead to a researcher attempting to find out
what is happening in schools within the framework of the
religious provisions of the Education Act, as though
teachers' actions and attitudes were strictly within a
frame of reference determined by the Act and the Agreed
Syllabus. Such a 'social systems' approach lends itself
readily to the conventional questionnaire, but as Graham
Vulliamy (G. Vulliamy, 1973) has said ......
'The mea~ing of social events poses severe problems
for conventional sociologtcal research. Despite
pilot stUdies, a fixed-choice questionnaire tends to
assume that any single item is understood identically
by all respondents. Moreover, the meaning which the
respondent assigns to the question is assumed to be
similar to the researcher's intention in asking it ..
• • e.••••••••••••••••••••••• __ ••••••••• e .••••• • But the
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phenomenological critique relativjses the status
of sociological investigations. If social phenomena
are not 'out there', but are constantly subject
to changing and conflicting meanings; and if any
sociological account is necessarily grounded in
commonsense reasoning thenno sociological
explanation can claim to be the 'objective' accoLL~t
of the social ...vozLd, It must remain simply one
particular interpretation of social reality.'
(op.cit.,p.527)
The'alternative 'social action' approach might lead to
a sociologist attempting to discover thI'ough' observation,
filming or tape-recording within the classroom, what teachers
and pupils actually say and do: the emphasis ...vou.Ld be on
'taken for granted' assumptions of the teachers, not on the
previously formulated framework of the researcher. ~Qring
the last decade this method of s tudy has enjoyed a considerable,
vo~~e, through the efforts of what has become known as the
'et~_~omethodological' school of sociologists. For example,
Nell Keddie, in her article on Classroom Knowledge (~I.F.D.
Young (ed.), 1971,pp.133-160) has examined the taken-for-
granted: assumptions of teachers and pupils in a comprehensive
school and has distinguished between the answers which
teachers give implicitly to Questions when they are in the
'teacher' context (i.e. actually at work in the classroom)
and the answers they explicitly give in an 'educationist'
context (i.e. when asked about their work before or
afterwards ).
It is contended in this present study, however, that the
choice is not between 'two extreme 'diametrically opposed
concerns' as Allan Dawe supposed, but that a SYnthesis is
possible. 'Every social action presupposes a social setting'
CEdo Pivcevic, 1972,p.346), and in practice sociological
theory and research ought to accommodate both. If this
present research tends towards the'social systems' pole
this is not because the social action approach is felt to
be without merit, but because it was necessary to make a
choice of methods. An attempt has been made, through the
preliminary interviews, the pilot stUdies, and the open-
ended questions of the earlier stUdy (B.G. Burgess, 1975)
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to avoid the woz-s t features of an extreme structural-
functionalist position, but it is not claimed that such
an attempt can be entirely successIul. Particular care
was taken, however, to collate the answers to the open-
ended questions of the earlier study, because in these
answers the respondents could bre~c free from the rigidities
of coded questions imposed by.the research. An attempt
was made to put the replies into categories for future
use, but it is realised that they might have been cate-
gorised in quite different ways by another researcher \'iith
a different perspective. A similar problem, however, faces
the ethnomethodologist who attempts to interpret the inter-
action of which he is an observer..
This present study is therefore only one way of looking
at the subject of teachers' 0plulons about religious educ-
ation. The researches have been particularly concerned with
statutory religious education, although the later research
has also been concerned with obtaining more precise definit-
ions of teachers' attitudes to asseILlblies and religious
education, irrespective of statutory consideratio~s. An
assumption has been made that Primary teachers do in fact
have views on the statutory aspect, but it is likely that
most of them are not as interested in this as is a researcher
who has selected it for study.
An important reason for using the anonymous queffti~e
rather than the interview or classroom observation for the
major part of this particular research was that religion is
such a personal matter that it may be only by the physical
separation from the researcher afforded by such a method that
respondents are likely to express themselves without
irJlibition. The face-to-face interview may also prompt the
answers which the intervie'tlee thinks the manner of the
interviewer calls forth; while the presence of an observer
in the plassroom may interfere with the ordinary interaction
between teacher and pupils. Although a questionnaire may
elicit replies in an 'educationist' rather than in a 'teacher'
context (see above, p.82, para.2), it can be argued that
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the teacher as 'educationist' and the teacher as 'teacher'
are in continual dialogue and that their connection is as
close as that which G.H. l1ead portrayed between the 'I'
and the 'me' (G.H. Head, 1934, pp.152-164).
2. The hypotheses for the Final Study (1977)
The 'open-ended' questions of the previous research
(B.G. Burgess, 1975) had provided a great deal of material
which had been collated, and shown to be valuable in
revealing a number of typical attitudes. For example,
many respondents had spont~Deously emphasised what they saw
as the corporate or ethical value of collective worship, or
had suggested particularly desirable relaxations of the legal
stipulations. Some of these typical responses have been
adapted for use in the new questionnaire, providing the
substance of some of the coded questions. To this extent,
therefore, the teachers of 1968-69 have helped to shape the
form of the present enqUiry. New issues have arisen since
then, however, notably concerning the actual content of
school assemblies and religious education. In particular
there has been less public controversy about whether or not
there should be assemblies and r~jgiouseducation, and more
about whether assemblies should include prayer and other
religious observances and whether religious education should
be extended beyond the Christian religion in its scope.
The previous study had suggested that teachers'
religious beliefs influenced their attitudes towards these
matters more than any other identifiable factor, although
age was also important. Other factors appeared to be of
secondary importance or were closely related to the primary
factors of age and religious belief. For example, the men
in the profession tended to be older than the women; Head
teachers were usually older than most assistant teachers;
there was a higher proportion of Church members in Aided
schools than in County schools.
The present stUdy will therefore be concentrated on
the degree to which opinions about assembly and religious
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education may be related to ag~and religious commitment.
All the cross-tabulations relating to these two variables
will be produced in the data tables, whether or not they
reveal significant differences (Tables 1-54, 55-94), also
the cross-tabulations concerned with the inter-relationships
between Variables 1-7 and Variable 48. Since Variables 2-7
are concerned only with secondary hypotheses, cross-tabulations
between these and variables 8-47 will normally be reproduced
only when they reveal significant differences (Tables 95-177).
(An exception is that the tables involving Aided, Controlled
and County schools also include five upon which it was not
possible, for statistical reasons, to carry out a chi-square
test.). Further cross-tabulations involving County school
teachers only (Tables 178-217) and two of the Belief
categories (Tables 218-229, 230-241) will be made to
elucidate points involved in the hypotheses. Further cross-
tabulations involving small groups have been avoided, owing
to the problem of not being able GO apply chi-square tests:
it was resolved to rely as little as possible upon inspection
of such tabl.es because of the diffiCUlty of interpretation.
The hypotheses have been cast in the null form, as
follows:
HYPOTHESES
Principal Hxpotheses
The opinions of teachers about assembly, collective
worship, religious education and teaching aims do
not differ in relation to
1. their ages,
2. their degree of attachment to a Christian Church
(as measured by the ordinal scale, Variable 48).
Subsidiary Hypotheses
The opinions of teachers about the same matters do
not differ in relation to
3. their sex,
4. whether' or not they are head teachers,
5. whether or not they teach in small schools (up to
300 children) or large schools (more than 300),
(OVER)
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6. whether they teach Infants or Juniors,
7. whether they teach in Aided, Controlled or
County schools,
8. whether or not they teach in New Tov~~s.
3. The Pilot Quest.tonnaire
The 50-item ~uestionnaire (see Appendix 2), which
was designed to investigate these hypotheses, was
formulated as follows:
a) Info-('mationabout theB,es"pondents (~~.1-7, 48)
Questions 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 48, concerned w.Lth the age,
sex, teaching position, size of school, teaching duties,
status of school and religious practice, were derived
alm.ost verbatim from the ~uestionnaire of the previous
study (£ppendix 1).
Question 7 was a new ~uestion designed to ascertain
whether the respondentts school was inside or outside
the boundary of a New Tovm. (Essex has two New Towns,
Harlow and Basildon, both established as a conse~uence
of post-war New Towns legislation.)
b) Opinions about Assembly and Collective· 'v'iorship (C1~. 8-14)
Question 8 (statutory Collective Worship) was d.rawn
exactly from the ~uestionnaire of the previous study
(Appendix 1, ~.6)
Question 9 was a new question designed to gain opinions
about the desirability or otherwise of an assembly (with
or without collective worship).
Questions 10 and 11 (concerning whether an assembly should
be held every day or always at the beginning of the day)
were derived substantially from the categories established
from the free responses of the teachers in the previous
stUdy (see above pp.74-76, i.e. B.G. Burgess, 1975, p.171,
category 6).
Questions 12, 13, 14, were new ~uestions designed to test
0plnlon on the desirability and fre~uency of collective
worship in assembly, the same proposition being put in
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three ways, i.e. 'alvlays', 'not necessarily' and never.
c) Further opinions about collective worship (qq.15-22)
Questions 15 and 16 were new questions designed to
ascertain the essential concern of collective worship
as viewed by respondents. Question 15 postulated 'the
adoration of a Supreme Being' as an essential concern
and question 16 'corporate reflection on the shared values
and ideals of society'.
Questions .17-22 wes:e concerned with the importance,
efficacy and propriety of collective worship. Questions
17-22 vlere derived with modifications from the categories
established frDm the free responses of the teachers in
the previous study (see above PP.74-76), thus:
q. 17, B. G. Burgess, 1975, p.161, category 4
,., 18 II p.162 .A'i..
q. 19 II p.161 9
q. 20 :1 p.162 B
q. 21 11 p.161 8
q. 22 a p.162 D
d) Opinions about Religious Education (qq 23-36)
Question 23 (Statutory Religious Education) was dr-awn
exactly from the questionnaire of the previous study
(Appendix 1, q.8).
Questions 24 and 25 were d.cawn exactly from the questionnaire
of the previous study (Appendix 1,qq.10 and 11). These
were concerned with the Agreed Syllabus.
Questions 26. and 27, concerning the desirability or
exclusion of RE, were based on uncategorised comments of
respondents in the previous study.
Questions 28,29 and 30 were concerned with the aims of RE:
q. 28 involved a 'confessional' approach (see above, p.26):
'point of commitment to a religious belief'.
q. 29 involved an 'anti-dogmatic' approach: 'confined to
the co~m1h~ication of information about religion'.
q. 30 involved a 'phenomenological' approach: 'an
appreciation of various religious and non-religious
stances for living, without promoting any particular
stance'.
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Questions 31 and 32, concerning who should give RE, were
derived from uncategorized free comments of respondents
in the previous study.
Questions 33 and 34, concerning conscientious objection
a~d the actual giving of RE, were drffivD exactly from the
questionnaire of the previous study (Appendix 1, qq.13,14).
Questions 35 and 36 'Here new questions concerned "viith
whether respondents had read the Syllabus and a recent
Essex supplement.
e) Opinions about the desirability of certain Aims (qq.37-47)
These new questions were to discover the opinions
of respondents about the desirability of some possible
teaching aims, irrespective of whether or not respondents
approved of or carried out RE. The questions are based
on free statements made by the respondents in the previous
study, and "involve moral and religious education.
f) Free response" questions (qq. 49-50)
These were to enable respondents to make individual
replies if they so wished. The answers would not be
amenable to statistical analysis but could be used to
illustrate points of view not covered exactly by the
other questions.
As all the items in the questionnaire were to be
treated as individual questions and were not to be li~~ed
to one another for the purpose of forming a ratio scale it
was not then felt necessary further to validate the items.
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3. The Pilot Survey
In order not to prejudice the main survey by making
known in advance the content of the questionnaire to
members of the Essex primary school teacher population, it
was decided to make a pilot survey with final year students
in a college of education. Questionnaires (See Pilot
Questionnaire and Covering Letter, Appendix 2) were sent to
the 49 students in the researcher's college who had
recently completed six "leeks teaching practice in Essex
Primary schools. They were asked to treat the questionnaire
as if they were in fact employed teachers with the classes
they had taken on teaching practice. The numbered question-
naires were circulated on January 4th, 1977, and ten days
later a letter of reminder and thanks was sent to all the
students. By February 4th 35 completed questionnaires had
been returned and it was found that one of the remaining 14
had been inadve~tently sent to a student who had withdrawn
from the college. There had therefore been approximately a
response rate of 73% from the students who had received a
questionnaire. The responses were processed through the
University computer and the frequencies of the coded
responses were as shown in Apvendix 2.
As a result of the Pilot Study it was decided to make
the following changes before using the questionnaire for
the final survey:
a) The questionnaires wcu.Ld be numbered after they had been
returned instead of before. ~wo students had expressed
concern about the anonYmity of responses which had been
previously identified by numbers and suggested that the
. teachers in the final stUdy might have similar
misg~v~ngs. It was also realised that the numbering of
the completed questionnaires would facilitate research
if it was felt necessary or possible to submit late
replies to any special examination.
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b) The form of the first question would be changed so that
the respondent would enter his year of birth instead of
selecting one of three age categories. The reason for
this change was that the age of each respondent could
now be used for more exact analysis of possible
differences attributable to age.
c) In questions 15 and 16 the word 'primarily' would be
changed to 'essentially1, in order to eliminate the logical
absurdity implied if a respondent agreed substantially
with both propositions.
d) .An additional category would be offered in question 25,
the reason being that six respondents who had not read
the Agreed Syllabus had written in a reply to this effect,
instead of selecting option 3. The options would. therefore
now read as follows:
'1. I am very satisfied with it.
2. I am satisfied with it on the whole.
3. I have read it but have no oninions about it.
4. I have not read it and therefore have no opinions
about it.
5. I am rather dissatisfied w.i.th it.
6. I am very dissatisfied with it.'
e) It was decided that there were an unnecessardly large mmber
of categories offered in question 48, which. would make
the analysis of the data difficult, especially for cross-
tabulations involving groups of very small size.
Categories 2,4,5,6, and 7 would therefore be combined
with category 8, and the options would now read as an
ordinal scale as follows:
'1. I am a practising member of a Christian Church.
2. I am inclined towards Christianity but am not a
practising member of a Church.
3. other description, namely•••••••
Although every respondent to the pilot questio~~aire
had agreed with the proposition in question 9 (, I think that
some form of school assembly is desirable') it was not felt
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that this was a 'bad' question, as it was necessary to
establish whether respondents agreed with the proposition
that some form of school assembly was desirable before
proceeding to other questions about the form assembly
should take.
The open-ended responses (to questions 49 and 50) did
not indicate any insuperable difficulties in answering the
coded questions on the questionnaire, and the respondents
confined themselves to elaborating their individual ideas
on the subject of religious education and collective
worship, and on the methods of teaching they employed
or favoured.
4. The selection of the.· .sample for. the Final Study
In the earlier study (B.G. Burgess, 1975) two local
authority areas had been examined, but it was decided for
the purposes of the present study to concentrate on a
single local education authority•. One reason for this was
that the boundaries of the Walsall Education Authority had
altered greatly owing to the re-organization of local
government. Essex had changed little, however, having
expanded i~area only slightly to include the former
county borough of Southend, resulting in an approximately
10% increase in the primary school teacher population of
the county. Essex was now (1977) one of the largest in
population of county authorities in England and Wales and
covered a variety of social and economic conditions. New
Towns, old-established urban areas, seaside resorts, dock-
land, country towns and villages were all represented with-
in it, although it lacked a large industrial city. In
September 1977 the County employed 5567 full-time primary
teachers, including those in special schools, 1185 of them
men (21.3%) and 4382. women (78.7%).
For the purposes of this stUdy it was decided to
define the population for study as consisting of head
teachers, deputy head teachers and class teachers in
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full-time employment in ordinary primary schools. (It
will be noted that this definition excludes part-time
teachers, teachers in special schools, and teachers
employed for special purposes in primary schools, e.g. to
do remedial work with a number of classes.)
The Essex authority gave permission for the research to
be undertaken, on the understanding that an R.E. research
of its own was undertaken simultaneously Yiith a different
(10;b) sample of teachers. To avoid confusion I undertook to
select the samples for both surveys and prepare all the
materials for distribu.tion. At the end of September, 1977,
the staffing lists for each school became available and
were used as a sampling frame for the present study. The
frame was very satisfactory for this purposes, although
occasionally the school lis~ did not make clear whether or
not a teacher was fUll-time; also in a very few cases the
lists were illegible.
The sample was selected by taking one name in every five
on the lists (2QJh), excluding those who did not conform to
the popUlation criteria formulated above. The staffing lists
were treated as a continuous whole and the 20% sample resulted
in the selection of the following numbers from the eight
areas of the County:
Area
Basildon & Brentwood
Castlepoint & Rochford
North-west Essex
Southend
West Essex (including Harlow)
North-east Essex
Thurrock
Central (Chelmsford)
Number
172
123
123
95
141
170
100
131
1055
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Of this total of 1055, 240 (22.75%) were men and 815
(77.25%) women. The sample included teachers from 585Ecim~
schools in Essex. The 'one-in-five' rule resulted in a
very few small schools not being included in the sample.
It was decided not to overweight the sample in favour of
teachers in very small schools by deviating from the 'one-
L~-five' rule. 134 Head teachers were included in the
sample. No attempt was made in the sampling to secure
exact quotas of men and women, or of head teachers and
class teachers, proportionate to their actual numbers in
the population. Head teachers had discretion as to the
order in which they entered the names of staff on the school
roll: some entered staff alphabetically, others according
to the age of the children in the class. The only County
rule was that the Head teacher's name was to be entered
first.
The questionnaires (with a covering letter from the
County Senior Inspector for Humanities and Religious Educ-
ation - see A~nendix3) were sent out by means of the County
delivery system during the fortnight beginning October 17th,
1977. A stamped envelope addressed to the Institute of
Education was enclosed for reply, as it was felt that some
teachers might be reluctant to send their replies 1hrough
the County's internal postal system. D~ing the last week
in November a letter of thanks and reminder was sent to the
sample through the County delivery system in order to ensure
a maximum response. By December 31st, 1977, 712 responses
had been received (67.5% of 1055) and these were processed
through the University computer. Four more replies were
later received, too late for processing.
5. The problem of. non-response
The response rate of 67.5% was a little less than with
the earlier (B.G. Burgess, 1975) stUdy (70%). A few indic-
ations were received as to the reasons for failure to reply.
One teacher had left the profession, a~d two acting Head
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teachers vrrote excusing themselves or their staff on the
grounds that they thought the matter should await the
appointment of a Head teacher. One Head teacher declined
to participate (or rather, to allow her staff to participate),
on the grounds that there were more professional ways of
obtaining the information. One teacher refused to part-
icipate because the covering letter had not been addressed
to her in person. Two respondents completed the Question-
naire but wrote that they did so with reluctance. One,
a member of a Church, 'wrote that she Vias 'irritated' by
questionnaires; another, who described himself as an
Agnostic, considered that many teachers like himself who
were opposed to RE would not bother to reply. In one
case a teacher .did not receive her questionnaire because
it was addressed to the wrcng school. In t·wo cases,
however, teachers who had mislaid their questionnaires
wrote for further copies, which were prOVided. One of
these was a nun in a Roman Catholic school.
The response rate from Head Teachers was 108 out of
134 (80.6%) and from Class Teachers 598 out of 921 (64.9%),
not counting 6 teachers who did not indicate which they
were. The response rate from men was 174 out of 240
(72.5%) and from women 536 out of 815 (65.8%), not
counting 2 respondents who did not reply to question 2.
It must be remembered, however, that a much greater
proportion of men than of women are Head teachers.
From the data (Tables 109-119) it will be seen that the
Head teacher respondents were more likely than the class
teacher respondents to declare themselves as Church
Members (Table 119), to be satisfied with the principle
and practice of an Agreed Syllabus (Tables 114-117), to
agree that in school it was desirable that children
should be encouraged to worship God (Table 118) and that
assembly should always include collective worship (Tab.11i).
If we were to suppose that the class teachers who did not
reply were more likely to have opinions resembling those
of the class teachers who did reply than those of the
Head teacher respondents, then it would follow that the
survey has resulted in some over-estimate of teachers'
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involvement in Church Membership and cOIT@itment to trad-
itional views about religion in school. Given the
stronger involvement of the Head teachers in Church
Membership (Table 119), it may be that the questionnaire
was answered proportionately more by class teachers with
traditional views than by those challenging Christianity
or its established place in the schools. If so, it
would be likely that other groups exhibiting the less
traditional characteristics are also under-represented
in the statistics of the study. Such groups 'Here the
young teachers (Tables 12-54), teachers ,..rho were not
church members (Tables 55-94), County school teachers
(Tables 142-166) and teachers in the New Towns (Tables
167-177). G.A. Hoser. (1958) has also referred (op , cit.
p.181) to evidence that response to a questionnaire is
usually correlated with interest in the subject of the
survey_ This would tend to support the view taken here
that those in the s~~ple who were less interested in
religion or religious education (as cosmonly understood)
were less likely to have replied to the questionnaire.
However, it is possible that the view taken here that
the survey has resulted in some over-estimate of traditional
views is mistaken. Unfortlh~ately the matter cannot be
settled because non-respondents are not likely to reply
to further enquiries when they have already ignored two.
(Everyone received a reminder.) Even if a fe'J'l of them
did reply 'Ire would not know if they wer-e truly
representative of all the non-respondents.
To supplement the statistical data given in Au-pendix 4*,
examples of teachers' nersonal vrritten opinions are
. '*
provided in Apuendix 5 (Assembly p.130, RE p.134). No
statistical analysis of the latter is possible but they
are intended to illustrate the variety of points of view
expressed.
* The Appendices are in Volume II
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CHAPTER VI: THE INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
1. GENERALIZATIONS DEDUCED FROM THE TABLES (see Appendix 4)
Chi-square tests were applied to most of the Tables
to determine whether the differences of response were
statistically significant. ~lJ:ost of the following
generalizations are based upon the results of those tests.
If a chi-square reaches a figure which is significant at
the 5% level the null hypothesis is rejected and a difference
within the population of Essex primary teachers is taken to
exist; but if the level does not reach the 5% level then
the null hypothesis is not rejected and a difference within
the population. is taken to be unproven~ (It will be seen
from the Tables, however, that most of the significant
differences are at the more significant level of 1%.)
Chi-square tests were not possible on the data
relating to Variable 25 (Essex Agreed Syllabus), for
reasons explained below on p.162, so in this case and
a very few others, the relevant generalization will be
declared to be based on inspection of the Tabl.es.
The absence of a significant difference following
a test will not necessarily preclude the use of a Table
for the purpose of indicating a possible trend in section 4
of this chapter (The Testing of the Hypotheses, p.134), but
a distinction will always be made there between differences
which are statistically significant and those which are
suggested only by inspection of the tables.
The Generalizations
(A sectio~-by-section interpretation will be found on p~.
126....127)
Table 1: The 1968 and 1977 teachers differ little in their
replies on Statutory Collective Worship.
Table 2: The 1968 and 1977 teachers differ little in their
replies on Statutory Religious Education.
(OVER)
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Table 3: A smaller proportion of the 1977 teachers than
of the 1968 teachers are 'strongly against' and a
greater proportion are undecided on the question whether
there should be an Agreed Syllabus.
Table 4: The 1968 and 1977 teachers differ little i~
their claims to have asked to be excused from RE on
conscientious grounds.
Table 5: The 1977 teachers were less likely th~~ the 1968
teachers to claim to be themselves giving RE.
AGE
Table 6: There is a tendency for the balance of the sexes
to become more equal as we ascend the age groups. (A very
high proportion of the younger teachers are women.)
Table 7: The older teachers are, the more likely they are
to be Head teachers.
Table 8: There is no clear evidence that Infant teachers
tend to be either older or younger than Junior teachers.
Table 9: There is no evidence that age has an important
connection with whether teachers are in large schools
or in small schools.
Table 10: There is no evidence that age has a connection
with whether teachers are in Aided, Controlled or
County schools.
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Table 11: There is no evidence that age has any connection
with whether or not teachers are teaching in the New TovV;rrs.
Tabl~s 12. and 13: In general, the older teachers are, the
more likely they are to be in agreement with statutory
Collective Worship. (The figures for the 1951-56 group
suggest a slight reversal of the trend.)
Table.14: Age has little bearing on whether or not teachers
think some form of assembly is desirable.
Table 15: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree with assembly being held every
day.
Table 16: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that assembly ought to be held
at the beginning of the day.
Table 17: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that assembly should always
include collective worship.
Table 18: In general, the younger teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that assembly should not necess-
arily include collective worship.
Table 19: There is no evidence of a difference between'
the age-groups concerning whether assembly should never
include collective worship.
Table 20: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that collective worship is
essentially concerned with the adoration of a Supreme
Beingo
Table 21: In general,the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that collective worship is
essentially concerned with corporate reflection on the
shared values and ideals of society. (The differences are
not ~eat and are difficult to interpret.)o
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Table 22: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that collective worship can help
to make a sound foundation for the work of the school.
Table 23: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to disagree that collective worship is
a meaningless exercise.
Table 24: Inspection suggests that the older teachers are, the more
likely tl:J..Ew rm.y be to agree that collective worship should
be conducted only by a convinced religious believer.
Table 25: Inspection suggests that older teachers may be
slightly more likely to disagree that collective worship
is a form of undesirable brainwashing.
Table 26: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that collective worship is an
important part of children's education.
Table 27: There is no clear evidence that age affects
the views of teachers concerning whether collective
worship should be held only for those children whose
parents specifically request it.
Table 28-29: In general, the older teachers are, the
more likely they are to agree \vi th Statutory Religious
Education. (The differences are not great.)
Table.30: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree with the principle of a
statutory Agreed Syllabus.
Table 31: Inspection suggests that the younger teachers
are, the less likely they are to have read the Agreed
SyllabUS, and the less likely they are to express
satisfaction with it.
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Table 32: There is no clear evidence that age affects
whether or not teachers consider RE to be a desirable
element of any primary school syllabus.
Table 33: There is no evidence that age affects whether
or not teachers thin..1.c RE should be excluded from the
curriculum.
Table 34: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that the object of RE should be
to bring children to the point of cOIT~itment to a
religious belief.
Table 35: There is no clear evidence that age affects
whether teachers think RE should be confined to the
communication of information about religion.
Table 36: In general, the younger teachers are, the
more likely they are to agree that religious education
should give the child an appreciation of various relig-
ious and non-religious stances for living, without
promoting any particular stance.
Table 37: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that RE should be given only by
a convinced religious believer.
Table 38: In general, the younger teachers are, the less
likely they are to disagree that any competent teacher
could give RE.
Table 3~: There is no evidence that age has a:D.y relation
to whether or not teachers have asked to be excused from
RE on conscientious grounds.
Table 40: There is no clear evidence of a difference, but
inspection suggests that the younger teachers may be
slightly less likely to claim to be giving RE in their
schools.
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Table 41: In general, the younger teachers are, the less
likely they are to have read the Essex Syllabus.
Table 42: In general, the younger teachers are, the less
likely they are to have read 'Interchange'.
Table 43: There is no evidence that age has a bearing on
whether or not teachers believe that it is desirable
that the school should aim to encourage concern for the
welfare of others.
Table 44: Inspection suggests that the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that it is desirable that a
school should aim to make known the Christian faith.
Table 45: There is no evidence that age has any bearing
on whether or not teachers believe that it is desirable
that a school should aim to promote tolerance of the
religious or non-religious beliefs of others.
Table 46: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that it is desirable that a
school should aim to encourage children to pray.
Table 47: There is no clear evidence that age has any
bearing on whether or not teachers agree that it is
desirable that a school should aim to encourage children
to make up their own minds about religion.
Table 48: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that it is desirable that a
school should aim to build up the Christian faith of
the children.
Table 49: There is no evidence that age has a bearing on
whether or not teachers agree that it is desirable that
a school should aim to encourage children to form their
own moral judgements.
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Table 50: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that it is desirable that a
school should aim to impart a knowledge of the Bible.
Table 51: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that it is desirable that a
school should aim to counteract a materialistic approach
to living.
Table 52: In general, the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to agree that it is desirable that a
school should aim to encourage children to worship God.
Table 53: There is no clearevi.dence that age has a
bearing on whether or not teachers agree that a school
should aim to encourage a critical approach to all beliefs.
Table 54: In general ,the older teachers are, the more
likely they are to claim to be Practising Members of a
Christian Church and the less likely they are to choose
the Other Description category.
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS & PRACTICE
In the follovJing Tables 55-94 a linear trend from Other
Description via Inclined to C1l...ristianity to Practising
l1ember of a Christian Church \'1ill be detected in association
with most of the significant differe.TlCes which occur. Where the
phrase ·the other two Belief groups' is used in the follow-
ing generalizations, therefore, the existence of this trend
is to be understood. Any exceptions to the normal trend
will be pointed out.
Table 55: Practising rllembers of a Christian Church are more
likely than members of the other two Belief groups to be in
agreement with statutory collective worship.
Table 56: There is no clear evidence that Religious Belief
has a bearing on whether or not teachers agree that some
form of assembly is desirable.
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Table 57: Practising Hember-s of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that assembly should be held every day.
Table 58: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree with assembly always being at the beginning of
the day.
Table 59:. Practising I1embers of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that assembly should always include collect~ve
worship.
Table 60: Practising I'1embers of a Christian Church are
less likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that assembly should not necessarily include
collective worship.
Table 61: Practising Hernbers of a Chris.tian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to disagree with the suggestion that assembly should
never include collective wor sh.Lp,
Table 62: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
less likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to disagree with the suggestion that worship is concerned
essentially with the adoration of a Supreme Being.
Table 63: The chi-square level is significant but in
th~s instance the differences are not according to the
usual pattern. The Inclined to Christianity group are
the most likely to agree that worship is essentially
concerned with the adoration of a Supreme Being. The
other two Belief groups are difficult to distinguish from
each other in the responses they give.
Table 64: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to a~ree that collective worship can help to make a
sound foundation for the work of the school.
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Table 65: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to disagree with the proposition that collective worship
is a meaningless exercise.
Table 66~: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than the Inclined to Christianity group to
agree with the proposition that collective worship
should be conducted only by a religious believer. The
responses of the Other Description group are intermediate.
Table 67: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to disagree that collective worship is a form of undes.Lr-ab'Le
brain-washing.
Table 68: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that collective worship is an important part of
education.
Table 69: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to disagree that collective worship should be held only
for those children whose parents specifically request it.
Table 70: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to be in agreement with statutory Religious Education.
Table 71: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to be in agreement with the principle of a statutory
Agreed Syllabus.
Table 72: Inspection suggests that Practising f1embers
of a Christian Church may be more likely than members
of the other two Belief groups to be satisfied with
the Agreed Syllabus in use. The other Belief groups
are less likely to have read it.
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Table 73: Practising Hembers of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that RE is a desirable element of the syllabus.
Table 74: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to disagree with the proposition that RE should be
excluded from the primary school curriculum.
Table 75: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other ~vo Belief groups
to agree that the object of RE should be to bring child-
ren to the point of commitment to a religious belief.
Table 76: Practising Hembers of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other t','l0 Belief groups
to disagree with the suggestion that religious education
should be confined to the communication of information
about religion.
Table.??: Practising Nembers of a Christian Church are
less likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that the object of p~ should be to give the
child an appreciation of various religious and non-
religious stances for living, without promoting any
particular s tance. (The other two Belief groups differ little
.from each other. )
Table 78: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
less likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to disagree with the suggestion that RE should be given
only by a convinced religious believer.
Table 79: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
less likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that any competent teacher could give RE.
Table 80: Inspection suggests that the few teachers who
claim to have contracted out of RE on conscientious
grounds belong to the Inclined to Christianity and
Other Description groups.
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Table 81: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to claim to be giving RE in their schools.
Table 82: Practising Hembers of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to claim to have read the Essex Syllabus.
Table 83: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to claim to have read tInterch~~ge'. (In this particular
instance a greater proportion of the Other Description
group than of the Inclined to Christianity group claim
to have read this supplement to the Syllabus.)
Table 84: There is no evidence that Religious Belief &
Practice has a bearing on whet.hetr or not teachers agree
that it is a desir~ble aim within the school to encourage
concern for the welfare of others.
Table 85: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that to make known the Christian faith is a
desirable aim within the school.
Table 86: flfost teachers agree that it is a desirable aL.'U
within the school to promote tolerance of the religious
or non-religious beliefs of others. Inspection suggests
that the few who disagree tend to be Practising Members
of a Ch.xistian Church.
Table 87: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that to encourage children to pray is a
desirable aim within the context of their own schools.
Table 88: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
less likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that to encourage children to make up their own
minds about religion is a desirable aim within the
context of their own schools.
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Table 89: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that to build up the Christian faith of the
children is a desirable aim within the context of their
own schools.
Table 90: Practising Members of a Christian Church are
slightly less likely than members of the other two Belief
groups to agree that to encourage children to form their
own moral. judgements is a desirable aim wi thin the context
of their own schools.
Table 91: Practising Hembers of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Beli.ef groups
to agree that to impart knowledge of the Bible is a
desirable aim within the context of their own schools.
Table 92: Practising JYIembers of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that to cOUL~teract a materialistic approach to
liVing is a desirable aim within the context of their
own sahools.
Table 93: Practising members of a Christian Church are
more likely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that to encourage children to worship God is a
desirable aim within the context of their own schools o
Table 94: Practising members of a Christian Church are
less li~ely than members of the other two Belief groups
to agree that to encourage a critical approach to all
beliefs is a desirable aim within the context of their
own schools.
SEX
Tabl:e 95: Women teachers are less likely than men teachers
to be Head teachers.
Table 96: Women teachers are less likely than men teachers
to teach Juniors. Men rarely teach Infants.
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Table 97: Women teachers are slightly less likely than
men teachers to be in large schools.
Table 98: Within the Essex primary teaching force the
sexes are distributed in Aided schools and Controlled
schools in similar proportion to their distribution in
County schools.
Table 99: Within the Essex teaching force the sexes are
distributed inside and outside the New Towns in similar
proportions .'
Table .100: Women teachers are slightly more likely than
men teachers to disagree with the proposition that
worship is a meaningless exercise.
Table 101: Women teachers are more likely than men
teachers to be in agreement with Statutory Religious
Education.
Table 102: Women teachers are more likely than men
teachers to be in agreement with the principle of a
Statutory Agreed Syllabus.
Table 103: Women teachers are more likely than men
teachers to disagree with the proposition that RE should
be confined to the communication of information about
religion.
Table 104:. Women teachers are slightly less likely than
men teachers to have read the Essex Syllabus.
Table 105: Women teachers are less likely than men
teachers to have read 'Interchange'.
Table 106: Women teachers are more likely than men
teachers to agree that it is desirable that a school
should aim to encourage children to pray.
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Table 107: Women teachers are more likely than men
teachers to agree that it is desirable that the school
should aim to impart a knowledge of the Bible.
Table 108: v'lomen teachers are more likely than men
teachers to be Practising Members of a Christian Church.
They are less likely to be in the Other Description group.
TR~CHING POSITION
Table 109: Head teachers are more likely to be teaching
Ju..YJ.iors than they are Infants.
Table 110: The Head teachers in the sample constitute
a higher proportion of the respondents of the smaller
schools than of the larger schools. (This is because
every school, even a very small one, has a Head teacher.)
Table 111: Head teachers are more likely than class
teachers to agree that assembly should always include
collective worship.
Table 112: Head teachers are less likely than class
teachers to agree that assembly should not necessarily
include collective worship.
Table 113: Head teachers are less likely than class
teachers to agree that collective worship isa form of
undesirable br~in-washing.
Table 114: Head teachers are more likely than class
teachers to agree with the principle "of a Statutory
Agreed Syllabus.
Table 115: Inspection suggests that Head teachers may
be more likely than class teachers to be satisfied with
the Essex Agreed Syllabus.
Table 116: Head teachers are more likely than class
teachers to have read the Agreed Syllabus.
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Table 117: Head teachers are more likely than class
teachers to have read 'Interchange'.
Table 118: Head teachers are more likely than class
teachers to agree that it is desirable that the school
should aim to encourage children to worship God.
Table 119: Head teachers are more likely than class
teachers to be Practising Members of a Christian Church
and less likely to be in the other Description group.
TEACHING DUTIES
Table 120: Infant teachers are more likely than Junior
teachers to be teaching in the smaller schools.
Table 121: There is little difference in the distribution
of Infant teachers and Junior teachers across the three
types of school: Aided, Controlled and County.
Table 122: Situation inside or outside the New TO\ins
does not affect the proportion of Infant teachers to
Junior teachers.
Table 123: Infant teachers are less likely than Junior
teachers to agree that assembly should be held always
at the beginning of the day.
Table 124: Infant teachers are slightly more likely than
Junior teachers to disagree with the 'suggestion that
assembly should never include collective worship.
Table 125: Infant teachers are less likely than Junior
teachers to agree that collective worship is a meaningless
exercise.
Table 126: Inspection suggests that Infant teachers and
Junior teachers differ little in their opinions about
the Essex Syllabus.
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Table 127: Infant teachers are a little more likely than
Junior teachers to agree that RE is a desirable element
of the syllabus.
Table 128: Infant teachers are a little less less likely
than Junior teachers to agree than any competent teacher
could give RE.
Table 129: Infant teachers are less likely than Junior
teachers to agree that it is desirable that a school
should aim to promote tolerance of the religious or
non-religious beliefs of others.
Table 130: Infant teachers are a little more likely
than Junior teachers to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to encourage children to
pray.
Table 131: Infant teachers are a little more likely
than Junior teachers to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to build up the Christian
faith of the children.
Table 132: Infant teachers are less likely than Junior
teachers to be in the Other Description Belief category.
They opt rather more for the Inclined to Christianity
category instead.
SIZE OF SCHOOL
Table 133: The Voluntary schools tend to be smaller than
the County schools.
Table 134: The proportion of large schools to small schools
is similar within the New Towns to what it is outside
the New Towns.
Table 135: Teachers in the small schools are less likely
than teachers in the large schools to be in favour of
assembly being at the beginning of the day.
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Table 136: Teachers in the small schools are slightly
more likely than teachers in the large schools to be in
agreement with statutory Religious Education.
Table 137: Teachers in the small schools are more
likely than teachers in the large schools to agree that
RE should be given only by a convinced religious believer.
Table 138: Teachers in the small schools are more likely
than teachers in the large schools to agree that it is
desirable that a school should aim to encourage children
to pray.
Table 139: Teachers in the small schools are more likely
than teachers in the large schools to agree that it is
desirable that a school should aim to build up the
C1'...ristian faith of the children.
Table 140~ Teachers in the smaller schools are more
likely than teachers in the larger schools to agree
that it is desirable that a school should encourage
children to worship God.
STATUS OF SCHOOL
The responses of the Controlled school teachers will not
usually be mentioned. in connection l'li th thefollmving
Tables 141-166, since they will usually be found to fall
in a position intermediate between. those of the Aided and
County schools. Exceptions to this trend will be pointed
out.
Table 141: The proportions of Aided and Controlled schools
to County schools is slightly less in the New Towns
than it is outside the New To~~s.
Tables 142 and 143: Teachers in Aided schools are more
likely than teachers in County schools to be in agreement
with statutory Collective Worship.
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Table 144: Teachers in Aided schools are more likely than
teachers in County schools to agree that assembly should
always include collective worship.
Table 145: Teachers in Aided schools are less likely than
teachers in County schools to agree that assembly should
not necessarily include collective worship.
Table 146: Teachers in Aided schools are more likely than
teachers in County schools to agree that collective
worship is essentially concerned with the adoration of
a Supreme Being.
Table 147: Teachers in Aided and Controlled schools
differ little in their responses but both are more
likely than teachers in County schools to agree that
collective worship can help to make a sound foundation
for the work of the school.
Table 148: Teachers in Aided schools are more likely
than teachers in County schools to disagree with the
suggestion that collective worship is a meaningless
exercise for most children.
Table 149: Teachers in Aided schools are more likely
than teachers in County schools to agree that collective
worship should be conducted only by a religious
believer.
Table 150: Teachers in Aided schools are more likely than
teachers in County schools to agree that collective
worship is an important part of children's education.
Table 151: Inspection suggests that teachers in Aided
schools may be more likely than teachers in County
schools to be in agreement with Statutory Religious
Education"
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Table 152: Teachers in Aided schools are more likely
than teachers in County schools to be in agreement with
a Statutory Agreed Syllabus, for County schools.
Table 153: Inspection suggests that teachers in Aided
schools may be more likely than teachers in County
schools to agree that RE is a desirable element of the
syllabus.
Table 154: Inspection suggests that the few teachers
who think that RE should be excluded from the primary
school curriculum are County school teachers o
Table 155: Aide·d school teachers are more likely than
County school teachers to agree that the object of RE
should be to bring children to the point of commitment
to a religious belief.
Table 156: Aided school teachers are less likely than
County school teachers to agree that RE should be
confined to communication of information about religion.
Table 157: Aided school teachers are less likely than
County school teachers to agree that RE should give
the child an appreciation of various religious and
non-religious stances for living, without promoting
any particular stance.
!able 158: Aided school teachers are more likely than
County school teachers to agree with the suggestion
that RE should be given only by a convinced religious
believer. (Controlled school and County school teache~s
differ Iittl·e in their responses.)
Table 159: Aided school teachers are less likely than
County school teachers to agree that any competent
teacher could give RE. (In this instance more Controlled
school than County school respondents agree.)
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Table 160: Inspection suggests that Aided school teachers
may be more likely than County school teachers to agree
that it is desirable that a school should aim to make
known the Christian faith.
Table 161: Aided school teachers are more likely than
County school teachers to agree that it is desirable
that a school should aim to encourage children to pray.
Table 162: Inspection suggests that Aided school teachers
may be less likely than County school teachers to agree
that it is desirable that the school should aim to
encourage children to make up their own minds about
religion.
Table 163: Aided school teachers are more likely than
County school teachers to agree that it is desirable
that the school ahou'Ld aim to build up the Christian.
faith of the children.
Table 164: Aided school teachers are more likely than
C01U1ty school teachers to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to impart a knowledge of
the Bible.
Table 165: Aided school teachers are more likely than
County school teachers to agree that it is desirable that
a school should encourage children to \'lorshipGod.
Table 166: Aided school teachers are more likely than.
County school teachers to be Practising Members of a
Christian Church and are less likely to be in the
other Description group.
SITUATION
Table 167: Teachers in the New ~owns are less likely
than other teachers to be in agreement with Statutory
Collective Worship.
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Table 168: Teachers in the New Tovms are slightly less
likely than other teachers to disagree with the suggest-
ion that assembly should never include collective worship.
They are more likely to be neutral on this subject than
the other teachers.
Table 169: Teachers in the New To\Vlls are slightly more
likely than other teachers to agree that collective
worship is essentially concerned with corporate
reflection on the shared values and ideal of society.
Table 170: Teachers in the New Towns are slightly less
likely than other teachers to agree that collective worship
should be conducted only by a convinced religious
believer.
Table 171: Teachers in the New Towns are slightly
more likely than other teachers to agree that RE should
be excluded from the primary school curriculum.
Table 172: Teachers in the New Towns are less likely
than other teachers to agree that RE should be given
only by a convinced religious believer.
Table 173: Teachers in the New Towns are slightly
more likely than other teachers to agree that any
competent teacher could give RE.
Table 174: Teachers in the New Tovms are slightly more
likely than other teachers to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to promote tolerance of the
religious or non-religious beliefs of others.
Table 175:· Teachers in the New TO'.·ms are slightly more
likely than other teachers to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to encourage children to make
up their own minds about religion.
Table 176: Teachers in the New Tovms are slightly less
likely than other teachers to agree that it is desirable
that the sdhool should aim to build up the Christian
faith of the children.
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Table 177: Teachers in the New Towns are rather less
likely than other teach~rs to be practising Members of
a Christian Church.
COUNTY SCHOOL TEACHERS OliliY: RELIGIOUS BELIEFS & PRACTICE
In the following Tables 178-217 a linear trend from
Other Description via Inclined to C~xistianit1.to
Practising Ivlember of a Christian Church will be
detected in association with most of the significant
differences which occur. Repeated reference to this
linear trend wil not usually therefore need to be made.
Where the phrase 'the other two Belief groups' is used
in the following generalizations, therefore, the
existence of this trend is to be understood. Any except-
ions to the normal trend will be pointed out.
Table 178: In the County schools, Practising Nembers of
a Christian Church are Bore likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree with statutory Collective
Worship.
Table 179: In the County schools, there is no evidence
that Religious Belief & Practice affects teachers'
tendency to agree that so:ne form of assembly is
desirable.
Table 180: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that a school assembly
should be held every day.
Table 181: In the County schools, Practising Members of
A Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that assembly should
always be held at the beginning of the day.
Table 182: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that assembly should
always include collective worship.
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Table 183: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are less likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that assembly should not
necessarily include collective worship.
Table 184: In the County schools, Practising Members
of a Christian Ohurch are less likely than members of
the other two Belief groups to agree that assembly
should never include collective worship.
Table 185: In the Oounty schools, Practising Members of
a Ohristian Ohurch are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that collective worsh.i.p
is essentially concerned with the adoration of a
Supreme Being.
Table 186: In the County schools, Hembers of the
Inclined to Christianity group are more likely than
P-.cactising Jlembers of a Christian Church to agree.
that collective worship is essentially concerned with
corporate reflection on the shared values and ideals
of society. The responses of the Other Description
group tend to fall approximately between those of the
other groups (an exception to the usual trend).
Table 187: In the County schools, Practising Hembers
of a Christian Church are more likely than the members
of the other two groups to agree that collective
worship can help to make a sound foundation for the work
of a school.
Table 188: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to disagree with the suggestion
that collective worship is a meaningless exercise.
Table 189: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are less likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to disagree with the suggestion
that collective worsDip should be condncted only by a
convinced religious believer.
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Table 190: In the County schools, Practising Ivlembers of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to disagree with the suggestion
that collective worship is a form of undesirable
brain-washing.
Table 191: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that religious education
is an important part of children's education.
Table 192: L~ the County schools, Practising Ivlembers of
a Christian Church are more likely than. members of the
other two Belief groups to disagree w.i,th the suggestion
that collective worship should be held only for those
children whose parents specifically request it.
Table 193: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Cb~istian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree with statutory Religious
Education.
Table 194: In the County schools, Practising Nembers of
a Christian Church arE more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree with a Statutory Agreed
Syllabus.
Table 195: Inspection suggests that, in the County
schools, Practising Members of a Christian Church are
more likely than the other two Belief groups to be
satisfied with the Essex Agreed Syllabus. They are
also more likeilly to have read the Syllabus.
Table 196: In the County schools, Practising Hembers
of a Christian Church are more likely than members of
the other two Belief groups to agree that RE is a
desirable element of the primary school syllabus.
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Table 197: In the County schools, Practising l1embers of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to disagree with the proposition
that RE should be excluded from the Primary school syllabus.
Table 198: In the County schools, Practising Hembers of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that the object of RE
should be to bring children to the point of commitment
to a religious belief.
Table 199: In the County schools, Practising IvIembers of
a Christian Church are less likely than members of the
other t ....ro Belief groups to agree that RE should be
confined to the communication of information about
religion.
Table 200: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are less likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that RE should give
the child an appreciation of various religious and non-
religious stances for living, without promoting any
particular stance.
Table 201: In the County schools, Practising I~lembers of
a Christian Church ~re less likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to disagree with the suggestion
that RE should be given only by a convinced religious
believer.
Table 202: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are less likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that any competent
teacher could give RE.
Table 203: Inspection suggests that in the County schools
the few teachers who have asked to be excused from RE on
conscientious ground are mainly from the Other Description
category.
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Table 204: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to claim to be themselves giving
RE in their schools.
Table 205: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a C'hristian Church are more likely than members of the
other ~#o Belief groups to claim to have read the
Essex Syllabus.
Table 206: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to claim to have read 'Interchange'.
(The proportion of. Other Description. respondents is
slightly more than the proportion of the Inclined to
Christianity group, contrary. to the usual trend.)
Table 207: Inspection suggests that in the County
schools almost all the teachers, irrespective of
religious belief,agree that it is desirable that the
school s110uld aim to encourage concern for the welfare
of others.
Table 208: In the County schools, Practising Members
of a Christian Church are more likely than members of
the other two Belief groups to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to make known the Christian
faith.
Table 209: Inspection suggests that, in the County
schools, the few teachers who disagree with the
proposition that it is desirable that the school should
aim to promote tolerance of the religious or non-religious
beliefs of others, come chiefly from the Practising
Church Member group.
Table 210:· In the County schools, Practising Hembez-s .
of a Christian Church are more likely than members of
the other two Belief groups to agree that it is
desirable that the school should aim to encourage children
to prayo
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Table 211: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian Church are less likely than members of the
other 'two Belief groups to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to encourage children to
make up their OwTI minds about religion.
Table 21~: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a C~xistian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to build up the Christian faith
of the children.
Table 213: Inspection suggests that, in the County
schools, Practising Hembers of a Christian may be less
likely than members of the two other Belief groups to
agree that it is desirable that the school should aim
to encourage children to form their own moral jUdgemen~s.
Table 214: In the County schools, Practising r1embers of
a Christian Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to impart a knOl'lledge of the
Bible.
Table 215: In the County schools, Practising Members of
a Christian. Church are more likely than members of the
other two Belief groups to agree that it is desirable
that the school should aim to counteract a materialistic
approach to living.
Table 216: In the County schools, Practising Members
of a Christian Church are more likely than members
of the other two Belief groups to agree that it is
desirable that the school should aim to encourage
children to worship God.
Table 217: In the County schools, Practising Members
of a Christian Church are less likely than members
of the other two Belief groups to agree that it is
desirable that the school should aim to encourage a
critical approach to all beliefs o
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THE AGE GROUKS OF PRACTISING CHURCH rllil1BERS (Tables 218-229)
Table 218: There is no clear evidence that between the
age-groups of Practising Church Members there are important
differences on the ~uesti6n whether assembly should be
held every day, although inspection suggests that the
younger teachers may be slightly less in agreement.
Table 219: There is no clear evidence that between the
age-groups of Practising Church Members there are
important differenc es on the question 1/1hether assembly
should always be held at the beginning of the day,
although inspection suggests that the younger teachers
may be slightly less in agreement.
Table 220: In general, the older the Practising Church
Hembers are, the more likely they are to agree that
assembly should always include collective worship.
Table 221: In general, the older the Practising Church
Members are, the more likely they are to agree that
collective worship is essentially concerned with the
adoration of a Supreme Being.
Table 222: There is no clear evidence that between
the age groups of Practising Church Members there are
important differences on the question whethar collective
worship is essentially concerned with corporate reflection
on the shared values and ideal of society.
Table 223: There is no clear evidence that between the
age groups of Practising Church Nembers there are
important differences on the question whether collective
worship should be conducted only by a convinced religious
believer, although inspection suggests that the younger
teachers may be a little less inclined to agree.
Table 224: There is no clear evidence that between
the age-groups of Practising Church Members there are
differences on the question whether the object of RE
should be to bring children to the point of commitment
to a religious belief, although inspection suggests
that the younger teachers may be less likely to agree.
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Table 225: There is no clear evidence that between the
age groups of Practising Church 11embers there are
important differences on the question whether the object
of RE should be to give the child an appreciation of
various religious and non-religious stances for living,
without promoting any particular stance.
Table 226: Inspection suggests that the younger age
groups of Practising Church Members may be slightly less
likely than the older age groups to agree thatRE should
be given only by a convinced religious believer.
Table 227: In general, the older the Practising Church
Hembers are,. the more likely they are to d.Lsagr-eewfth
the proposition that any competent teacher could give RE.
Table 228: In general, the older the Practising Church
Members are, the more likely they are to claim to have
read the Essex Syllabus.
Table 229: In general, the older the Practising Church
Members are, the more likely they are to claim to have
read 'Interchange'.
THE AGE GROUPS OF TF~ INCLINED TO CHRISTIANITY GROUP
Table 2'3Q: There is no clear evidence that between the
age groups of the Inclined to Christianity group there
are differences on the question whether assembly should
be held every day, although inspection suggests that
the younger teachers may be slightly less in agreement.
Table 231: There is no clear evidence that between the
age groups of the Inclined to Christianity group there
are differences on the question whether assembllf should
be held always at the beginning of the day.
Table 232: In general, the older the members of the
Inclined to Cr~istianity group are, the more likely they
are to agree that assembly should always include collective
worsh.Lp ,
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Table 233: There is no clear evidence that between the
age-groups of the Inclined to Christianity group there
are differences on the proposition that collective worship
is essentially concerned with the worship of a Supreme
Being, although inspection suggests that the younger
teachers may be less likely to agree.
Table 234: There is no clear evidence that be'tween the
age-groups of the Inclined to Christianity group there
are differences on the question whe'ther worship is a
meaningless exercise, although inspection suggests that
the younger teachers may be slightly less inclined to
disagree with the proposition.
Table 235: There is no clear evidence that between the
age-groups of the Inclined to Christianity group there
are differences on the question whether collective
worship should be conducted only by a convinced religious
believer.
Table 236: There is no clear evidence that between the
age-groups of the Inclined to Christianity group there
are differences on the question whether RE should be
confined to the corr~unication of information about
religion.
Table 237.: In general, the older the members of the
Inclined to Christianity group are, the more likely they
f-
are to claim to have read the Agreed SyllabUS.
Table 238: In general, the older the members of the
Inclined to Christianity group are, the more likely
they are to claim to have read 'Interchange'.
Table 239: Inspection suggests that the older the
members of the Inclined to Christianity group are,
the more likely they may be to agree that-it is
desirable that a school should encourage children to
pray.
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Table 240: In general, the older the members of the
Inclined to Christi~~ity group are, the more likely they
are to agree that it is desirable that a school should
aim to build up the Chr-Lst.Lan faith of the children.
Table 241: In general, the older the members of the
Inclined to Christianity group are, the more likely
they are to agree that it is desirable that a school
should aim to encourage the children to worship God.
An Interpretation of the Generalizations
Comparisoribetween 1968 and 1977 (Tables 1-5)
There was not a great deal of difference between the
opinions of the teachers in 1968 and those in 1977 on the
five matters researched, although slight differences
appeared in Tables 3 and 5.
Age (Tables 6-54)
In general, older teachers tend to have more conservative
opinions on the matters in question than younger teachers.
Religious Belief and Practice (Tables 55-94)
In general, Church Members tend to have more conservative
opinions than members of the other two Belief groups.
Sex, (Tables 95-108)
Differences of 0plnlons appear to be related to the fact
either that men are more likely than women to be head
teachers, or that men are more likely to select the
Other Description category of belief.
Teacr...ing Position. (Tables 109-119)
Head teachers are more likely than class teachers to have
conservative opinions. This may be because they are older
and more likely to be Church Members.
Teaching Duties (Tables 120-132)
Infant teachers tend to have more conservative opinions
than Junior teachers. This is related to the fact that
. they are all (or nearly all) women. and therefore less
likely to be in the Other Description category. An exception
is Table 123, concerning assembly being held always at
the beginning of the day.
Wllere differences occur, the older
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Size of School (Tables 133-140)
The teachers in the smaller schools tend to have more
conservative opinions than those in large schools. because
a high proportion of the small schools are either Infant
schools or Voluntary schools.
Status of School (Tables 141-166)
Aided school teachers tend to have more conservative opinions
than County school teachers, partly because they are more
likely to be Church Members.
Situation (Tables 167-177)
~eachers in the New Towns tend to have more conservative
opJ.n1.ons than other teachers, partly because they are
less likely to be Church Members.
County school teachers only: Religious Belief (Tables 178-217)
The differences related to Religious Belief noted in relation
to all teachers are substantially also to be found within
the County schools as a separate group.
The Age groups of ChurchrvIembers: Age (Tables 218-229)
Where differences occur the older Church Members tend to
be more conservative in opinion than the younger.
The Age groups of the Inclined to Christianity grouE: Age
(Tables 230-241)
members of the Inclined to Christianity group tend to be
more conservative in opinion than the younger.
2. THE AGE DATA AND ITS INTERPRETATION
The respondents had been asked for their year of birth
and the data was SUbsequently re-arranged in the Tables in
eight categories to discover if there were linear trends
associated with any significant differences which might occur.
As will be seen from Tables 6-54, in most instances of
significant differences there is a general linear trend, but
in order to verbalise the tabular information the terms
'older teachers' and 'younger teacher$t will now be used to
distinguish between the oldest three age groups and the
youngest three, which are separated by two intermediate age
groups. This will avoid the unnecessary problem of having
to describe slight irregularities in the linear trends
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(probably due to sampling error), which are irrelevant for
the purpose of general interpretation. When percentages
of 'older teachers' and 'younger teachers' are quoted in
the following discussions they will be the re-calculated
averages for the new combined groups. In almost every case
in which the percentages of 'older teachers' and 'younger
teachers' are mentioned in the following discussion, the
percentage of the combined intermediate group will be found
to lie between the figures for the other two groups. It
must be stressed that this method of dealing with the
information given in the Tables does not supersede the
Tables themselves but is intended to assist general inter-
pretation. It has the effect, of enabling us to compare
the opinions of those born be£ore January 1931 (the year of
MacDonald's Coalition Government) with the opinions of those
born after December 1940, the year of Dunkirk. The events
are arbitrary but they are convenient landmarks in English
history for comparative purposes:
The new categories
%
Year of Birth Number of whole
( 1912-1920 ) 57 8.2
'Older teachers' ( 1921-1925 ) 79 11.3
( 1926-1930 ) 85 12.2
Intermediate ( 1931-1935 ) 94 13.5
( 1936-1940 ) 93 13.5
( 1941-1945 ) 83 11.9
'Younger teachers' ( 1946-1950 ) 90 12.9
( 1951-1956 ) 116 16.6
(Missing cases 15:
Total no. of respondents 697 no date given)
3. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ESSEX SAMPLE
(The relationships between the 'Independent'
Variables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 48)
The purpose of this study has been to examine the
relationship of the 'Independent' Variables 1-7 and 48
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to teachers' opinions (Variables 8-47). Such a study is
complicated by the fact that Variables 1-7, 48 are
themselves inter-related. An interpretation of these
interrela~ionships is offered in the chart on P. 130,
which is intended to bring out the following points:-
Variable 1: Age
Table 54 shows that 51.6% of the older teachers
claimed to be Practising Church Hembers, compared with
only 32.2% of the younger teachers; and that the younger
teachers (at 18.5%) were about three times as likely
as the older (at 6.5%) to opt for the Other Description
category. ·Older teachers are of course more likely to
be Head teachers: Table 7 shows that 32.3% of the older
teachers are in fact Heads, compared '.'lith 3.8% of the
younger teachers. Also, the sexes are more evenly
balanced in the older group: Tables 6 shows that 31.7%
of the older teachers are men, compared with only 25.3%
of the .younger teachers.
Variable 2: Sex
Table 95 shows that 37.2% of the men in the sample
were Head teachers, compared with only 8.3% of the
women. (This is partly because of the greater ages of
the men compared with the women, referred to above
under Variable 1.) As regards Religious Belief &
Practice, Table 108 shows that although women are only
slightly more likely than men to be Practising Church
Members, they are considerably less likely to opt for
the 'Other Description' category (Men 20.6%; women 10.4%).
Variable 3: Teaching Position
Table 119 shows that 53.8% of Head teachers claim
to be Practising Church Members, as compared with 38.4%
of class teachers. (This is at least partly due to the
age differences in Church membership noted 1L~der
Variable 1 (Table 54).~ Heads, because they include
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37.2% of the men (Table 95), who hardly ever teach
Infants (Table 96) are much more likely to teach Juniors
than are other teachers: Table 109 shows that 87.5% of
the Head teachers teach Juniors as compared with 56.9%
of the class teachers. Also, since every school, large or
small, has a Head, it follows that Head teachers form
a higher proportion of the respondents from the small
schools than from the large schools: Table 110 shows
that 72 02% of the Heads are from small schools, compared
with 58.3% of the class teachers.
Variable 4: Teaching Duti$s
The Infant teachers, none of whom was a man (Table 96)
and relatively few of whom were also Head teachers (Table 109)
were ~vice as likely as Junior teachers to be in the
smaller schools: Table 120 shows that 81.3% of the Infant
teachers were in the smaller schools, compared with 41.8%
of the Junior teachers.
Variable 5: Size of School
Not only do Infant teachers tend to be in the
smaller schoo~ (Table 120), but a rather large proportion
of the smaller schools are Voluntary schools (Table 133:
Voluntary Aided 75.3%; Voluntary Controlled 75.0%;
County 56.9%). As has already been noted,respondents
from small schools include a relatively high proportion
of Head teachers (Table 110).
Variable 6: Status of School
Table 166 shows that 75.0% of Aided school teachers
are Practising Church Members, but only 34.5% of Couu~ty
school teachers. The proportion of Aided schools in
the New Towns is smaller than outside the New Towns
(Table 141: New Towns 7 •.H6; Rest 11.9%).
Variable 7: Situation
Table 177 shows that only 28 07% of the New Town
respondents claimed to be Practising Church Members,
compared with 43.1% of the respondents from outside New
Towns. (This may be partly because there are fewer Aided
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schools in the New Tovms (Table 141).) Table 177 shows that
a higher than average proportion of the New Town teachers
are in the Inclined to Christianity category, choosing
this instead of the Church Member description.
Variable 48: Religious Beli~fs & Practice
As has already been observed, the categories most
likely to contain Practising Church Members are the
older teachers (Table 54), Head teachers (Table 119) and
Aided school teachers (Table 166). Also, teachers outside
the New Towns were more likely to be Practising Church
Nembers than those inside (Table 177). Men are more
likely than women to select the Other Description
category (Table 108).
The 'Other Description' Category
Altogether 90 respondents selected this category
in preference to 'I am a practising member of a
Christian Church t or 'I am inclined towards', Christ-
i~~ity, but am not a practising member of a Church'.
A breakdown of thes_e 90 self-descriptions is given
below on p.133 under the title Schedule of self-
descriptions given in answer to Q. 48 (Option 3):
(OVER)
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Schedule of self-descriptions given in answer to Q. 48 (Option 3)
(referred to above, p. 132)
1. Other religions: Judaism 4
Islam 1
Buddhism 1
Taoist with Zen leanings 1
7
2. Agnostic, Atheist, Humanist etc.
Humanist
Agnostic
Atheist
Non-believer
14
22
8
3
Similar:
Atheist/Humanist; Agnostic Humanist;
Agnostic inclined towards Atheism;
Humanitarian; :r.'Ioralistic Humanitarian;
Inclined towards good moral and social
behaviour without recourse to God as the
ex~~ple and governor of my behaviour;
liberal humanism; No religious beliefs;
Inclined to Humanism. 9
3. Nentioning belief in C-od or connection with Church
I believe in God but not in any religion or
religious doctrine; I am a Chr~ian but at
present don't attend Church; One who hopes'
there is a God; Christian agnostic or Christ-
ian radical or radical Christian; Ex-Christian
-still looking for meaning in life and much
influenced by past experience in the Church;
A Believer in the Life of God not in the death
of religion; a non-Church-going Catholic. 7
4 .. Not easily classifiable
Think of God as a mental personification of
goodness; Have beliefs but not necessarily
Christian; Pragmatist; I am tolerant; 'Love
thy neighbour' best description but without
the Christian rituals or belief in the Bible;
Open-minded towards all religiQns; A good
citizen; Undecided; I believe in 'Do unto
others as you would be done by'; Believe in a
superior 'force' and in good etc.; I believe
in something; I was once a practising Christ-
ian but no longer believe Christianity is the
only truth. 11
56
7
11
5 • Self-description omitted 9
TOTAL 90
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4. THE TESTING OF THE HYPOTHESES (Variables 8-47)
It will be remembered that the hypotheses were
cast in the null form (see above p.85). The analyses
which follow will therefore deal particularly with those
cases in which a null hypothesis has been rejected
(i.e. significant differences at at least the 5% level
have been fOlL~d). Where appropriate, reference may also
be made to tendencies suggested. through inspection of
the Tables and to certain important absences of
significant differences.
As stated above on p. 127 the terms 'older teachers'
and 'youn~er teachers' will now be used in the analysis
of the Age data, to avoid detailed description of slight
deviations·from the trend \'Thich has been noted in the
generalizations on pp.97-102.
Each of the Variables 8-:47 will now be dealt with
in turn:
(OVR.rt)
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ASS E M B L Y & COL LEe T I V E W 0 R S HIP
Variable 8: Statutory Collective Worship
79.2% of the respondents were in agreement.
Si~nificant DifferencesQ
a. Table 13 (Age)
Older Teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
8S.2% 80.5% 74.6%
b. Table 55 (Religious Belief)
Church :,Ie:;;.~bers Inclined to Ch. Other Descript.
94.4% 80.3% 31.1
c. Table 178 (County school: Religious Belief)
Church Iiembers Inclined to Gh. Other Descript.
92. 21~ 79.6% 30.5%
,d. Table 143 (Status of School)
SchoolVol. Aided Vol. Controlled County
°Ll T/ 89.3% 77.7%::J I. -/::
e. Table 167 (Situation)
Inside l\few TO"'ffi Outside New Town
I 72;6% 80.3%
Comment
Nearly four fifths of the teachers are in agreement.
Table t:.,. ahows that there has been little change in the
climate of opinion on this subject since 1968, when 80.7%
were in agreement. Even if all the 1977 teachers who had
not responded to the questionnaire had been against
the proposition, there would still have been a majority of
teachers in favour. Clearly respondents t religious outlook
greatly affects their opinions, whether in the schools as
a whole (Table 55) or in the County schools in particular
(Table 178). We should therefore expect the Aided schools,
with their high proportion of Practising Church Members, to
show the higher level of agreement (Table 143). The high
level of agreement of Practising Church Members (who tend to
be older than other teachers) helpsto account for the age
difference noted in Table 13. The difference between
* Table 1 is in Appendix 4
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New TOvm teachers and those outside the New Tovms (Table
167) is very small and is consistent with the smaller
proportion of Practising Church Members among the New
To~rn respondents.
Significant differences were not observed in
connection with Var.2 (Sex), Var.3 (Teaching position),
Variable 4 (Teaching Duties) or Variable 5 (Size of
School) •
Variable 9: I think that some form of school assembly
is desirable.
96.£ of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES: NONE
COHHENT
The near ~"'1animity of the respondents shows that
most teachers value some kind of corporate gathering of
the school.
Table 56 snows that the three respondents who were
against assembly were in the Other Description group and
that most of those who were neutral on the subject were
in either this same group or in the Inclined to
Christianity category.
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Variable 10: A school assembly should be held every day
51.4% of the resnondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
.
Table 15 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
59.6% 52.7% 43.1%
Table 57 (Religious Belief)
Church Nembers Inclined to Crn " . Other DescriEt.
61.6% 46.5% 34.9%
I
180. (County Belief)Table Schools; Religious
Church Members Inclined to Chr. Other Descrint.
64.1% 44.6% 32.9%
About a half of the respondents are in agreement.
Clearly Religious Belief is strongly related to respondents'
opinions, whether in the schools as a whole (Table 57) or
in the Oourrty schools in particular (Table 180).
The age differences noted in Table 15are only partly
accounted for by the higher proportion of Church Members
in the bIder age group. Table 218 and Table 230 (which
scrutinize the age groups of the Church Member group and
the Inclined to Christianity group separately) do not
yield chi-square values at a significant level but
inspection of these tables suggests that the younger
teachers may be less likely to be in agreement:
jTable 218 (Church Members: Age groups)
IOlder teachers Intermediate
64.5% 64.4%
--- - - -
Younger teachers
52.7%
Table 230 (Inclined to Christianity: Age groups)
55 08% 49.5% 38.5%
These tables suggest that age, apart from Religious Beliefs,
may be a relevant factor.
No significant differences: Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3
(Teaching Position), Variable 4 (Teaching Duties),
Var. 5 (Size of School), Var. 6 (Status) or Var.7 (Situation).
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Variable 11: A school assembly should be held always
at the.beginning of the day
24.8% of the respondents were in agreement
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Junlor teachers
32.9%
Large schools
32.7%
Infant teachers
. 14.7%
135 (Size of School)
Small schools
19.6%
Table 16 (Age) l!
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
32.9% 20.4% 20.9%
Table 58 (Religious Belief)
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other Descript.
29.8% 22.1% 14.5%
Table 181 . (Courrty schools: Religious Belief)
Church I/lembers Inclined to Chr. Other Descript.
29.7% 23.0% 14.5%
I Table i23 (Teaching Duties)
.
!ITable
I
!, ~ _'_ ___C..
About a quarter of the respondents are in agreement.
Again, Religious Belief is strongly related to respondents·
opinions '.fhether in the schools as- a whole (Table 58) or
in the County school.s in particular (Table 181). The age
differences noted in Table 16 are only partly accounted
for by the higher proportion of Church Members in the
older age group. Tables 219 and 231 (which scrutinize
the age groups of the Church Member and Inclined to
Christianity groups separately) do not yield chi-square
values at a significant level, but inspection of these
tables suggests that the younger teachers may be less
likely to be in agreement:
(see over)
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(from previous page)
Table 219 (Church Nembers: Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
37.3;6 27.4% 22.0%"
Table 231 (Inclined to Christianity: Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
28.4% 18.1% 19.975
These tables suggest that age, apart from Religious
Belief, may be a relevant factor.
The lesser agreement of Enf'arrt teachers as compared
with Junior teachers (Table 123 on the previous page)
may be related to" the growing practice in Infant
school of holding assembly in the afternoon, in spite
of the strict letter of the law. As Infant schools tend
to be smaller than Junior schools this lesser agreement
is reflected in the difference sho,~ between large schools
and small schools (Table 135).
No significant differences: Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3
(Teaching position), Variable 6 (status of school),
Variable 7 (Situation).
(over)
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Variable 12: A school assembly should always include
collective worship
44.1% of the respondents were in .agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 17 (Age)
Younger teacher's
26.6%
Intermediate
46.5%
59 (Religious Belief)
teachers
63.2%
Older
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other Descript.1
67.1% 34.7% 6.0% I
Table 111 (Teaching Position)
,
Head teachers Class teachers
55.3% 41.9%
Table 144 (Status of School)
Aided School Controlled County Sch.
67 e 1% 50.0% 40.2%
-
Table 182 (County schools: Religious Belief)
Church Hernbezs Inclined to Chr. Other D '.l-escrlp L,.
I 63,4% 34.9% 5.3%--- --
!
Table 220 (Church members: Age)
Older teachers Intermediate YoUnger 'Peach••
ITable
83.2% 67.1% 44.9%
232 (Inclined to Crti': Age)
iOlder t.eachers Intermediate Younger Teach.l 45.2% 41.1% 22.7%
COI'l[JVIENT
Less than a half were in agreement. Again, Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions, whether
in the schools as a whole (Table 59) or in the County
Schools in particular (Table 182). The age differences
noted in Table 17 are not wholly accounted for by the
higher proportion of Church Members in the older age-group,
because significant differences can be demonstrated both
between the age-groups of the Church Members (Table 220)
and the Inclined to Christianity group (Table 232). In
each of the last two cases the younger teachers are about
half as likely as the older teachers to be in agreement with
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the proposition. It will be noticed that just over a half
of the Head teachers are in agreement, but considerably
less than a half of the class teachers (Table 111). There
is a wide difference between Aided schools and County
schools (Table 144): two thirds of the Aided school
teachers considered that a school assembly should always
include collective worship, but only 40% of the County
school teachers.
Not significant: Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 4 (Teaching
Duties), Variable 5 (Size of school), Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 13: A school assembly should not necessarily
include collective worship
50.2% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 18 (Age) !iOlder teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
I36.4% 51.2% 60.3%
Table 60 (Religious Beliefs)
Church lJlembers Inclined to Chr. Other Description
26.3% 59.7% 92.5%
Table 112 (Teaching Position)
Head teachers Class teachers I
41.8% 51.9%
_._. ~--_ .._--
Table 145 (Status of school)
Aided school Controlled sch. County school
27.4% 43.1% 54.3%
Table 183 (County school: Religious Belief) i
DescriPtionlChurch f!Jembers Inclined to Chr. Other
29.7% 60.6% 93.2%
COI:Il1EHT
Ju~a half of the respondents were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondentd opinions, whether
in the sc.hools as a whole (Table 60) or in the County schools
in particular (Table 183). The age differences noted in
Table 18 are accounted for partly by the higher proportion
of Church 1'Ilembers in the older age group.. Head teachers are
a little less in agreement than class teachers (Table 112),
but there is a sharp difference between Aided school teachers'
and County school teachers' replies (Table 145).
No significant differences: Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 4
(Teaching Duties), Variable 5 (Size of school) and
Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 14: A school assembly should never include
collective worship
3.3% of respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
I 61 (Religious Belief)Table
Church Members Inclined to Chr. Other Description
0.7% 1.4% 17.1%
Table 124 (Teaching Duties)
Infant teachers Junior teachers
3.4% 3.0%
Table 168 (Situation)
-
Inside New ~own Outside New Town
3.8% 3.4%
Table 184. (County schools: Religious Belief)
IChurch Nembers Inclined to .Ohr , Other Description
1.6% 17.3%I 0.5%
COMJYIENT
Hardlyar~ of the respondents were in agreement. Most of
those who agreed were in the Other Description category of
Belief, whether in the schools as a whoLe (Table 61) or
in the County schools in particular (Table 184). Tables
124 and 168 reveal slight differences between Infant
teachers and Junior teachers, and between New Town
teachers and teachers from outside the New To\Y-rrs, both
differences being consistent with the greater proportion
of Other Description respondents from Junior schools
and from the New Towns.
Although no significant differences associated with age
could be demonstrated (owing to the small numbers
involved), inspection of Table 19 suggests that those
who agreed tended to be the younger teachers:
Older teachers: 1 Intermediate 6 Younger teachers 12
(Absolute numbers)
No significant differences: Var 1 (Age), Var 2 Sex,
Var 3 (Teach. Pos.), Var 5 (Size of Sch.), Var 6 (Status),
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Variable 15: Collective worship is essentially concerned
with the adoration of a Supreme Being
36.7% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT .DIFFERENCES
Table 20 (Age) ~
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
50.2% 3603% 25.7%
Table 62 (Religious Belief)
Church Members Inclined to C. Other Descript.
62.9% 18.4% 20.9%
Table 146 (Status of school)
Aided school Controlled sch. County school
62.2% 42.6% 32.8%
Table 185 (County school: Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to C. Other Descript.
" _...
59~4% 1904% 17.9%_.
Table 221 (Church Nembers: Ar:re'o I
10lder teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
j 70.6% 67.2% 48.9%
COMMENT
Just over a third of the respondents were in agreement.
Religious Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 62) or in the County
schools in particular (Table 185). Table 146 shows that
Aided school teachers are about twice as likely as County
school teachers in be in agreement.
Although the Inclined to Christianity group's responses
in Table 62 do not follow the usual trend of being between
those of the other two groups (whereas they do in Table 185)
the deviation is slight. In both Tables the responses of
the Inclined to Christianity group and of the Other Description
group are similar o
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The age difference noted in Table 20 is only partly
accounted for by the higher proportion of Church Members
in the older age group: Table 221 shows that the younger
Church Members are less likely than their elders to be
in agreement. AlSO, inspection of Table 233 suggests
that q similar trend may exist in the Inclined to Christ-
ianity group:
to Chr-Ls'tLan.Lty: Age)
Intermediate Younger teachers
Table 233 (Inclined
Older teachers
2701% 17.6% 13.8%
It appears, therefore that Age as well as Religious
Belief is a relevant factor.
No significant differences
Variable 2 (Sex), Variable" 3 (Teaching Position),
Variable 4 (Teaching Duties), Variable 5 (Size of school),
Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 16: Collective worshi~ is essentially concerned
with corporate reflection on the shared
values and ideals of societv0,
70.7% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
----------------------__:-- -1
(Age) :Table 21
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
73.5% 72.0% 68.8%
Table 63 (Religious Belief)
Church IvIembers Inclined to Chr. Other Descript.
63.0% 80.2% 65.5%
Table 169 (Situation)
Inside New TOIVll Outside NeVi TownI 80.7% 68.9%
Table 186 (County schools: Belief)
.-
t Church l1embers Inclined to Chr. Other Des-cript.
-...I 65.2% 80.2% 67.1%
l'1ost of the respondents were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' views, whether
in the schools as a whole (Table 63) or in the County
schools in particular (Table 186). A curious feature is
that the Inclined to Christianity group's responses are
Quite different from the usual trend. This group tend
to agree vIi th the proposition far more than the other
two groups do. It is suggested that the reasons for this
may be as follows:
a) Many Church Members may feel that the proposition
does not do justice. to their conception of wor-snf.p ,
because it does not mention a Supreme Being.
b) Many Other Description respondents may object to
any kind of collective worship because they thir~
worship is essentially concerned with a (non-existent
or un-proven) Supreme Being.
c) The Inclined to Christianity group are more inclined
than the other two groups to leave aside the
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question of the existence or non-existence of
a Supreme Being. They may be less committed to
a definite religious or non-religious point of
view and may be more content with a non-doctrinaire
and secular interpretation of collective worship.
It will be noticed that the differences between the
three age-groups are very slight (Table 21: 73.5%;72.0%;
68.8%). This is because the responses of the Belief
groups are not according to the usual pattern, so that
the stronger tendency of the older teachers t owards
Church membership has a lesser effect on the responses
to this particular question.
The difference between the responses of the New
TO\Vll teachers as compared with those of teachers outside
the Hew Tm·ms is appreciable (Table 169: 80.7%; 68.9%).
The differences probably arises from the relatively high
proportion of Inclined to Christianity respondents
inside the New TOI,ms (to which attention 'was dr-awn above
on PI. 131-132).
No significant differences: Variable 3 (Teaching Position),
Variable 4 (Teaching Duties), Variable 5 (Size of School),
Variable 6 (Status of School), Variable 2 (Sex).
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Variable 17: Collective worship can help to make a sound
foundation for the work of the school
73.7% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Inc_ ned to Chx. a
-'------'---"'--
74.7%
Table 22 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
89·4% 75.4% 61.0%
Table 64 (Religious Beliefs)
Church !>'Iembers Inclined to .Chz-, Other descript.
87.2% 73.5% . 35.6%
Table 147 (Status of school)
Aided school Controlled sch. County school
83.1% 83.9% 71.0%
Table 187 (County: Beliefs)
h h fip b li ~ ther de ri t
I
c. urc km crs
. 83 08%
CONJ.l1ENT
IVlost of the respondents were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondent! views, whether in
the schools as a whole (Table 64) or in the Oourrty schools in
particb1.\~e ¥l:?e) detailed Table 64 in Appendix 4 shows that
only 5 of the Church Member respondents disagreed, 23 of the
Inclined to Christianity group and 30 of the Other Description
category. The age difference noted in Table 22 is therefore
largely attributable to the relatively higher proportion of
Church Members in the older age-group. The difference in
agreement between Aided schools and County schools (Table 147)
is also 'consistent with the higher proportion of Church
Members in the Aided schools.
No significant differences:
Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching Position),
Variable 4 (Teaching Duties), Variable 5(Size of school),
and Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 18: Collective worship is a meaningless exercise
£or most children
17.2% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table .23 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
11.0% 19.2% 20.3%
Table 65 (Religious Belief)
Church I'JIembers Inclined to C. Other descript.
I 8.3% 15.7% 47.1%
Table -100 (Sex)
Male teachers Female teachers
15.2% 17.9%
Table 125 (Teaching duties)
Infant teachers Junior teachers
I 15.3% 19.7%
Table 148 (Status of school)
Aided schools Controlled seh. County schools
1.3% 14.5% 19.7%
ITable 188 (county schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church Members Inclined to C. Other descript.
11.. 2% 16.1% 48.1%
COMIvIENT
Few of the respondents were L~ agreement. Religious Belief
is strongly related to respondents' opinions, whether in the
schools as a whole (Table 65) or in the County schools in
particular (Table 188). The detailed Table 65 in Appendix 4
shows that only 23 Church members were in agreement with the
proposition. The age differences noted in Table 23 are
largely attributable to the greater tendency of older
teachers to be Church Members, although inspection of
Table 234 suggests a slight age di£ference within the
larger L~clined to Christianity group:
Table 234 (Inclined to Christianity: Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
11.8% 14.1% 19.1%
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(Variable 18 continued)
The difference is very great between the Aided Schools
and the County schools (Table 148), no doubt reflecting
the greater number- of Church Nembers in the Aided schools
as well as the strong denominational ethos. There is
also a slignt difference between Infant schools and(Table 125).Junior schools ~accounted for by the greater tendency
of the Junior teachers to opt for the Other Description
category (Table 132, Appendix 4)). The difference in
response OI the men teachers as compared with the women
teachers is very slight (Table 100).
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Variable 19: Collective worship should be conducted only
by a convinced religious believer
29.9% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
26 .. 0%18.8%40.0%
(Religious Beliefs)
,
Table 66
Des cr-Lrrt IChurch I1embers Inclined to Chr. Other
44.6% 18.0% 27.1%
Table 1149 (Status of School)
Aided school Controlled sch. Courrtv school,y
50.6% 29.1% 27.1%
Table 170 (Situation)
Inside New Tmm Outside New Tm,,'TI
22.09'6 31.8%
-
Table 189 (County schools: Religious Belief)
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other Descript.l
I
CONI·lENT
Less than a third were in agr-e emerrt s Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions,
whet.her in the schools as a whole (Table 66) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 189). It will be
noticed that the lowest measure of agreement comes from
the Inclined to Christianity group and not from the
Other Description category. It is suggested that the
reason for this exception to the usual trend may be as
follows:
The answers to Variable 16 (see above p.146) show
that the Inclined to Christianity group are more
likely than the other two groups to agree that
collective worship is essentially concerned with
corporate reflection on the shared values and
ideals of society. This being so, it would be
consistent for them to be less inclined than the
other two groups to agree that collective worship
should be conducted only by a convinced religious
believer. Many members of the Other Description
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group, who see collective worship as inseparable
from the concept of a Supreme Being (and therefore
disapprove of it), would insist (like m~y Church
Members) that collective worship is only for
convinced religious believers. Hence they agree
with the proposition that collective worship
should be conducted only by a convinced religious
believer,in a greater proportion than the Inclined
to Christianity group.
It· will be noticed' that teachers in the Aided schools
are nearly twice as likely to agree as those in the County
schools Crable 149), reflecting the denominational ethos of
the Aided schools and their higher proportion of Church
r·1embers.
A notably small proportion of teachers in the New
TOvms agree with the proposition (Table 170), reflecting
their lesser propensity to be Church Nembers.
The differences between the age-groups were not
statistically significant, but inspection suggests that
the older teachers may be more likely to be in agreement,
whether we consider teachers as a whole (Table 24) or
Church Members in particular (Table 223):
Table 223. (Church r·1embers :Age)
Older teachers Intermediate
r;-
ITableOlder 24 (Age)teachers
34.3%
49.5%
Intermediate
31.1%
47.2%
Younger teach.
24.9%
Younger teach.
36.3%
Such an age difference is not suggested within the
Inclined to Christianity gro~p, however:
Table 235 (Inclined to Chr.: Age)
Older teachers Intermediate
18.0% 16.5%
Younger teach.
19.3%
No significant differences: Var.1 (Age), Var 2 (Sex),
Var.3 (Teach. Pos.), Var. 4 (Teach. Du.ties), Var 5 (Size)o
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Variable 20: Collective worship is a form of undesirable
brain-washing
4.4% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 67 (Religious Beliefs)
Church J!lembers Inclined to Chr. Other Descript.
1.1% 1.5% 25.9%
Table 113 (Teaching Position)
IHea d teachers Class teachers0.0% 5.3%
Table 190 (CoUnty schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined. to Chr. Other Descript.
1.6% 1.8% 25.6%
COI'/IHENT
vfuether in the schools as a whole (Table 67) or
in the County schools in particular (Table 190) support
for this proposi t Lorn is very weak indeed, for only 31
respondents agreed. ' The detailed Table 67 in
Appendix 4 shows that only three of' these wer-e Church
lVIembers, 5 were f'rom the Inclined to Christianity group
and 22 were from the Other Description category.
Table 113 shows that none of' those who agreed was
a Head teacher.
No significant differences:
Variable 1 (Age), Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 4 (Teaching
Duties), Variable 5 (Size of school), Variable 6 (Status
of school), and Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 21: Collective worship is an important Eart of
children!s education
67.1% of the respondents were in agreemen~.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 26 (Age)
Older Teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
84.4% 70.4% 51.7%
Table 68 (Religious Belief)
I Church li'Iembers Inclined to rc Other descriptionv.
'-
86.9% 64.1% 19.5%
Table 150 (Status of school)
Aided school Controlled sch. County school
85 ..7% 69.6% 64.1%
ITable 19,1 (County schools: Religious Beliei')
,PhurCh Hembers Inclined to C. Other description
64.0% 20.3%I 84 ...8%
Two thirds of the respondents were in agreement. Religious
Belief is very strongly related to respondents' opinions,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 68) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 191). The detailed
Table 68 in Appendix 4 shows that only 10 Church Members
d.Laagr-eed with the proposition (although 27 were neutral).
The age differences noted in Table 26 are attributable
largely to the greater tendency for older teachers to be
Church Members.
Aided school teachers, because of their high proportion
of Church Members, are considerably more likely than
County school teachers to agree (Table 150)Q
No siggificant differences: Var.2 (Sex), Var.3 (Teaching
position), Var.4 (Teaching Duties), Var.5 (Size of school),
Var. 7 (Situation).
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Variable 22: Collective worship should be held only for
thos~ .children __ whose parents specifically
request it.
7.7% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 69 (Religious Beliefs) iIJ
!Church Members Inclined to Chr. Other Descript .1
5.0% 7.1% 18.6% I
Table 192 (County schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church I1embers Inclined to Chr. Other Descript.
5.2% 7.7% 19.296
cm1NENT
Hardly any respondents were in agreement.
Religious belief is related to respondents r opinions,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 69) or in
the County schools in particular (Table 192).
There is no significant difference associated with
age, neither does inspection of Table 27 suggest the'
usual trend:
Younger teach.
7.6%8.2%
Intermedi.ate
,----------------------------------,
ITable 27 (Age)
I
Ol der teachers
.. 6.4%
No significant differences:
Variable 1 (Age), Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching
postion), Variable 4 (Teaching Duties), Variable 5 (Size
of school), Variable 6 (Status of school), Variable 7
(Situation) •
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RECAPITUh~TION: Assembly and Collective Worship
The following list shows the decreasing degrees of
agreement which the various propositions about assembly
and collective worship evoked:
Pronositions accepted by at least 90% of resnondents %
Variable 17:
Variable 8:
Variable 16:
Variable 9: I think that some form of school assembly
is desirable.
Propositions accepted by between 66.6% and 90%
Statutory collective worship.
Collective worship is essentially
concerned with corporate reflection on
the shared values and ideals of society.
Collective worship can help to make
a sound foundation for the work of
a school.
Variable 21: Collective worship is an important
part of children's education.
ProRositions accepted by between 50% and 66.6%
Variable 10: A school assembly should be held
every day.
96.6'%
79.2%
70.7%
7~ 7n/). 1:1
67.1/0
Variable 13: .Ii school assembly should not necessarily
include collective ,worship. 50.2%
~§-j~E~!Y . _
Hinority
Propositions accepted by between 50% and 33.3%.
Variable 12: A school assembly should always
include collective worship. 44.1%
Variable 15: Collective worship is essentially
concerned with the adoration of a
Supreme Being. 36.7%
Propositions accepted by between 33.3% and 10%
Variable 11: A school assembly should be held always
at the beginning of the day. 24.8%
Variable 18: Collective worship is a meaningless
exercise for most children. 17.2%
Variable 19: C.W. should be conducted only by a
convinced religious believer. 29.0%
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Propositions accepted by between 10% and 0%
Variable 14: A school assembl~ should never include
collective worship.
Variable 20: Collective worship is a form of
undesirable brain-washing.
Variable 22: Collective worship should be held only
for those children whose parents
specifically request it.
Commentary
4.4%
7.7%
General
Almost all respandents accept the desirability of
some form of school assembly (Var. 9). About four fifths
agree with statutory collective worship (Var. 8), upon
which SUbject they differ little from the teachers of 1968.
Most accept that worship is essentially concerned with
corporate reflection on the shared values and ideals of
socle~y (Var. 16); they thir~ that it is an important
part of children's education (Var. 21) and that it can
help to make a sound foundation for the work of a
school (Var. 17).
A bare majority consider that a school assembly
should be held every day (Var. 10) and that it should not
necessarily include collective worship (Var o 13).
A little less than half are in favour of always
including collective worship in an assembly (Var. 12) and
just over a third agree that collective worship is
essentially concerned with the adoration of a Supreme
Being (Var. 15).
About a quarter think that a school assembly should
be held always at the beginning of the day (Var. 11), and
slightly more than a quarter that it should be conducted
only by a convinced religious believer (Var. 19). Few
think that it is a meaningless exercise for most
children (Var. 18).
Hardly any teachers think that a school assembly
should never include collective worship (Var. 14), or
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that collective worship is a form of undesirable brain-
washing (Var. 20), only to be available for those
children whose parents specifically request it (Var. 22).
Religious Belief
Differences in the responses of teachers are related
particularly to differences in Religious Belief and
Practice, whether in the schools as a whole or in the
County schools in particular. The Church Members tend to
take a more conservative attitude than other teachers on
matters connected with Assembly. They give more support
to statutory collective worship (Var. 8), are more inclined
to approve of the details of the law on the subject (Vars. 10,
11, 12, 13, 14) and continue to associate collective worship
with the adoration of a Supreme Being (Var. 15). They
value collective worship highly (Variables 17, 18, 21) and
about a half consider that it should by conducted only by
a convinced religious believer (Var. 19).
As the older teachers are more likely than the younger
teachers to be Church Members and less likely to be in the
Other Description category, age differences of response
are bound to occur. However, on a number of issues it was
possible to prove or suggest age differences of response
within the two large Belief categories (e.g. Vars. 10, 11,
12, 15, 13, 19). In each case the older teachers tended
to adopt a more conservative stance. The Other Description group
was considered to be too small for this kind of analysis.
status of school
Because Aided schools have a particular denominational
ethos and employ a high proportion of Church Members,
Aided school teachers are particularly attached to collective
worship (Vars. 8, 12, 13, 18, 21). They tend to believe
much more than County school teachers that collective
worship is essentially concerned with the adoration of a
Supreme Being (Var. 13), and that it should be conducted
only by a convinced religious believer.
Other IndeE,endent Variables: Minor differences were noted.
These will be dealt with in the final chapter o
R ELI G IOU S
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EDUCATION
Variable 23: Statutory Religious Education
82.4% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 29 (Age)
Older Teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
91.2% 82.5% 80.3%
Table 70 (Religious Beliefs)
Church r1embers Inclined to C. Other Descript.
95.8% 83.6% 41.6%
Table 101 (Sex)
r1en teacheE.§. Women teachers
76.3% 84.3%
ITable 136 (Size of school)
Small schools Large schools
'-----
8:3 .. 6% 80.4%
,_.,,----~-- .
Table 192 (0. t schools: Religious Belief)\Voun y
Church Hembers Inclined to C. Other Descript.
93.8% 82.4% 40.7%
COMMENT
Most of the respondents were in agreement: in this
respect they differ little from the teachers of 1968 (see
Table 3, Appendix 4). Religious Belief. is strongly related
to respondents' opinions, whether in the schools as a whole
(Table 70) or in the County schools in particular (Table 193).
The slight age difference noted in Table 29 is largely
accounted for by the higher proportion of Church Members
among the older teachers.
The lesser agreement of men teachers as compared with
women teachers (Table 101) is attributable to the greater
tendency of the men to be in the Other Description category
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of Belief. The difference between large schools and small
schools is very slight (Table 136) and is attributable to
the fact that a high proportion of the small schools are
Aided schools.
Inspection suggests that Aided school teachers are
almost unanimous (Table 1~1), reflecting the high
proportion of Church Members in those schools:
Table 151 (Status
Aided school
97.4%
of school)
Controlled school
90.9%
County school
79.3%
No significant differences:
Variable 3 (Teaching position), Variable 4 (Teaching duties),
Variable 6 (Status of school), Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 24: The principle of an Agreed Syllabus
?9.6% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 30 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
73.7% 63.9% 46.3%
Table 71 (Religious Belief)
Church lvIembers Inclined to Chr. Other Description
76.0% 57.9% 18.2%
Table 102 (Sex)
J'IIen teachers "!'''omen teachers
52 .. 9% 61.7%
ITable 114 (Teaching Position)
I
Head teachers Class teachers
72.9% 57.1%
Table 152 (Status of school)
Aided schools Controlled sch. County schools
i 78.1% 52.7% 57.8%I
rTable 10~ (County schools: Religious Beliefs)J'T
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other description
74.1% 59.1% 18.8%
!
COl':IHENT
A substantial majority were in agreement. Table
3 in Appendix 4 shows that there has been little shift of
opinion since 1968, except that the 1977 fi~xres indicate
rather fewer strongly against and rather more in the
'don't know' category: the percentage in agreement in
1968 was also 59.6%.
Religious Belief is strongly related to respondents'
opinions, whether in the schools as a whole (TablB 71) or
in the County schools in particular (Table 194). Only
40 out of 279 Church Members were against the proposition:
the age difference noted in Table 30 is largely attributable
to the relatively higher proportion of Church Members
among the older teachers. (OVER)
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Aided school teachers are much more in agreement than
County school teachers (Table 152), Head teachers more
than class teachers (Table 114), and women teachers
slightly mo.re than men teachers (Table 102). All of
these differences can be accounted for by the relatively
high proportion of Church members in the first-named
groups. (No significant differenQes: Variables 4,5,7)
Variable 25: Essex Agreed Syllabus in use
Chi-square tests could not be applied to the data
relating to this question because two concepts (satisfaction/
dissatisfaction and having read/not having read the syllabus
were involved. The extra concept was introduced into the
question after a difficulty was disclosed by the pilot
questionnaire (see po 90, above): in.retrospect it would
have been better to have dealt with that problem in some
other way. However, the replies are not without value,
although we must rely on inspection of the tables.
To summarise the replies (see Appendix 4, VOl.II, p.24),
a) 37.1% said they were satisfied, and
11.4% II It tt dissatisfied.
(i.e. slightly less than 50% expressed either
satisfaction or dissatisfaction.)
b) 33.9% said they had no opinions because they had
not read the syllabus, and
17.6% said that, although they had read it, they
had no definite opinions.
(i.e. slightly more than 50% had no opinions, for
one of the two reasons.)
As most of the significant differences noted in
connection with other variables have been concerned with
Age and Religious Belief it will be useful to re-examine
each of the relevant Tables 31 and 72 with reference to
a) declared satisfaction with the Syllabus, and
b) declared lack of readership of the syllabus
and therefore no opinion:
(OVER)
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AGE
Table 31 (Age)
Satisfaction with the Syllabus
Older Teachers Intermediate
51.7% 41.4%
Younger teachers
23.8%
No opinion, not having read the Syllabus
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
16.6% 30.4% 49.7%
Inspection suggests that the older teachers may be about
twice as likely to be satisfied with the Syllabus as the
younger teachers. Few of the older teachers (as compared
with the younger) say that they have not read the syllabus.
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
Table 72 (Religious Beliefs)
Satisfaction with the Syllabus
Church Members Inclined to C.
50.4%
1-------
34.0%
other Descrint.
1002%
No o2inion, not having read the Syllabus
CID1~ch Members Inclined to C. Other Descript.
25.0% 35.8% 54&5%
Inspection suggests that satisfaction is very strongly
related to Church membership and that Church Members
are much less likely than other teachers to claim that
they have not read the SyllabUS.
Similarly, the responses of Head teachers may be
compared with those of class teachers:
(OVER)
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Table 115 (Teaching Position)
Satisfaction with the Syllabus
Head teachers Class teachers
58.1% 33.0%
No ouinion1 not
Head teachers
8.6%
having read Syllabus
Class teachers
38.7%
Inspectton suggests that Head teachers are much more
likely than class teachers to claim to be satis~ied with
the Syllabus. Few of the Head teachers say they have
no opinion because they have not read the Syllabus.
Comparison of the responses of Infant teachers with
those of Junior teachers suggests little difference:
Table 126 (Teaching Duties)
Satisfaction with the Syllabus
Infant teachers J~~ior teachers
36.5% 32.3%
No 0Einions, not having read the Syllabus
39.8% 36.3%
The differences are very slight and may be accounted for
by the greater propensity of Infant teachers to be
in either the Church Member or the Inclined to
Christianity groups, rather than L~ the Other Description
catego~ (the latter category being ~avoured particularly
by men t few or none of whom are Infant teachers).
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Variable 26: p~ of some kind is a desirable element of
~~y syllabus of primary education.
86.9% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 73 (Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other descrint.
96.8% 88.9% 57.3%
Table 127 (Teaching Duties)
Infant teachers Junior teachers
89.7% 84.8%
Table 196 (Ccurrty schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church Members Inclined to Chr. Other descript.
95.8% 89.1% 55.6%
Comment
Most of the respondents were in agreement. The
full Table 73 in Appendix 4 shows that only 3 .Church
Members disagreed with the proposition. Although most
teachers agree, Church Members are more likely to do so,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 73) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 196).
~Ning to the general high level of agreement, chi-
square tests were not possible on most of the data.
Inspection of the Age data suggests only a slight
difference there, attributable to the higher proportion
of Church Members among the older teachers:
lTa bl e 32 (Age)Older teachers91.8% Intermediate86.5% Younger teachers84.1%
Inspection OI the status of School data shows that
the Aided school respondents were unanimously in agree-
ment on this question:
\ Table 153 (Status
IAided school
J 100%
of school)
Controlled seh.
85.7%
County sch.
85.1%
No significant differences: Variables 1,2,3,5,6,7.
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Variable 27: RE of any kind should be excluded from the
primary school curriculum.
3.1~s (22) of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
.
Table 74 (Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other descript.
0 .. 4% (1) 1.5% (5) 14.6%(13~
Table 171 (Situation)
Inside Hew Tovm Outside New Town
7.3% (8) 2.4% (14)
Table 197 (Ccun.ty schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church rJIembers Inclined to Chr. Other descript.
0.5% (1 ) 1.8%(5) 16.0(13)
Very few of the respondents were in agreement.
Tables 74 and 197 show that only one Church Member
agreed '.'lith this proposition, and that he was in a
County school. Most support for it came from the
Other Description category. As this category is
proportionately more numerous in the New Tmms, Table
171 discloses a difference between New Tovm teachers
and those outside.
Inspection of Table 33 shows that those few who
agreed were spread throughout the age groups:
Table 33 (Age)
Older teache:r:'s
2.8% (6)
Intermediate
3.8%(7)
Younger teach.
2.4%(7)
No significant differences
Variable 1 (Age), Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching
position),Variable 4 (Teaching Duties), Variable 5
(Size of school), Variable 6 (Status of school).
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Variable 28: The object of RE should be to bring children
to the point of commitment to a religious
belief.
12% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
2.5%17.6%
Table 34 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger t.
19.0% 12.0% 6.3%
Table 75 (Religious Belief)
Church l1embers Inclined to Chr. Other Descr.
23.3% 5.0% 3.4%
Table 155 (Status cf school)
Aided school Controlled seh. County sch.
33.3% 12.7% 8.9%
Table 198 (County schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church Members Inclined to Chr. Other Descr.
t
Few of the respondents were in agreement. Church
Members are more likely than other teachers to agree,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 75) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 198). In the Aided
schools one third of the teachers agree (Table 155),
reflecting the high proportion of Church Members in
those schools,as well as their distinctive ethos.
Table 34 shows that the older teachers are about
three times as likely as the younger teachers to agree.
This partly ~eflects the higher proportion of Church
Members in the older age-groups, but inspection of
Table 224 suggests that there may be an age difference
within the Church Member group itself:
Table 224 (Church Members: Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger t.
27.8% 25.7% 15.6%
No significant differences: Variable 2(Sex), Variable 3
(Teaching Position), Variable 4 (Teach. Duties), Variable 5
(Size of school), Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 29: RE should be confined to the communication
of information about religion.
26.6% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 76 (Heligious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to ChI'. Other Descr.
19.9% 28.8% 41.49b
Table 103 (Sex)
Hen teachers Women teachers
30.6% 25.4%
Table 156 (Status)
Aided schools Controlled sch. County sch.
12 .. 2% 21.4% 29.4%
Table 199 (County schools: Religious Belief)
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other Descr.
22.2% 30.4% 44.3%
COHl:JlENTS
.Jus t over a quarter were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions, whether
in the schools as a whole (Table 76) or in the County
schools in particular (Table 199). Table 156 shows that
Aided school teachers (because of their high proportion
of Church I\lembers) are much less likely to agree than
County school teachers. The small difference shown between
the opinions of men and women teachers (Table 103) is
attributable to the high proportion of men in the Other
Description category.
Inspection of the Age data suggests little difference:
Table 35 (Age)
Older teachers
25.3%
Intermediate
26.2%
Younger teachers
27.5%
No significant differences: Variable 1 (Age), Variable 3
(Teach. Pos.), Var.4 (Teach. Duties), Var.5' (Size of sch.),
Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 30: RE should give the child an aupreciation of
various religious and non-religious stances
for living, without promoting any particular
stance.
77.0% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 36 (~apl~-o~ J
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
67.3% 83.0% 80.8%
Table 77 (Religious Belief)
Church j'/Iembers Inclined to Chr. Other description
59.3% 88.2% 90.T£
Table 157 (status of school)
Aided school Controlled sch. Countv school
"
45.9% 69.6% 82.0%
Table 200 (County schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church I~'Iewbers Inclined to Chr. Other descriution
67 . 4~i{, 88.7% 92.3%
Just over three quarters were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 77) or in the
County s.choo Ls in particular (Table 200). Teachers from
County schools are much more likely to agree than teachers
from Aided schools (Table 157).
The age difference (Table 36), although statistically
significant, does not show a smooth trend: inspection of
the detailed Table 36 in Appendix 4 shows the 1936-40
age-group as particumrly deviant from the trend, a feature
repeated in the table for Church Members alone (Table 225).
The reason why this particular age group tends to be in
agreement rather more than might be expected is not known.
No significant differences: Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3
(Teaching Position), Variable 4 (Teaching D~ties),
Variable 5 (Size of school), Variable 7 (Situation)o
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Variable 31: liE should only be given by a convinced
religious believer
21.3% of the respondents "I,rere in ag1"eement.
STGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 37 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
32.1% 19.0% 13.6%
Table 78 (Religious Beliefs)
Church 11embers Inclined to Chr. Other Description
37.7% 9.3% 11.6%
Table 1-:;;7 (Size of school)• ./ I
Small schools Large schools
24 e- 1% 17.0%
Table 158 (Status)
Aided schools Controlled sch. County schools
47.4% 16.1% 18.3%
Table 172 (Situation)
Inside .New Tovm Outside Hew Town
I 13.8% 23.0%(County: Beliefs)'Table 2(' ... P..eligiousVI
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other Description
32.5% 9.9% 11.5%
COHI1ENT
A _f.ifth of the respondents were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 78) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 201). It will be noted
that the lowest measure of agreement comes from the Inclined
to Christianity group. It is suggested that the reason
for this exception to the usual trend is similar to that
noted in connection with Variable 19 and may be as follows:
Many members of the Other Description group are
committed to a non-religious point of view and
(OVER)
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associate RE with indoctrination into Christianity,
an activity only to be undertaken (if at all) by
Christians. The Inclined to Christianity group,
however, probably take a less doctrinaire view of
RE because they are not themselves strongly
committed to a religious or non-religious point of
v Lew,
Aided school: teachers (for the reasons noted
in connection with other Variables) are much more likely
than County school teachers to agree that RE should only
be given by a convinced religious believer (Table 158).
The difference between small schools and large schools
(Table 137) is probably associated with the tendency of
Aided schools to be smaller than County schools. The
difference between teachers inside and outside the New
To~~s (Table 172) is associated with the lesser tendency
for New Town teachers to be Church Hembers.
Table 37 shows difference related to age. Inspection
of Table 226 suggests that these differences may not arise
merely b ecaus e of the high proportion of Church Hembers
among the older teachers, but because of a difference
among Church Members themselves: the younger Church
I'1embers appear less likely to agree:-
226 (Church Hembers: Age)~Table
(Ider teachers
45.5%
Intermediate
40.3%
Younger te~Chersl
25.3/J
No significant differences:
Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching Position),
Variable 4 (Teaching Duties).
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Variable 32: Any competent teacher could give RE
61.596 of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
I
Table 38(Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
1J.7 5°/ 67.9% 69·3%• • /0
'Table 79 (Religious Belief)
descriptionlChurch Hemhers Inclined to Chr., Other
46.2% 72.0% 73.3%
"
Table 128 (Teaching Duties)
Infant teachers Junior teachers
55.5% 66.1%
Table 159 (Status of school)
Aided school Controlled sch., County school
41.9% 67.3% 63.9%
Table 17~~ (Situation)
Inside New TO\ffis Outside l·re\"! Tovms
I
73.4% 59.4%I
Table 202 (County school: Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other Description
50.3% 70.7% 75.6%
Table 227 (Church Hembers: Age)
,o.lder teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
I 36.7% 51.4% 54.4%
COI/[]VIENT
Most of the respondents were in agreement.
Religious Belief is related to respondents' opinions,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 79) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 202): although the
Inclined to Christianity and Other Description groups
differ little, they are more likely than the Church
Members to express agreement.
Aided school teachers (for reasons noted in cor~~ection
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with other variables) are less likely than County school
teachers to be in agreement (Table 159). New To,~
teachers, because of their small proportion of Church
Members, are more likely than teachers outside the
New Towns to be in agreement, (Table 173).
Age differences noted &~ong teachers as a whole
(Table 38) are not merely the reflection of the higher
proportion of Church Members in the older age-groups,
for Table 227sho\'IS a difference among the age-groups
of Chur-ch jYLembers as a separate group.
The lesser agreement of Infant teachers with the
proposition (Table 128) is probably accountable to the
lesser proportion of the Other Description category
among Infant teachers.
No si&nificant differences:
Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching position),
Variable 5 (Size of school).
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Variable 33: Have you ever asked, on conscientious grounds,
to be excused from giving lessons in religious
education ina County primary school, or in a
Controlled primary school?
2.0% (14) of the respondents answered that they had
asked to be excus€d from RE. Inspection of Table 80
shows that, of those who made this claim, almost all
were from the Other Description category:
I Table 80 (Religious Eeliefs)
Church I!Lembers
None
Inclined to Chr.
3 respondents
Other Description
9 respondents
--------- ~---_.-----I
The teachers were to be found. in the following
age ranges:
Table 39 (Age)
Older teachers
1 respondent
Intermediate
-5 respondents
Younger teachers
o respondents
Owing to the small frequencies involved, chi-square tests
on the data were not possible. However, it was possible
to make a comparison with the answers of the 1968
respondents. The result of the chi-square test (Table 4)
was not significant: there is no evidence that the teachers
of 1977 were more likely than those of 1968 to ask to
be excused. from RE on conscientious grounds. The actual
number i.n 1968 was 9 (3.5%).
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Variable 34: Do you yourself at present give RE in your
school?
86.9% of the respondents answered that they did.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 81 (Religious Beliefs)
Church Nerrber s Inclined. to Chr. Other description
95.4% 87.9% 61.8%
Table 204 (County schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to Chr. Other description
95.3% 88.3% 60.5%
-
Most of the respondents answered that they gave RE.
Religious Belief is strongly related to respondents'
replies, whether in the schools as a whole (Table 81)
or in the County schools in particular (Table 204).
The age differences were not significant, although
inspection of Table 40 suggests a possible slight difference,
probably associated with the higher proportion of Church
Members among the older teachers:
iTable 40 (Age)
Older teachers
92.7;S
Intermediate
86.6%
Younger teachers
83.2%
Table 5 reveals a significant difference between the
teachers of 1977 and those of 1968:
ITable 5 (1968/1977 Comparison)
1977 teachers 1968 teachers
86.9% 93.7%
It appears that slightly fewer teachers are now
claiming to be giving P~. Possible explanations for
this will be discussed in the final chapter. (on p.205).
No significant differences: Var.1(Age), Var.2(Sex), Var 3
(Teach.Posit:im),Var 4(Teach.Duties}, Var.5, Var.6, Var.7"
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Variable 35: Have you read the syllabus of RE for Essex
(i.e. the 'West Riding' Syllabus)?
61.6% of the respondents said that they had read
the Syllabus.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFBRENCES \
Table 41 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
76.1% 64.9% 47.7%
Table 82 (Heligious Belief)
Church Members Inclined to Chr. Other Descri-pt. I
70.5% 57.7% 47.2%
Table 104 (Sex)
Hen teachers \'!omen teachers
I 68.6% 59.2%
116 (Teaching position) ITable 1
Head teachers Class teachers
90.7% 56.2;6
Table 205 (County schools: Religious Beliefs)
------
IChurch l'/Iembers
74.3%
Inclined to ehr.
57.9%
other Descript.·
46.9%
47.5%
Younger teachers
56.0%
Chr.: Age)
54.9%
rlJ:embers: Age)
Intermediate
77.8;'G
Table 2?8 (Church
~lder tea.c.hers75.7%- -ITable 237 (Inclined to
I 76.1%
.
COl-lIYIENT
Most of the respondents said that they had read the
Syllabus. Religious Belief has a bearing on replies,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 82) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 205)0
Age is strongly related to whether or not respondents
say they have read the syllabus (Table 41). An age
difference is also visible within both the Church Member
(Table 228) and the Inclined to Christianity groups. This
(Table 237)
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is a strong example of Age and Religious Belief each
being associated with differences of response.
As might be expected, Head teachers are more
likely to have read the docQment than class teachers
(Table 116). As about one in three of men are Head
teachers this accounts for the difference bBtween
the replies of the sexes, noted in Table 104.
No significant differences: Variable 4 (Teaching duties),
Variable 5 (Size of school), Variable 6 (Status of school),
Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 36: Have you read an Essex supplement to the
Syllabus entitled 'Interchange'?
23.0% of the respondents answered that they had
read 'Interchange'.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 42 ( to. \v~geJ
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
35.3.% 23.9% 12.4%
Table 83 (Religious Belief)
Church IVlembers Inclined to C. Other descript.
33 .. 7% 15.7% 18.2%
Table 105 (Sex)
f1en teachers Women teachers
40 .. 0% 17.6%
Table 117. (Teaching position)
Head teachers Class teachers
r>3 r% 14.0%! .. 0
Table 206 (County schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to C. Other descri"pt.
35.4% 16.1% 18.8%
Table 229 (Church Members:Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
-I 46.3% 32 .. 4% 16.9%ITable 238 (Inclined to Christianity: Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
. ~
25.0% 15.4% 10.1%
I
COMi'IENT
Less
'Interchange'.
whether in the
County schools
than a quarter answered that they had read
Religious Belief has a bearing on replies t
schools as a whole (Table 83) or in the
in particular (Table 206).
(OVER)
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Age is strongly related to whether or not respondents
say they have read the Syllabus (Table 42). An age
difference is also apparent within the Church Member
group (Table 229) and within the Inclined to Christianity
group (Table 238) separately.
As might be expected, Head teachers are much more
likely to have read the document than class teachers
(Table 117). As about one in three of men are Head teachers
this results in a difference between the replies of the
sexes, noted in Table 105.
No significant diffeT'ences: Variable 4 (Teaching duties),
Variable 5 (Size of school), Variable 6 (Status of school),
Variable 7 (Situation).
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R E CAP I T U L A T ION: Religious Education
The following list shows the decreasing degrees
of positive response which the various propositions
(Variables 23-36) evoked:
Propositions receiving positive response from at least 90%
NONE
Propositions receiving positive response from 66.6%- 90%
Variable 23: Statutory Religious Education 82.4%
Variable 26:RE of some kind is a desirable element
of any syllabus of primary educe
Variable 30: RE should give the child an appreciation
of various religious and non.,.-religious
stances for living, without promoting
any particular stance.
Variable 34: Do you yourself at present give RE in
your school?
Proposi t.ions receiving positive resnonse from 50%
Variable 24: The principle of an Agreed Syllabus
Variable 32: Any competent teacher could give RE
Variable 35: Have you read the syllabus of liE for
Essex (i.e. the W. Riding Syllabus)?
77.0%
86.9%
66.6%
59.6%
61.5%
61.6%
50%
37.1%
33.3%- 10%
!::I§:j2E~!:Y _
Minority
Propositions receiving positive response. from 33.3%-
Variable 25: Essex Agreed Syllabus in use
Proposij;ions receiving positive response from
Variable 28: The object of RE should be to bring
children to the point of commitment
to a religious belief. 12.0%
Variable 29: RE should be confined to the communicat-
ion of information about religion. 26.6%
Variable 31: RE should be given only by a convinced
religious believer. 21.3%
Variable 36: Have you read an Essex supplement to the
Syllabus entitled'Interchange'? 23.0%
(OVER)
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Propositions receiving positive response 'from 10% to Ol&
Variable 27: RE of any kind should be excluded from the
primary school curricullli~. 3.1%
Variable 33: Have you ever asked, on conscientious
grounds to be excused from giving lessons
in RE in a County primary school, or in a
Controlled primary school? 2.0%
Commentary.
General
Over four fifths of the respondents agree with
statutory Religious Education (Variable 23), think that RE
of some kind is a desirable element of
any syllabus of primary education (Var. 26), and claim to
be at present giving RE in their schools (Var. 34). Three
quarters consider that RE should give the child an apprec-
iation of various religious and non-religious stances for
living, without promoting any particular stance (Var. 30).
A clear majority agree with the principle of an Agreed
Syllabus and hold that any competent teacher could give RE.
Although tr~ee fifths say that they have read the Essex
Syllabus (Yar. 35), less than a quarter claim to have read
'Interchange i , a supplement to the Syllabus (Var. 36).
Little more than a third say they are satisfied with the
actual Essex Syllabus in use (Var. 25).
Only one fifth believe that RE should be given only
by a convinced religious believer (Yar. 31). A quarter
belie-..re that RE should be confined to the communication of
information about religious (Var. 29), but less than one
eighth that its object should be to bring children to the
point of commitment to a religious belief ~Var. 28).
Very few indeed have asked, on conscientious grounds, to
be excused from RE (Var. 33), and hardly any think that
RE of any kind should be excluded from the primary school
curriculum, (Var , 27).
Religious Belief
Differences in the responses of teachers are related
particularly to differences in Religious Belief & Practice,
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whether in the schools as a whole or in the County schools in
particular. Church Members tend to adopt a more conservative
opinion than other teachers. They are more supportive of
statutory RE (Var. 23) and of the principle of an Agreed
Syllabus (Var. 24), and they are more approving of the
actual syllabus in use (Var. 25), which they are more likely
to have read (Var. 35). They strongly assert the value of
RE (Vars. 26,27). Nearly a quarter of them accept that the
object of RE should be to bring children to the point of
commitment to a religious belief (VarG 28). Consequently they
are less likely than other teachers to take an 'anti-dogmatic'
or 'phenomenological' view of the subject (Vars. 29, 30).
They are more likely to consider that RE should be given only
by religious believers (Vars. 31, 32), and more likely to
claim actually to be giving RE in their schools (Var. 34).
Although only one third claim to have read 'Interchange'
(Var.36) this is a much higher proportion than in the other
two Belief groups.
As the older teachers are more likely than the younger
teachers to be Church Members and less likely to be in the
Other Description category, age differences of response
must necessarily occur in the data. However, on a n~~ber
of issues it was possible to prove or suggest age differences
of response within the two large Belief categories (e.g.
Vars. 28, 31, 32, 35 and 36). In these instances the older
teachers tended to have more conservative views than the
younger but were more likely to have read the Syllabus and
its supplement.
Status of School
Because Aided schools have a particUlar denominational
ethos and employ a high proportion of Church Members, Aided
school teachers are particUlarly attached to traditional
interpretations of RE. Almost all approve of Statutory
Religious Education and most approve of the principle of an
Agreed Syllabus for County schools (which they themselves do
not normally use) (Vars. 23, 24). They appear almost
unanimously to agree that RE of some kind is a desirable
element of the syllabus (Var. 26). Just a third believe
that the object of RE should be to bring children to the
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point of commitment to a religious belief (Var. 28). Less
than a half think that RE should give the child an apprec-
iation of various religious and non-religious stances for
living, without promoting any particular stance (Var. 30),
and few think that it should be confined to the communication
of information about religion (Var. 29). Less than a half
think that RE should only be given by a convinced religious
believer (Var. 31), but less than a half also hold that any
competent teacher could give RE (Var. 32).
Other Indeuendent Variables
I
Minor differences in connection with these were noted.
These will be dealt with in the final chapter.
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THE DESIRABILITY OF POSSIBLE TEACHING AIMS (Variables 37-48)
Variable 37: To encourage concern for the welfare of others
99.4% of the respondents were in agreement. No one was
in disagreement but 4 (0.6%) were neutral. Inspection of
Table 43 in Appendix 4 shows that 2 were in the Intermediate
age range and 2 from the youngest age group. Table 84
shows that 3 were Church Members and 1 was from the Other
Description category. All were in County schools (Table 207).
Variable 38: To make known the Christian faith
79.3% of the. respond.entswereinagreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
[Table 85 (Religious
Church Members
94.0%
Belief)
Inclined to Cbr.
78.9%
Other Descript.
40.2%
Table 208 (County schools: Religious
Church Members Inclined to Chr.
92.1% 77.4%
COMMENT
Belief)
Other Descript.
39.2%
Most of the respondents were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions, whether
in the schools as a whole (Table 85) or in the County
schools in particular (Table 208). Inspection suggests
differences related to Age and Status of School, consistent
with the different distribution of Church Members across
the age-groups and across the three types of school:
Table 44 (Age) .
Older teachers Intermediate t. You..1'1ger teach.
89.4% 79.3% 71 ..9%
Table 160 (Status of School)
Aided school Controlled sch. Cou.."lty school
97.4% 85.7% 75.9%
No Significant differences: Variables 1 - 7.
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Variable 39: To nromote tolerance of the religious or
non-religious beliefs of others
89.4% of theresnondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 129 (Teaching Duties)
Infant teachers Junior teachers
85.7% 91.7%
Table 174 (Situation)
Inside N. Town Outside N. Town
96.5% 88.1%
COMr1ENT
. Mos.t of the respondents were in agreement. .AIthough
66 respondents were neutral only 9 disagreed with the
proposition. The numbers involved were too small for
tests on the ~~ge and Religious :Beliefs data, but inspection
of Table 86 (Appendix 4) shows that 7 out of the 9 were
from the Church Member group and 2 from the Inclined to
Christianity group.
The difference between Infant and Junior teachers
(Table 129) is slight and. may be due to the higher
proportion of Church Members among Infant teachers.
The difference between teachers in New Towns and those
outside (Table 174) may be accountable to the lower
proportion of Church Members in the New Towns. Although
the difference in actual numbers is not very great it may
also be that this particular aim is considered of particular
value in New Town areas which probably contain a higher
than average proportion (for Essex) of pupils with a
Commonwealth immigrant background.
No significant differences:
Variable 1 (Age), Variable 2 (sex), Variable 3 (Teach. pos.)
Variable 5 (Size of school), Variable 6 (Status of school),
Variable 48.
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Variable 40: To encourage children to pray
47.6% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 46 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
67.7% 43.5% 34.4%
Table 87 (Religious Beliefs)
Church Membel:S Inclined to C. Other descript.
76.3% 34.9% 7.9%
Table 106 (Sex)
Men teachers Women teachers
39.5% 50.0%
Table 130 (Teaching Duties)
Infant teachers Junior teachers
53.4% 43.2%
Table 138 (Size of school)
Small schools Large schools
I 52.6% 39.6%
Table 16 t,' (Status of school)
Aided school Controlled sc. County school
7902% 51.8%. 42.7%
Table 210 (County schools: Religious Belief)
Church Ilfembers Inclined to C. Other descript.
70.2% 36.3% 6.2%
COMl-'IENT
Rather less than half were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 87) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 210).
The age difference noted in Table 46 may not be
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attributable entirely to the higher proportion of Church
Members in the older age-groups: altho~h most of the
Church Members were in agreement, inspection of Table 239
suggests that among the Inclined to Christianity group
difference of opinion may be related to age:
Table 239 (Inclined to Chr.: Age)
Older teachers Intermediate
50.6% 33.7%
Younger t.each.
25.5%
The differences between the responses of women
teachers and men teachers (Table 106), Infant teachers
and Junior teachers (Table 130), and small schools and
large schools (Table 138), are not large and are consistent
with the relatively high proportion of Church Members
(or, in the case of Table 138, Aided school teachers)
in each of the first-named groups.
The difference between Aided and County schools
is again considerable (Table 161) for reasons which have
been noted in cOlli~ection with other variables.
No significant differences: Variable 3 (Teaching position),
Variable 7 (Situat:ion).
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Variable 41: To encourage children to make up their own
minds about religion
78.4% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 88 (Religious Belief)
Church Members Inclined to o. Other descript.
73.1% 81.7% 84.3%
Table 175 (Situation)
Inside New Towns Outside New Towns
86.696 76.9%
Table 211 .(Coun-ty schools: Religious Belief)
Church Members Inclined to C. Other descript.
I 75.7% 83.0% 86.4%
COIvlMENT
Most of the respondents were in agreement. Differences
related to Religious Belief, although not very great., are
clearly indicated both in the schools as a whole (Table 88)
and in the C01L~ty schools in particular (Table 211). There
is also a small difference between teachers outside New
Towns and those inside. Inspection suggests that Aided
school teachers may be less in agreement than County school
teachers (Table 162):
Table
/Aided
1
County schools
80.7%
Age was not shown to be a significant factor.
No significant differences: Variable 1 (Age), Variable 2 (Sex),
Variable 3 (Teaching posi:tion), Variable 4 (Teaching duties),
Variable 5 (Size of school, Variable 6 (status of school).
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Variable 42: To build u~ the Christian faith of the
children
44.4% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 48 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
65 ~.496 43.2% 29.9%
Table 89 (Religious Belief)
Church Hembers Inclined. to C. Other Descript.
74.2% 30.4% 5.6%
Table 131 (Teaching Duties)
Infant teachers Junior teachers
49.8% 40.3%
Table 139 (Size of school) I
Small schools Large schools II
50.2% 35.3% !
Table 163 (Status of school) 1I
Aided school Controlled sch~ Cou:.'1.ty school
76.6% 47.3% 39.8%
Table 176 (Situation)
Inside New Towns Outside Hew Tovms I
32.7% 46. T;G
Table 212 (County schools: Religious Beliefs)
Church 111emb exs Inclined to Chr Other descxi~t.•
69.8% 30.9% 4 90 /• /0
Table 240 (Inclined to Chr. : Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
48.3% 29.3% 20.6%
Less than a half were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 89) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 212). The age
(OVER)
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difference noted in Table 48 is not attributable entirely
to the differing distribution of Belief categories across
the age-groups. although most of the Church Members were
in agreement there is considerable difference of opinion
within the Inclined to Christianity group related to age,
as Table 240 shows.
The differences between teachers in Infant and
Junior schools (Table 131), small schools and large
schools (Tabl~ 139), and outside and. inside New Towns
(Table 176), are gonsistent with the relatively high
proportion of Church Members (or, in the case of Table 139,
Aided school teachers) in each of the first~named groups.
The difference between Aided school teachers and
County school teachers is considerable (Table 163),
for reasons which have been noted in connection with other
variables.
No significant differences:
Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching position).
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Variable 43: To encourage children to form their own
moral judgements
93.8% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 90 (Religious Beliefs)
Church Nembers Inclined to. Chr.
90.4% 96.3%
COMI1ENT
other descript.
96.7%
Nearly all the respondents were in agreement. Table 90
shows tha~ Church Members were very slightly less likely
than other respondents to be in agreement. (It is
suggested that this may be because some Church Members
regard right moral jUdgements as arising exclusively
from a divine source: 'form their ovm moral judgements'
may seem too hWlianistic a proposition for them.)
No significant differences:
Variable 1 (Age), Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching
position), Variable 4 (Teaching Duties), Variable 5
Size of school), Variable 6 (Status of school),
Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 44: To impart a knowledge of the Bible
75~6% of the respondents were in agreeme~t.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 50 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
85.4% 75.9% 67.7%
Table 01 (Religious Belief)J •
Church Members Inclined to C. Other descript •.
89~ 1% 74.1% 43.2%
Table 107 (Sex)
tJien teachers Women teachers·
68.0% 77.996
Table 164 (Status of school)
Aided schools Controlled sch. County schools I
89.6% 75.0% 73.6%
Table 214: (County schools: Religious Belief)
Church !JIembers Inclined to C. Other descript.
88 .. 1% 74 .. 3% 42.5%
COI'IlYIENT.
Most of the respondents were in agreement. Religious
Belief is strongly related to respondents' opinions, whether
in the schools as a whole (Table 91) or in the County
schools in particular (Table 214). Table 50 indicates a
difference related to age, consistent with the differing
distribution of the Belief categories across the age-groups.
Aided school teachers are more likely to agree than
County school teachers (Table 164), for reasons noted in
connection with other variables. The response difference
between men and women teachers (Table 107) is consistent
with the higher proportion of the Other Description
category among the men teachers.
No significant differences: Var.3 (Teach. pos.), Var 4
(Teach. duties), Var.5 (Size of sch.), Var.? (Situation).
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Variable 45: To counteract a materialistic approach to
living
69.8% of the respondeiillts were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 51 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teach.
83.9% 76.2% 56.4%
Table 92 (Religious Belief)
Church Members Inclined to c. Other .descript.
79 .. 6% 64.9% 59.3%
Table 215 (County schools: Religious Belief)
Church I'1embers Inclined to C. Other descriut.
77.2% 67.1% 61.5%
COJVIMENT
About two thirds. of the respondents wer-e in agreement.
Religious Belief is related to respondents' opinions,
whether in the school as a whole (Table 92) or in the
County schools in particular (Table 215). The older
teachers are more likely than the younger teachers to
be in agreement (Table 51): this is consistent with the
unequal distribution of the Belief' categories across
the age-groups.
No significant differences:
Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching position),
Variable 4 (Teaching Duties), Variable 5 (Size of' school),
Variable 6 (Status of' school), Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 46: To encourage children to worship God
46.6% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Table 52 (Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teachers
69.2% 42.4% 31.7%
Table 93 (Religious Belief)
Church I1embers Incltned to C. Other descri:pt.
80.9% 28.9% 4.6%
Table 118 (Teaching position)
Head teachers Class teachers
57.3% 44.7%
Table 140 (Size of school)
Small school Large school
51.4% 39.1%
Table 165 (Status of school)
Aided school Controlled sch. Countysch.
77.9% 53.6% 41.5%
Table 216 (County school: Religious Belief)
Church Hembers Inclined to C. Other Descript.
76.4% 29.596 3 8C,-(• I~
Table 241 (Inclined to Ohr , : Age)
Older teachers Intermediate Younger teach.·
I 45.3% 25.6% 20.6%
Less than a ~ were in agreement.
Religious Belief is very strongly related to respondents'
opinions, whether in the schools as a whole (Table 93) or
in the Courrty schools in particular (Table 216). Table
52 shows a general difference of response associated with
Age over the teachers as a whole. Although most Church
:r.1embers were in agr-e emerrt, Table 241 shows considerable
difference of opinion across the age-groups of the
Inclined to Christianity category, the younger teachers
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being less likely to be in agreement.
Table 165 shows a great difference between the
responses of Aided and County school teachers, for
reasons noted in connection with other variables.
The difference between Head teachers and class
teachers (Table 118) is consistent with the higher
proportion of Church Members wi~ the former group.
The difference between small. schools and large schools
(Table 140) is consistent with the high proportion of
Aided school teachers in the small schools group.
No significant differences:
Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 4 (Teaching duties),
Variable 7 (Situation).
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Variable 47: To encourage a critical approach to all beliefs
62.2% of the respondents were in agreement.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
,
Table 94 (Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to c. Other Descript.
56.2% 62.6% 82.0%
Table 217 ..(County school: Religious Beliefs)
Church Hembers Inclined to C. Other Descript.
55.0% 62.9% 84.0%
Cor'lIvIENT
No significant difference between the age-groups
could be proved. Religious Belief was related to
respondents' opinions: the Other Description category
was more likely to agree than the Church Member group,
whether in the schools as a whole (Table 94) or in the
COLL~ty schools in particular (Table 217).
No Significant differences:
Variable 1 (Age), Variable 2 (Sex), Variable 3 (Teaching
position), Variable 4 (Teaching duties), Variable 5 (Size
of school), Variable 6 (Status), Variable 7 (Situation).
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R E CAP I T U L A T I ON : Possible teaching aims
The following list shows the decreasing degrees of
agreement which the various propositions (Variables 37-48)
evoked:
Propositions accented by at least 90% of the respondents
Variable 37: To encourage concern for the welfare of
others. 99.4%
Variable 43: To encourage children to form their
own moral jUdgements. 93.8%
Propositions accepted by between 66.6% and 90%
Variable 38: To make known the Christian faith.
Variable 39: To promote tolerance of the religious or
non-religious beliefs of others.
Variable 41: To encourage children to make up their
own minds about religion.
Variable 44: To impart a knowledge of the Bible.
Variable 45: To counteract a materialistic approach
to living.
Propositions accepted by between 50% and 66.6%
Variable 47: To encourage a critical approach to
all beliefs.
Majority
79.3%
78.4%
75.6%
62.2%
-------_._._-,_._-_._--------.--_._-------~------_._-------~_._--~---------
Minority
Propositions accepted by bevlieen50% and 33.3%
Variable 40: To encourage children to pray.
Variable 42: To build up the Christian faith of
the children.
Variable 46: To encourage children to worship God.
Propositions accepted by between 33.3% and 10%
NONE
Propositions accepted by between 10% and 0%
NONE
47.6%
44.4%
46.6%
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I
Commentary (Aims of School)
General
Nearly all the respondents agree that it is desirable
that a school should encourage concern for the welfare of
others (Var. 37) and encourage children to form their own
moral judgements (Var. 43).
Most respondents agree that a school should aim to
make known the Christian faith (Var. 38) and impart a
knowledge of the Bible (Var. 44); that a school should
promote tolerance of the religious or non-religious beliefs
of others (Var. 39), encourage children to make up their own
minds about religion (Var. 41), and counteract a materialistic
approach to liv.ing (Var. 45).
A clear majority agree that it is desirable that a
school should aim to encourage a critical approach to all
beliefs (Var. 47).
Less than a half agree that it is desirable that a
school should aim to encourage children to pray (Var. 40),
to encourage children to worship God (Var. 46), or to build
up the Christian faith of the children (Var. 42).
Religious Belief
Differences in the responses of teachers are related
particularly to differences in Religious Belief and
Practice, whether in the schools as a whole or in the
County schools in. particular. Church Members tend to a
more conservative attitude than other teachers. They are
more likely than other teachers to agree tha~ the school
should aim to make known the Christian faith (Var. 38),
encourage children to pray (Var. 40), build up the Christian
faith of the children (Var. 42), impart a knowledge of the
Bible (Var. 44), counteract a materialistic approach to
living (Var. 45), and encourage children to worship God
(Var. 46). They are slightly less likely to approve of
the aim to encourage children to make up their own minds
about religion (Var. 41), to encourage children to form
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their own moral judgements (Var. 43) and to encourage a
critical approach to all beliefs (Var. 47).
As the older teachers are more likely than the
younger teachers to be Church Members and less likely to
be in the Other Description category, age differences of
response must frequently occur in the data. However,
on a few issues it was possible to prove or suggest age
differences of response within the Inclined to Christianity
group (Variables 40, 42, 46), the older teachers tending
to a more conservative opinion.
Status of School
Because Aided schools have a particular denominational
ethos and employ a high proportion of Church Members,
Aided school teachers are particularly attached to traditional
interpretations of teaching aims. They seem to be almost
unanimous that the school should make known the Christian
faith (Var. 38). They are much more likely than other
teachers to agree that the school should aim to impart a
knowledge of the Bible (Var. 44), build up the Christian
faith of the children (Var 42), and encourage children to
pray and to worship God (Vars. 40, 46). They appear to be
less willing to agree that the school should encourage
children to make up their own minds about religion (Var. 41).
Other Indeuendent Variables
Minor differences were noted. These will be dealt
with in the final chapter.
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Chapter VII: CON C L U S ION S
1. The controversy about Assembly and COllective Worship
The strong attachment of the Essex teachers to
Assembly revealed by this study shows that the corporate
spirit is still very much alive in the Essex schools
(Variable 9). Historically this part of school life
has in England been associated with collective worship,
a fact acknow1edged and reir..forced by Section 25 (1) of
the 1944 Act, the main provisions of which the Essex
teachers endorsed as massively in 1977 as their
predecessors did nine years previously. There has
certainly been no conscious rejection of this provision
of the Act, in spite of the fact that only a minority of
teachers now claim to be practising members of a
Christian Church.
School assemblies have always included items
other than conventional religious worship, for example,
notices and public commendations, warnings and
condemnations. In the present writer's (pre-war)
childhood experience morning assembly also included
any necessary public floggings, which were administered
after the Benediction. The distinction between the
secular and religious is not easy to identify even in
this extreme example: the clergyman headmaster of the
secondary school concerned regarded such chas~ement
as a part of his Christian duty, as a sYmbolic commination.
Modern educational theory favours praise rather than
blame, co-operation rather than coercion. When
respondent 0297 ~rrites that 'assembly should be a time
when the whole school or part of a school meet together
to share experiences, and talk about what they have been
doing' can we say that this is 'collective worship'?
It may not describe a conventional corporate religious
activity but it is a fair description of what happens
less rumbustiously in a modern Meeting for \vorship of
the Society of Friends. As Professor Joad might have
said, 'It all depends on what you mean by worship'.
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A third of the teachers regard collective worship
as essentially concerned with the adoration of. a
Supreme Being (Variable 15) but most of. those who cannot
subscribe to that concept associate worship with the
shared values and ideals of. society (Variable 16).
This concept is accepted particularly by that large
group of respondents who describe themselves as
'inclined to Christianity but not a practising member
of. a Christi&n Church' (Table 63); but a majority of.
teachers (includ.ing Church Hembers and the Other
Description group), acknowledge it to be an essential
element of. collective worship. This linking of collective
worship with values and ideals suggests that most teachers
f.eel that collective worship has a moral. value.
How do the teachers now regard the importance of.
collective worship in assembly? Clearly, not many of
them rule it out entirely (Variable 14), and som~
want it every day (Variable 12). Nost teachers do not
regard it as meaningless (Variable 18) or as undes.irable
brain-washing (Variable 20), to be engaged in only at
the parents' request (Variable 22), but consider it an
important part of. the child's education (Variable 21),
an activity which can help to make a·sound f.oundation
f.or the work of. the school (Variable 16). So far as
teachers' expressed opinions are concerned there would
certainly be no justif.ication f.or abolishing it.
But although most teachers agree with the legal
provision of. Section 25(1) of. the 1944 Act, their
agreement appears to denote a general approval for the
spirit of. the section rather than with its detailed
provlslons. For example, a bare majority think that
a school assembly should always be held every day
(Variable 10) and only a quarter that it should always
be at the begirh~ing of. the day. It is clear that most
teachers, but especially Infant teachers (Table 123)
do not agree that it is desirable to continue the
latter provision.
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The question who is fit to conduct collective worship
resulted in considerable disagreement and perplexity
(Variable 19), which is not surprising when it is
realised that only about a third of the teachers
regard the adoration of a Supreme Being as an essential
element of collective worship. It is clearly a matter
which troubles some teachers. An extreme case was that
of respondent 0239 who, as a practising Christian, had
excluded herself from assembly because of the offence
caused to her by the participation of unbelieving
colleagues -- 'blind leading the blind'; similarly,
respondent 0059 'would rather have no assembly than have
an atheist take it'. On the other hand, respondent 0336
'would rather a sincere hum~~ist approach to assembly
than none at all' and respondent 0277 thought that
assemblies should 'involve a variety of persorh~el and
opinions'. This evidently happened in the school of
respondent 0158 where the teachers were 'at liberty to
take an assembly from any angle, Christian, Humanist or
moral' •
Clearly no resolution of these differences is
possible while some teachers do not feel free Qr
concede freedom along the lines suggested by the previous
respondent. Insistence on dogmatic Christian worship
will effectively exclude some teachers (and children)
from active participation. The freedom allowe.d in the
schools of respondents 0158 and 0185 is more likely
to encourage the willing participation of teachers and
pupils than that described by the unfortunate respondent
0290, who suffered from a "s.Larrt ed biassed Christian
tub-thumping affair'Q If all teachers felt free to
participate different beliefs and views of the world
might well emerge but they could be measured against
each other: in the words of respondent 0245 'the worth
of assembly will depend on a particular teacher's beliefs'.
This is not to suggest that assembly should be used for
indoctrinating certain ideas; but that an individual's
beliefs are made known in what he says and does. We
should not fear that children are unable to distinguish
between good, bad and indifferent beliefs, for education
itself should be concerned with learning to discriminateo
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Those who ~ear the participation o~ atheists or Marxists
(or evangelical Christians) in assembly should re~lect
that such teachers are with their classes ~ive days a
week, exercising more imluence than they are likely
to achieve in an assembly at which colleagues are present.
Only in a totalitarian country is it usually considered
appropriate to permit freedom of expression of only
one political or religious view. But in some schools
there is still uncertainty about whether one 'religious'
view should prevail, le~ding to a division of opinion
about who is 'fit' to conduct collective worship.
It is argued here that the concept , collective worship'
needs to be broadened if it is to command the enthusiasm
and participation of all teachers and pupils, and be the
enjoyable occasion it ought to be. An assembly which is
'dreaded by members of staff and endured by the .children ,
(respondent 0067), or where the children are 'bored and
restless' (respondent 0109), or which 'many teachers
resent taking' (respondent 0372) must surely be of
limited or even negative value in the corporate life of
a school.
Although most teachers approved of Section 25(1) of
the 1944 Act the question must be raised whether the law
is either necessary or desirable. There is no doubt that
Essex teachers would still t..rant to. have an Assembly even
if the law did not prescribe it. It is to be doubted,
however, whether a..l'ly Act of Parliament can actually
cause people to 'worship' (i.e. 'adore as divine, pay
religious homage to, idolize, regard with adoration':
Concise Oxford Dictionary), pa~ticularly if most o~
those concerned are not active religionists. They
might be compelled to go through the forms of worship
but it is difficult to see what the purpose of this
would be i~ the participants were unconvinced of its
value. (There would certainly be widespread disobedience
if the law prescribed that coal-mines, factories or
offices should begin the day with such a procedure.)
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Although the Essex County school teachers approve of
Section 25(1) they proceed to qualify their approval
in ways suggesting that it is the corporate activity
rather than 'worship' which they regard as indispensable.
It is argued here that the law should recognize this
and leave County school teachers legally free to
develop assemblies along educational lines, untrammelled
by real or imagined 'religious' requirements.
Most Aided school teachers are clearly content that
assembly should always include collective worship (Table
144), so Section 25 (1) involves no legal restriction of
their wishes. On the other hand they would wish to
continue worship even i.f Section 25 (1) did not exist
(Tables 144;165). It is therefore difficult to see what
useful function Section 25(1) fulfils in their
case.
The abolition of Section 25(1) would leave teachers
unfettered by legal requirements about when or how
frequently assembly should be held, and get rid of the
lingering feeling that assembly ought always to be
'religious' in the traditional sense. That this feeling
persists is shown by the free responses of many of the
teachers (e.g. 0012, 0044, 0059, 0113, 0115, 0116,
0216, 0220, 0239, 0290, 0306, 0347).
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2. The Controversy about Religious Education
The attachment of the Essex teachers to some form
of RE is very considerable' (Table 26) and they assent
to the statutory provision of Section 25 (2) as weightily
as their predecessors of 1968 (Table 2). There has
certainly been no conscious rejection of this provision
of the Act, in spite of the fact that only a minority
of teachers now claim to be Church Members. The teachers
still retain a religious orientation: just over 87% (Var.48)
of the sample claimed to be either practising members
of a Christian Church or inclined to Christianity
although not a practising member. Hardly anyone wished
to exclude RE from the curriculum (Variable 27); ,
certainly extremely few felt strongly enough agai~st
religious education to exercise their legal right to
contract out of teaching it (Variable 33).
The proportion of those claiming to be glvlng RE in
their schools is slightly less than it was in 1968
86.9% as compared with 93.7%. The obvious corollary
is that a slightly higher proportion of children are not
now receiving religious education, but two other
explanations are possible. One is that some teachers
may allow a 'religious' colleague to take their classes
for formal lessons in R~, on the lines hinted at by
respondent 0136, who says that in her school tthose
who have deeply-felt religious bel1efs take some
general responsibility'. It may be a case of tI will
do your FE if you will take my RE'. Another possibility
is that, with the increasing integration of the primary
school curriculum, some teachers now find it difficult
to say categorically when they !give t RE. For example
respondent 0064 says that she does tnot treat RE as an
isolated subject but attempt(s) to integrate ideas
about awareness of self and others t and respondent
0008 reports that her o~m teaching ttends to be within
the framework of the current topic or creative wr.i,ting
lessons'.
The teachers differ considerably concerning the aims
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and actual content of RE and there is much disagreement
over the question whether RE should only be given by
a convinced religious believer: practising Church
MembeEs are almost evenly divided on this important
issue (Table 78). But most teachers think in terms
neither of indoctrination (Table 75) nor of a purely
informative approach (Table 76). Three quarters of
them accept that RE should 'give the child an appreciation
of various religious and non-religious stances for
living, without promoting any particular stance' (Table 77).
Host teachers evidently support a 'phenomenological'
approach to RE rather than a 'confessional' or 'anti-
dogmatic' approach (see above, p.26).
The free comments illustrate a whole range of
approaches. Respondent 0018 ambitiously attempts 'to
give the children an understanding of all basic religions,
pointing out the pros and cons', while respondent 0037
equates RE with Christian Education, by which she means
a subject to be taken only by Christian teachers.
Respondent 0071 leans heavily on the Bible but also uses
'everyday issues'. Some teachers are at home with RE,
like respondent 0009 - 'Religion is part of my life.
Therefore religion is part of my teacbing'. Other
teachers dislike it, like respondent 0061 who teaches it
only because 'refusal would, I feel, affect my chances
of promotion'.
Clearly some teachers feel they are expected to
teach in ways which conflict with their o~m outlook.
Respondent 0012 asks: 'If I cannot find the arguments
sUfficiently convincing about the Christian faith to
make me a believer why should I expect my pupils to
believe it? Respondent 0010 is troubled by 'the
problem••• in the teaching of miracles', and respondent
0136 is 'ill at ease! with p~ because she has 'no
precise religious beliels'.
A few teachers are content with a clear 'confessional'
approach, like respondent 0126, who aims to 'give the
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children a deep love of God, who first loved us and gave
His Son to be our sacrifice when He dies on the Cross
for us'. There is a deep gulf between her and respondent
0057, who feels that 'it is arrogant to force my beliefs
on others'. As to methods, these differ enormously.
Respondent 0014, an Infant teacher, considered that 'the
best approach is to encourage the growth of wonder and
pleasure in the beautiful things of the world';
respondent 0059, also an Infant teacher, tried 'to cover
as much as possible, starting with Genesis and working
through to Hoses, then nativity stories and after
Christmas the life of Christ till Easter'. It is hard
to believe these two teachers are working to the same
County syllabus.
The difference' in ethos be-tween home and school
worries some teachers. For example, respondent 0024 is
concerned about not enforcing on children any religious
belief 'which night be in direct opposition to teaching
at hornet; respondent 0067 finds that 'any reference to
God causes embarrassment to the children'; respondent 0074
encounters the problem of 'cynicism of both children and
parents'; and respondent 0078 is made angry by Jehovah's
Witnesses. Other teachers do not consider that the
differences betwe en home and school are a difficulty:
respondent 0123 thinks that 'the broad Christian con~pts
of loving thy neighbour should be offered to children'
even though we are now a popUlation with 'assorted
religious beliefs'.
The picture which emerges from the free COll~ents is
of a great variety of outlooks and approaches, each
teacher attempting to work out his own philosophy of
religious education, some assured, others doubtful.
Some follow a dogmatic approach; while a few reject
altogether the whole concept of Religious Education,
like the young teacher who sawall religions as a
reactionary force, corrupting the pursuit of knOWledge,
hindering progress, and who therefore thought it 'best
to leave the subject in the dust-bin of history'
(respondent 0045)0 In between are the great majority of
teachers, seeing religious education as a part of the
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child's whole education, often incorporating it with
other subjects and relating it to the child's social
and moral growth (a matter which will be dealt with
later in this chapter). For three quarters of the
teachers>imparting a knowledge of the Bible (Variable 44)
and of the Christian faith (Variable 38) are still
appropriate aims within the context of their own
schools, even though religious education itself is
regarded as involving more than these aims, namely
giving an appreciation of various stances for living
withough promoting any particular stance (Variable 30).
These aims are not easy to carry out, for 'children
are extremely sensitive and detect any insincerity'
(respondent 0042) and 'a persons religious beliefs are
a highly personal matter' (respondent 0105).
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3. Age, Practising Church Membership, and Opinions
No survey of Essex primary teachers' religious affil-
iation was conducted in 1944 but it is probable that a~
that time a higher proportion. of teachers would have
claimed to be Church Members than is now the case. Table 54
shows a gradual general decline in the proportion of those
claiming to be Church Members over the eight age-groups:
the proportion of the youngest age-group (22.4%) is less
than half of that of the oldest (53.7%), and the proportion
choosing an Other Description is approximately double. Also,
there is prima facie. evidence of a decline in church member-
ship between the two surveys (1968 and 1977): in 1968 53.7%
of the Essex teachers had chosen the Church Member category,
compared with 40.6% in 1977. (A statistical test on this
data is inadvisable, because the questions wex:e posed in a
slightly different form in 1968, when special categories for
Atheists and. Agnostics were offered on the final questionnaire
as an extra choice; .t:b..e change made in the 1977 farm .is discusse:i above.)
(p. 90, sec t • e.)
We do not know whether this apparent trend will be
continued, arrested or reversed, but the detailed examin-
ation of the cross-tabulations for each variable (PP.135-196)
has shown that Religious Belief and Practice are strongly
related to respondents' opinions on many of the questions.
However, it has sometimes been difficult to determine
whether, for example, an older teacher hold a characteristic
op~n~on merely because he is a practising Church Member, or
because he is older, or because, of both.
Some of the Tables have helped us towards a solution
of this problem.. For example, Lf we take the questi.on
whether assembly should always include collective worship
(Var. 12) we find that not only is opinion related to age
(Table 17) and Religious Belief (Table 59) but that even
within the Church Member group (Table 220) and the
Inclined to Christianity group (Table 232) separately
there is evidence of an age difference.
If we take another question on the same subject --
whether collective worship should be conducted only by a
convinced believer (Var. 19) -- evidence for an age
difference among teachers as a whole (Table 24) or within
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the Church Member group in particular (Table 223) can depend
only on inspectio~ while inspection of the age table
of the Inclined to Christianity group (Table 235) suggests
no difference of any importance.
In some cases (e.g. Var. 40: To encourage children to
pray) the Church Members are so much in agreement (76.•396)
that a further breakdown by age of the small number of
dissentients among the Church Members would have been
statistically dubious and was therefore avoided. With
this particular variable, however, it will be noted that
a breakdown by age of the Inclined to Christianity group,
although not statistically significant, suggested that
the older members of this group might be more likely to
agree than the younger members (Table 239).
In general, however, the conclusion must be that it
is Variable 48 (Religious Belief & Practice) which is the
most powerfUl factor relating to teachers t opinions; but
because the younger teachers are less likely to be Church
Members, significant differences associated with age are
frequently to be found in the data. It must also be
remembered that the Belief categories do not comprise
identical individuals: there are different degrees of
Inclination to Christianity and different degrees of
attac~2nent to Church membershipo Although useful SUbjective
measures for the purpose of this particular. study, the
Belief categories cannot be treated as if they wera
objective. Whether a man is a member of a trade union
or not is an objective fact; whether he is a practising
member of a Christian Church or inclined to Christianity may
be known in Heaven, but is not so easily determined on
earth, sometimes even by the individual concerned.
Nevertheless, if the present tendency of entrants
to the profession in Essex to be less inclined to claim
to be Church Members were to continue, this would be
likely to have a number of important consequences. From
now on an increasing number of teachers would be likely
to accept the idea of collective worship not being held
every day (Table 57) and the idea of it beir.g conducted
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by those who were not necessarily convinced religious
believers (Table 66). Similarly, an increasing number of
teachers would be inclined towards a 'phenomenological'
approach to religious education (Table 77) and towards
acceptance that any competent teacher could give RE
(Table 79). There would also be ~ movement away from
strong agreement with Section 25 (1) and (2) of the 1944
Act towards a more general agreement (Tables 55 and 70).
There would be less insistence that the letter of the law
about assembly should be obeyed (Tables 57 and 58) and
that there should be a statutory agreed syllabus (Table 71).
Teachers would gradually move away from 'confessionalt-type
aims (Tables 87, 89, 93) in their schools and tmvards
encouraging a critical approach to all beliefs (Table 94).
Moreover, the younger Church Members already have more
liberal views on some of these matters than their elders
and may be expected to continue to do so (see especially
Tables 220, 221 and 227).
Those who construct Agreed Syllabuses in the future
may have to take these change.s of outlook into account.
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4. The Problem of an Agreed Syllabus
The proportion of the 1977 sample in agreement with
the principle of a statutory Agreed Syllabus was (at 59.7%)
little different from the proportion of the 1968 sample
(59.6%: Table 3). The chief difference between the
responses of the two samples was that in 1977 a slightly
larger proportion were in the 'don't know' category, and were
balanced by. a slightly smaller proportion 'strongly
against'. Just as in 1968, the 1977 teachers are evidently
not as keen about having a statutory Agreed Syllabus as
they are about Religious Education itself (Table 2), and
it may be useful to show where the present support for a
statutory Agreed Syllabus is located. Table 71 shows
that the Church Members are particularly in agreement
(75.9%) whereas the other two groups are markedly less
so (Inclined to Cl'...ristianity 57.9%; Other Description 18.1%).
If the present trend for yO"U.."'1ger teachers to be less likely
to claim Church membership were to continue it would seem
likely that support for the principle of a statutory Agreed
Syllabus would decline: Table 30 shows that less than a
half of respondents in the three younger age groups are
now in agreement and that a substantial proportion 'do
not know'.
When we come to the actual Agreed Syllabus in use
(Variable 25) we find that a little more than a third of
the sample are satisfied with their 'West Riding' syllabus,
and that those who are satisfied belong disproportionately
to the Church Member group (Table 72). Table 31 shows
that satisfaction is particularly low among the two
youngest age-groups and that a particularly large
proportion of these groups say that they have no opinion
because they have not read the syllabus. T·able 41 confirms
the steep fall in readership associated with youth•
.
It is interesting that in their free comments teachers
made very few references to the Agreed Syllabus: if it
does make an impact on their teaching they do not say so.
The teachers of the 1968 sample (B.G. Burgess, 1975), who
were supposed to be working to the 'Bristol' syllabus,
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were hardly more enthusiastic about their syllabus: at
that time less than a half claimed to be satisfied with
it (B.G. Burgess, 1975, p.151; see above p.72). The fact
that less than a half of the 1968 teachers and little more
than a third of the 1977 teachers said they were satisfied
with their Agreed Syllabuses must raise questions about
the effectiveness of the Agreed Syllabuses themselves;
in both cases there appears to have been a lack of
rapport and agreement between those who designed and
approved the syllabuses and those who eventually came to
use them.
It may be, of course, that a brand-new Essex Agreed
Syllabus would be well-read, well-received and well-used
by teachers, but the indications from this research suggest
that other factors besides the content of an Agreed Syllabus
have a bearing on whether it is read and approved of.
Variable 36 concerned an experiment now being carried out
in Essex to supplement the Agreed Syllabus with new
material and suggestions (often with a 'phenomenological'
orientation), emanating from the County's Standing
Advisory Council for Religious Education. This Council
meets three times a year and a sub-committee prepares
material for circulation to every school. Table 42
suggests that this recent material is not read very much,
especially by the younger teachers: fewer than a quarter
of all the teachers claim to have read it (Table 42)
and most of these were Church I'1embers (Table 83).
The reason for the lack of effective communication
between the Syllabus Conference and Sta~ding Advisory
Council on the one hand and the teachers on the other
may arise from the implicit assumptIon, engendered by
the 1944 Act, that these bodies are to be substantially
independent of the teaching profession, with a brie~ to
'hand down' advice. The Fifth Schedule of the Act
ensures the representation of the Church of England and
other religious denominations as well as of the local
education authority itself, and teachers' representatives
on the Syllabus Conference are regarded as only one
ingredient. The communication between these cumbersome
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bodies and the teachers in the classroom therefore tends
to be uni-directional and final, because each syllabus
remains legally in force until replaced by another o
The law does not provide easily for a continuous dialogue,
and teachers (especially new entrants to the profession)
may therefore come to regard syllabuses as impased from
outside rather than as the product of evolution within
their own schools. Vii th the passage of time the Syllabus
may gradually fall into disuse, regarded as an irrelevance
rather than a positive nuisance. This may lead to the
situation described by respondent 0068 who says that in
her school 'there is no clear policy as to how this
(i.e. RE) should be taugh~, and by respondent 0132 who
considers that 'very little regular RE teaching is done
in Junior scnooLs today'. Some counties (e.g. Herts.) \.*
are still 'working' to a Syllabus which is thirty years
old. In a period of rapid social change it is difficult
to imagine that such a situation would be tolerated with
any other school subject.
**
*
Note
Since this was written Hertfordshire County Council
has announced the setting up of a new syllabus conference
which 'will consist of one Roman Catholic and one Free
Church member, two representatives of the Church of England,
four from Hertfordshire Joint Teachers Association, and six
members of the local education authority'. (Source: Bishops
Stortford Observer, December 20, 1979, No. 6,193).
This illustrates well the process of 'handing down'
discussed above on pp. 213-214: 28.6% of the members of
the conference will be representing the teachers.
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5-. County, Aided and Controlled Schools
In 1944 it was taken for granted that religious
education was to be about Christianity and that its
object was, if not conversion, at least to convey the
'facts' of the Christian faith. The Aided schools were
conceived to differ from the County schools only in one
important respect: whereas the Church schools were free
to hold denominational worship and to give denominational
religious education, the County schools were to engage
in collective worship 'not distinctive of ~~y particular
religious denomination' and the religious education was
not to 'include any catechism or formulary which is
distinctive of any particular religious denomination'
(Education Act, 1944, Section 26).
At that time a majority of primary teachers would
have probably claimed to be Church Members. The present
divergence in opinions and declared religious commitment
as between the teachers in Aided school and County
schools could scarcely have been envisaged. Table 166
shows th.at whereas 75% of Aided school teachers now
claim to be Church Members the proportion of County
school teachers is only 34.5% Clearly teachers apply to
and are appointed to Aided schools at least partly on
account of their Church membership, which is not surprising
since two thirds of the managens of such schools are
appointed by the voluntary religious body concerned, and
can therefore strongly influence interviewing panels.
The practical effect of these differences has been to
bring about a sharp distinction between Aided and County
school teachers on some questions. For example:
a) Most Aided school teachers but less than a half
of County school teachers insist that assembly
should always include collective worship (Table 144).
b) A majority of Aided school teachers but few
County school_teachers regard collective worship
as essentially concerned with the adorati~ of
a Supreme Being (Table 146), or feel that collective
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worship should be conducted only by a convinced
religious believer (Table 149).
c) Most County school teachers disagree that the
object of RE should be to bring children to the
point of commitment to a religious belief, but
Aided school teachers are deeply divided on the
question (Table 155).
d) Most County school teachers- but less than a half
of Aided school teachers agree that REshould
give the child an appreciation of various religious
and non-religious stances for liVing, without
promoting any particular stance (Table 157).
e) Less than a half of Aided school teachers but a
majority of County school teachers think that 8..J.""ly
competent teacher could give RE (Table 159).
f) Most Aided school teachers but less than a half
of County school teachers consider that the school
should aim to encourage children to pray (Table 161),
build up the Christian faith of the children (Tab.163)
and encourage children to worship God (Table 195).
These are important difference of outlook which may
be accentuated if the number of Church Members in the
teaching force continues to decline. If the noted differences
of opinion are translated into differences in the quality
and purpose of religious education this may once again
raise questiorrs of gublic policy which have been dormant
for many years. In 1944 the question was whether children
should have a denominational or an undenominational
Christian education; but now the issue is shifting to
whether they should have a denominational Christian
education or a wider religious education including but
not confined to the Christian faith. The running costs
of all schools, voluntary and co~~ty, are derived from
public funds. If a •phenomenological , approach to
religious education becomes an accepted approach for
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County schools on educational and social grounds it is
difficult to see why public funds should enable children
in Aided schools to be denied it. Alternativ~, if it is
still" felt desirable for the County schools to attempt to
indoctrinate children with the Christian faith it will
be necessary radically to alter the composition of the
teaching force in Essex Co~~ty schools.
Tables 141-166 show that on most questions the
responses of Controlled school teachers are to be found
approximately half-way between those of the Aided school
and County school teachers. This is because the arrange-
ments for managers and reserved teachers ensure that the
proportion of Church Members on the staffs of the
Controlled schools is well above that for County schools
but below that for the Aided schools (Table 166).
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6. The conservative role of Head teachers
Not surprisingly, Head teachers tend to be older
than class teachers (Table 7), but an important corollary
of this is that just over a half of them claim to be
Church Members, compared with just over a third of class
teachers (Table 119). There may be other reasons for
the high proportion of Church Members among Head teachers:
for example, although many people who are not Church
Members work in Aided schools it is reasonable to believe
that the Aided school Heads are selected at least partly
on denominational criteria. Wnether County school
interviewing boards prefer Church Members to non-Church
Members, other things being equal, is not known.
It will be noted from Table 111-118 that where
significant differences occur between Head teachers and
class teachers it is the Head teachers who tend to the
more conservative position:
a) They are more likely to insist that assembly should
always include collective worship (Tables 111,112).
b) They are more likely to insist that there should
be a Statutory Agreed Syllabus (Table 114).
c) They are more likely to be satisfied with the
Agreed Syllabus in use (Table 115).
d) They are more likely to accept that it is desirable
that a school should aim to encourage children to
worship God (Table 118).
Almost all of the Heads claim to have read the Agreed
Syllabus (Table 116), but only three quartershave read
tI.nterchange t (Table 117), the recent Essex supplement to
the Syllabus, prepared by the Standing Advisory Council
and circulated to schools via Head teachers. Although
this propnrtion is much higher than that for class teachers
it must be remembered that the supplement is received in
the first place by Head teachers, who may then make it
available to their staffs. In view of the fact that only
14% of class teachers have read the supplement it does not
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seem that Head teachers are very successful in persauding
their staffs to consider new ideas about RE. As most
Heads are satisfied with the present Agreed Syllabus
(Table 115) it would not be surprising if they felt little
compulsion to commend new ideas to their assistant teachers.
The conclusion must be that Head teachers, far from being
in the vanguard of the development of RE along 'phenomenological'
lines, tend to be rooted in 'confessional' approaches.
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7. Religious Education in the Essex New Towns
The discovery that such a relatively small proportion
of Essex New Town teachers(28.7%) claim to be Church
Members is both interesting and perplexing. The Essex
New To\VTIS (Basildon and Harlow) drew most of their early
population from the London area, but even if it were.true
that Church membership tends to be lower in the city
than in the countryside (vide D. Martin, 1967, chap.2)
this would hardly explain why the teachers, recruited
from a wider area after the foundation of the towns,
should exhibit the same characteristics. It may be that
in the New Towns opportunities for church membership
are somewhat less, i.e. there may be fewer places of
worship per-thousand of the population than in. long-
established tOwns and villages. Or possibly, since
social relationships in a New Town are of comparatively
recent origin, the social influences which keep some
individuals in church membership are lacking. Also,
the relative paucity of Aided schools in the New Towns
(Table 141) may result in Church Members seeking employ-
ment elsewhere.
Whatever the reasons, New Town teachers emerge with
certain untraditional characteristics. They are less
in agreement with statutory Collective Worship (Table 167)
and more likely than teachers outside to regard worship
as essentially concerned with corp~~~f~ f69Jection on the
shared values and ideals of society. They are less
likely to insist that only a religious believer should
be responsible for collective worship or RE (Tables 170,
172, 173) or that a school should aim to build up the
Christian faith of the children (Table 176). They are
more likely to agree that a school should promote tolerance
of the religious or non-religious beliefs of others, and
that children should be encouraged to make up their own
minds about religion. (Tables 174, 175).
This greater liberality of outlook would seem to
accord with
of peoples.
people from
the concept of a New
It is in the nature
many different areas
Town as a melting-pot
of aNew Town to draw
and backgrounds.
(OVER)
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Both Harlow and Basildon have new industries requiring
a variety of experience and expertise and it is probable
that both have a higher proportion of Commonwealth
immigrants than most other areas in Essex. Social
necessities may dictate more liberal attitudes to
RE and Collective Worship in the New Towns than
elsewhere, where populations may be more homogeneous.
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8. Men and Women teachers
The differences of:gpinions between men. and women
teachers have not been very striking (Tables 100-107),
and investigation of such differences statistically has
been complicated by the relatively small numbers of men
involved. All of the differences noted are consistent
either with the high proportion of men becoming head
teachers (Table 95), or the greater age of the men in
the sample (Table 6), or the greater tendency of the
men to opt for the Other Description category (Table 108).
(They differ little from the women in their choice of
Church membership.)
The differences of opinion are so slight that it
would be unprofitable to delve into the exact contribution
of each of the above factors in detail, even if this were
possible. It is clear, however, that male readership
of the Essex Syllabus and 'Interchange' (Tables 104,105)
is heavily influenced by the fact that so many men are
head teacher-s.
9. Small schools and large schools
Only six significant differences of response were
found, including two at the 5% level (Tables 135-140).
In each case except one the differences are consistent
with the relatively higher proportion of Voluntary
Aided schools among the small schools (Table 133).
The exception is Table 135, which shows a smaller than
average proportion of the teachers from small schools
as being in agreement with assembly being at the beginning
of the day, the opposite of what one might expect if
a preponderance of Aided school teachers were exerting
an influence. The reason appears to be that the small
schools include a large number of Infant schooJs (Table
120), whose teachers disapprove of assembly being at
the beginning of the day (Table123). A further reason
may be that, for administrative reasons, a greater
flexibility regarding the timing of assembly is possible
in a small school than in a large school o
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10. Infant teachers and Junior. teachers
All the Infant teachers in the sample were women
and might therefore be expected to give responses having
some of the characteristics of women respondents in
general (Tables 100-108). Table 108 shows that comparatively
few women are in the Other Description category; this is
reflected in Table 132, showing that only 7.3% of Infant
teachers as compared with 16.5% of Junior teachers are
in this category.
All the significant differences except one shown
in Tables 123 to 131 (comparing the responses of Infant
and Junior teachers) are small and are consistent with
the lower proportion of the Other Description category
within the Infant group. The exception is Table 123,
in which the trend is contrary to that ...vh.i.ch might be
expected from a group containing a relatively small
proportion of the Other Description group. It therefore
appears that a genuine pedagogical jUdgement (as distinct
from religious orientation) lies behind the disagreement
of Infant teachers with the suggestion that assembly
should always be at the beginning of the day (Table 123).
Junior teachers are almost evenly divided between agree-
ment, disagreement and neutrality, but a majority of
Infant teachers are against. It is well-known that on
educational grounds many Infant schools now hold assembly
in the afternoon in spite of the strict lett.er of the law,
and that the practice is condoned by inspectors and local
authorities. The reason which has usually been given to
the present wTiter is that Infants work best at improving
their skills early in the day (when they are not tired)
and that assemo~y comes more naturally during the afternoon
as a CUlmination of the day's social actiVity.
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11. Religious Education and Moral Education
This study has been concerned with religious education
rather than moral education but, since the two are regarded
by many people as inseparable, it has not been possible or
desirable to ignore the implications for moral education.
Although some might argue that every question was
indirectly concerned with moral education, we shall
single out five items on the questionnaire which have
a direct bearing on moral behaviour:
Percentage
in agreement
Var.16: Collective worship is essentially
concerned with corporate reflection
on the shared values and i.deals of
society.
Var.37: To encourage concern for the welfare
of others.
Var.39: To promote toler&~ce of the religious
or non-religious beliefs of others.
Var.43: To encourage children to form their
own moral judgements.
Var.45: To counteract a materialistic approach
to living.
70.7%
99.4%
89.4%
93.8%
69.8%
It will be seen that almost all respondents agree
that to encourage concern for the welfare of others
(Var.37) and to encourage children to form their own
moral jUdgements (Var.43) are desirable aims for a
school. Whatever their religious beliefs they evidently
regard moral education as an essential part of their
task; and for most teachers the promotion of tolerance
(Var.39) and the combating of a materialistic approach
to liVing (Var.45) have a place within this general
moral education.
If these are considered desirable aims, how do
teachers try to achieve them? The replies involving
Variable 16 show that most teachers associate collective
worship with the shared values and ideals of society.
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This association can be illustrated from respondents'
free resp:onses:
0094: Pride in one's school can be encouraged and
the schoo~s resyonsibility to the community
emphasised.
0128: The assembly should be used to illustrate the
advantages of living together in a spirit of
co-operation and toler~~ce.
0208: Assemblies are essential in countering a
materialistic approach to living.
0055: Assembly is necessary from a social and commun-
ication standpoint.
0014: Assembly is a family gathering.
0205: I should like to see out assemblies continue
as the worthwhile communication of Christian
values as well as being an important shared
experience of worship.
0216: Assembly gives them•••• an awareness that life
is not all television and material possessions.
0244: To me it is more of a time to make the children
aware of their world and how they can contribute
to its success both as a child and later as an
adult.
0292: I do not feel it should be particularly religious
in content. I feel that it is more important
that children learn the importance of living
together and toler~~ce of each other regardless
of race or creed.
0329: I thiIL~ it is very important that we should
meet every day-as a family and that as a family
we should learn how to be kind and thoughtful
for others.
Some teachers stress the importance of children's
participation, implying that assembly should not consist
of the imposition of moral yardsticks by adults:
0071: I feel that assembly is very much the children
'doing' but the staff just 'looking on'.
0201: I see the future assembly as more of the children's
own thing.
0297: Assembly should be a time when the whole school
or part of a school meet together to share
experiences and talk about what they have been
doing.
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Teachers' comments on Religious Education also
frequently illustrate a concern for moral education:
0017: Our RE is a way of life - caring and sharing.
0021: The basis of our school syllabus: stories
from the Bible, nature stories, kindness to
others.
0026: I think a moral education rather than a
Crxistian religious education is more
appropriate.
0031: We do think it our duty to impart a knowledge
of Crxistian beliefs and encourage good moral
jUdgements.
0038: RE is a method of glv~g moral training related
to one basic creed.
0051: My RE with a reception class arises from
spontaneous moral issues.
0064: I do not treat RE as an isolated subject but
attempt to integrate ideas about awareness of
self and others.
0066: I endeavour to strike a balance between direct
religious teaching \vi th reference to the Bible,
and a way of living, caring and sharing in
order to build moral principles and values.
0070: As society becomes more and more acquisitive
perhaps the need for RE may become more urgent.
0071: I use the Bible a great deal but also everyday
issues.
0085: I believe the basis of RE is its value in
developing character, self-discipline, and in
providing a stepping stone towards good
citizenship.
0096: I tend to deal more with attitudes to people
and work than with Biblical thinking.
0100: The encouragemen.t of tolerance in our increasingly
multi-racial society is something that we must
try to bring out in our teaching.
0111: I have never read from the Bible in my RE lessons
and tend to approach the subject from the point
of view of encouraging caring attitudes in the
children.
0123: In school the broad Christian conceQts of loving
thy neighbour should be offered to children.
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It would wrong, however, to suggest that teachers
see Assembly and RE as the only means of moral education,
although clearly many regard them as important in this
connection. No teacher mentioned any other formal
outline of moral education: 'phil', temp', 'gig', 'dik'
'phron' and 'krat t (Wilson, \'/illiams & Sugarman, 1967,
p.192) were not apparently part of the active vocabulary
of the Essex primary teachers. \then teachers did not
directly mention religion as a basis for morality they
tended to refer to what may be termed commonsense or
popular approaches to morality. They may write of 'a
tolerant attitUde' (0136), 'encouraging caring attitudes'
(0111), 'trying to build up desirable characters' (0106),
'attitudes to people and work' (0096), 'a way of living,
caring and sharing' (0066), 'spontaneous moral issues'
(0051), or just simply 'moral education' (0026).
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12. The Law about Collective Worship and Religious Education
At the end of the previous study (E.G. Burgess t 1975t
pp.186-190), four possible future options were examined
concerning the future of the statutory provision of
collective worship and religious education. First, it
suggested that it would be possible to maintain the
present provisions of the Education Act, 1944, but to
allow teachers and alli~inistrators to deviate from the
strict letter of the law as they do now. It was argued
(op.cit.p.187) that this was an unsatisfactory solution t
bringing the law into contempt. Secondly, the poss-
ibility of the abolition of religious education was
examined, but was rejected as contrary to the spirit
of English public education, with its long religious
tradition and concern for the whoLe person. Thirdly,
the option of the 'acknowledgement' of rBligious
education, as recommended by the Durham Report **
(Commission on RE in Schools (C. of E.)t 1970) was
seen as at that time the most politically acceptable
change in the law which could be made. The Report
had urged (p.275) that some measure of 'statutory
acknowledgement' of the importance of religious
education (including school worship) was still
required because the immediate abandonment of all
forms of statutory provision would create confusion
and uncertainty in the schools, foster erroneously
the idea that religious beliefs were irrelevant,
expose head teachers to local pressure groups and
lead to the disappearance of a subject not yet
sufficiently understood as an educative discipline.
The Report wanted legislation to define more pre-
cisely what were the essential basic components of a
**Durham Renort
.
See above pp.23-24 (OVER)
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child's education, which might include 'education in the
arts and sciences, in religion and morals, and in physical
and practical skills' (ibid.p.276). It was argued in the
previous study, however, that although the Durham Report
recommendation was unlikely to arouse serious political
opposition, it was difficult to justify on grounds other
than political expediency:
'It may be commented that the Commission's formula looks
like an attempt to maintain religious education inside
the state system without appearing to make any except-
ional claims on its behalf. "Education in the arts and
sciences fl and in "physical and practical skills" have
continued in the schools for nearly thirty years without
any special. provision in the Education Act and it is
difficult to see why these should now require a special
mention, unless to provide blanket cover for a modifed
religious education. r (B.G. Burgess, 1975, p.188)
:t-1ost recent participants in the controversy about
religious education have supported the view that Parliament
should provide specifically for the subject in schools.
This was clearly the the view of most of those who took
part in the House of Commons debate on 19th March, 1976,
including the Under-secretary of State (see above, pp.32-37).
Most of the discussion documents examined above (pp.37-50)
appear to be in favour of statutory under-pilli"rling of religious
education, although those of the body with the widest base
of support, the Religious Educati.on Council, say little
about legislation but concentrate on the merits of
consultation in a three-tier system having its focus in
the local authority syllabUS conference, but probably
involving the Secretary of state at the national level
(see above, pp. 37-39).
The fourth option examined in the previous study was
that there should be no special legal provision for relig-
ious education or collective worship in a future Education
Act; that the law should be as silent about them as it now
is about the rest of the school curriculum, which continues
to be taught in spite of the lack of legal stipulations.
The ~ollowing arguments are now offered in favour of this
option:-
(see over)
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a. The present study has shown that most teachers are
still in general agreement with religious education
and assembly. There is no danger of either disappear-
ing from the curriculum while teachers manifest the
level of general approval shown by this study.
Although the teachers appear generally to approve
of the legal provisions (apart from those concerning
Agreed Syllabuses), the absence of legal prescriptions
might well encourage teachers thems.eLves to accept
more responsibility for what is done, or not done,
in the area of religious education. Also, there
is little evidence of the effectiveness of the legal
provisions: the law is often quietly ignored_ when
teachers feel it to be inappropriate.
b. It is ineffective for Parliament and local authorities
to make prescriptions on such matters. In their
individual comments teachers gave little indication **
that the contents of the Agreed Syllabus influenced
what they actually did in the classroom. This is
not surprising, because in matters involving religion
teachers are unlikely to teach with conviction from
syllabuses they themselves either do not believein
or have not helped to construct. This is likely to
apply whet-her a syllabus is I confessional' or
'phenomenological' in approach. p~ atheist teacher
is as unlikely to indoctrinate Christianity as a
Christian believing in the intrinsic wickedness or
inadequacy of other faiths is to inculcate a
sympathetic understanding of the Moslem religiono
This does not mean that some enlightened atheists
cannot successfully teach about Christianity or
enlightened Christians about Islam, but merely that
their ability to do so depends on their own
willingness and level of expertise. A 'confessional'-
type syllabus needs committed Christians as teachers
if it is to be taught effectively, and this study has
shown that Essex schools do not have enough such
teachers; a 'phenomenological' syllabus requires
teachers who are not only convinced of the value of
Note** See Appendix 5
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such an approach but who themselves have expert know-
ledge, whatever their own personal religious commitment
may be.
c. The present law differentiating between the control of
RE in Voluntary and in County schools may result in
increasing divergence between the kinds of religious
education given in the two kinds of school, a divergence
difficult to justify on educational grounds. ~enomi­
national schools presumably exist to further denomi-
national principles, and trustees are therefore likely
to continue to favour 'confessional'-type syllabuses.
If RE should now equip pupils to live in a more plural-
istic and open society than formerly, however , it is
difficult to see why pupils in Aided schools should be
deprived of such an education. On the other hand,
County schools are likely to move further towards a
'phenomenological' approach, whatever the actual County
syllabus mayor may not say, because this will be the
only approach most of their teachers will approve of.
It is suggested here that religious education in both
voluntary and county schools should be prescribed
neither by the decree of the voluntary school trustees
in one case nor by an Agreed Syllabus in the other,
but should be as firmly under the control of the
teachers as other school subjects:
'It is not inconceivable that teachers in English
primary schools, if they are adequately educated
in religious, moral and philosophical concepts,
should have the same academic freedom in relation
to religious education as they now have with other
subjects, under the general guidance of local
education authorities. At the moment, head
teachers and class teachers are considered immed-
iately responsible for the education in literacy,
nlli~eracy and physical skills of their pupils.
The syllabus cannot be blamed for long if pupils
fail to make progress, for the syllabus is the
responsibility of the teachers. Either the content
or the method must be changed if things go wrong.
Religious education and collective worship, as at
present conceived, place no such onus on the
teacher. If religious education is ineffective,
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or if assembly is boring, the "system" can be made
to take the blame.'
(B.G. Burgess, 1975, p.189)
No doubt such freedom would result in different emphases
in different schools, but teachers would be able to respond
qUickly to changing ideas and changing conditions, unimpeded
by the dead hand of syllabuses constructed when ideas and
conditions were different. The present antiquated .. system
of Agreed Syllabuses is incapable of providing the flexibil-
ity needed in modern society, unless, as in the case of the
Avon Syllabus (1976), teachers are Virtually given carte
blanche to teach anything they consider educationally
valuable. Interest in the content of RE might actually be
stimulated if teachers were wholly responsible for it.
wr~at is needed is continued public discussion, involving
teachers (and others) at the national, county and local
levels. In this way the different approaches to RE could
be articulated and subjected to continuous scrutiny, in
the same way as different approaches to mathematics and
English teaching are now. Such a development would require
teachers well grounded in religious, moral and philosophical
studies. It may be objected that many primary teachers are
themselves conscious of not having such a groundwork, and
that the replies in Appendix 5 confirm this view. Many
teachers going into primary teaching in recent years have
not reached for level standard in Mathematics, and it
appears certain that a greater proportion have not attained
a comparable level in the stUdy of religion, whether at
the 'confessional', 'anti-dogmatic' or 'phenomenological'
level. The inadequacy of the training of primary teachers
to give religious and moral education has been confirmed by
two reports of the Religious Education Council (REC, 1978;
REe, 1979). The most recent, pUblished in March, 1979,
as this thesis was being drafted, . shows that nine out of
10 primary teachers receive less than 30 hours of religious
education training needed as a minimum for the non-specialist
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teacher; that a quarter of all trainee teachers receive no
help at all; and that the majority will have had only 10
hours or less of instruction (Religious Education Council,
Religious Education and the Training of Primary teachers,
March 1979).
A lively religious education in the schools does not
need so much syllabuses handed down like tablets of stone
from Church, local authority or government, but requires
adequately educated teachers, capable of C4~d entrusted with
the planr~ng of the syllabus for their own school. No
doubt this would still result in different approaches to
RE in different schools and in different classrooms, just
as Vie now' have different approaches to mathematics; but in
England a variety of approaches has often been felt to be
a virtue of the educational system, a means whereby ideas
can be tried out, publicised,. modified, retained, or
discarded.
The recent reports of the Religious Education Council
on the recruitment and training of RE teachers (REe, 1978;
REC~ 1979) rightly leave open the question what sort of
RE ought to be given in schools and direct attention to
the need for teachers to be educated adequately in order
to give it. In the present increasingly pluralistic and
open society, in which it is becoming accepted that mutual
understanding and tolerance are import~~t, it is hardly
possible that teachers could be trained or re-trained in
religious education without being made aware of the
'confessional', 'anti-dogmatic' and 'phenomenological'
approaches to the subject. Teachers might still eventually
reach differing conclusions about the kind of emphasis which
ought to be given to Christianity or Hinduism or Atheism
in their teaching (as they do now), but at least they
would be informed conclusions, based it is to be hoped on
educational considerations.
'RE is hindered by naming it specifically as a subject
to be taught in the 1944 Act. If RE was accepted in
the same light as other "subjects U more freedom of
study and interest might be generated.'
(Respondent 0134)
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13. Social Change, Morality and Ideology
It will be remembered that the authors of the Schools
Council Working Paper No. 36 (see above, p. 26) had suggested
that some teachers, dissatisfied with the 'confessional' and
'anti-dogmatic' approaches, had been adopting a 'phenomeno-
logical' approach 'almost by instinct'. Teachers were
automatically adjusting to changing social conditions and
mores. It was clearly impracticable for a young teacher
without any personal Christian commitment to imbue a
mixed class of young Moslems, Hindus and nominal Anglicans
with the finer points of Christian dogma and to 'train
(them) to be loyal citizens of the Kingdom of Heaven'
(Oldham Syllabus, 1946,p.4).
Even older teachers with a strong personal Christian
commitment now found such a task daunting in face of the
swift changes in pUblic thi~~ing, and began to reconsider
their approach. Not only were theologians like John A.T.
Robinson (!.A.T. Robinson, 1963, 1967) popularising
unorthodox interpretations of Christianity, which appeared
to dispense with doctrines hitherto thought by the laity to be
indispensable, but Commonwealth immigrants were bringing
Hinduism and Islam into the very city centres from which
the nineteenth century Christian missionaries to the East
had set out to convert the 'heathen'. Were Krishna and
other Eastern gods now to join the Holy Trinity as the
deities of a multi-racial Britain, or shollirlthey be deported?
Meanwhile science was continuing to encroach on~some
traditionally religious ground and was relentlessly'
extending the frontiers of forbidden knOWledge. What
was the significance of the Ascension now that Yuri
Gagarin had ascended into orbit and returned, and where
would Heaven be when the Americans had set up a base
camp on the Moon? Even the hallowed religious language
of the Authorised Version had begun to be abandoned by
its Protestant adherents in favour of a new translation
approved by . 'a panel of literary advisers' (New English
Bible, 1961, Introduction, p. x). The cold conflict
between the USSR and the West, helped by a brief surge of
popular interest in sociology, increased public knowledge
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of the tenets of Marxism, with its own dogmatic theology,
which replaced the Kingdam of Heaven with the dictatorship
of the proletariat. Over all these issues hung the threat
of nuclear war, more immediately terrifying than the
'lake of fire burning with brimstone' (Rev. 19, v.20),
or with 'sulphurous flames', as the N.E.B., always
scrupulously accurate (and with best literary advice),now
preferred.
In the 1930s it had been easy to drill children in
the Ten Commandmerrts , so confirming the connec t.Lon between
religious and moral values. (In my elementary school we
learned them QY rote.) Althou&1:l the drill may not have been
completely effective the connection was rarely challenged,
except by philosophers remote from the elementary schools.
Such educationists as John 'tTilson (1967) and D. Wright (1971)
had not yet queried the role of religion in relation to
moral behaviour or pointed to the possible contribution
of philosophy, sociology and psycholo6J to its understanding.
Charmian Cannon (0. Oa~~ont 1964) has pointed out how the
legislators of 1944 still saw religious education 'as a
potent in.fluence towards the raising of moral standards
and the prevention of future war' (op.cit.,p. 150).
It may now be added that the 1944 Education Act was
not followed by a great religious and moral revival. Most
of the churches have not filled and in recent years there
has been increasing uncertainty concerning moral values
even among adherents of the Church, witness the present
confusion over abortion, premarital intercourse, divorce
and homoseruality (to mention just one aspect of personal
moral behaviour). In the public sphere there is cynicism and
dWlilusionment concerning post-war welfare legislation,
and in the field of industrial relations there has been
great controversy about the complexion of the morally accept-
aliLe and unacceptable"faces OI capitalism and unionism.
This is not a new problem, for Emile Durkheim agonised
about it nearly 70 years ago in 'The Elementary Forms of the
Religious Life' (Durkheim, translation, 1975). 'Religion',
he wrote, 'is a unified system of beliefs and practices••••
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which unite into one single moral community called a church
all those who adhere to them' (op.cit.p.123). He accepted
that the march of science and industrialization could not
be halted but feared the moral disintegration of society
which might follow the destruction of time-honoured values.
He mourned the fact that 'the old gods are growing old or
are dying and other gods have not been born' (p.156).
In 'Moral Education' (ibid.) he notes that in the past
'Certain moral ideas became united with certain religious
ideas to such an extent as to become indistinct from them'
(ibid.p.196). Religion was not only a system of practice,
but a system of ideas whose object is to express the world'
(ibid., Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, p. 157).
Most of the older respondents to the 1977 questionnaire
reflect this belief in the conjunction of religious and
moral values, but it appears that the younger teachers
are much more tolerant of a separation between the two.
Durkheim, however, was exercised about the problem of moral
dynamics which would arise from the separation, even though
he was able to offer few practical suggestions for replacing
what he calls the 'inspiration of yesteryear' (ibid., p.200)
in a new system of moral education.
Those who support 'phenomenological' religious education
usually view it as an agent in achieving individual moral
autonomy as well as religious understanding. The Schools
Council Working Paper No. 36 asserted that the aim was the
'promotion of understanding' through an ~mpathic experience
of the faith of individuals and groups' (op.cit. p.21), and
concluded that no adequate moral education could exclude
a consideration of morals founded upon a religious view of
life, even though moral knowledge was perfectly possible
without religion (see above, p. 29). (The mention of
'empathy' may remind us of qualities included in J. Wilson's
List of Horal Components (John Wilson, 1967, ppo 192-194).)
Similarly, the authors of 'Discovering ~~ Approach' (Schools
Council, 1973), although careful to say that a 'phenomeno-
logical' religious education would free RE from the notion
that it is 'about making you good' (op.cit.p.108), add that
nevertheless 'it has a contribution to make towards the
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child's moral development, along with other aspects of the
curriculum and the ethos of the whole school' (ibid.). In
the final sentence the hope is expressed that 'each child
will grow to have the principles ~nd knowledge on which
to make decisions about moral questions' (ibid.).
It would be comfortab~ to believe that a 'phenomeno-
logical' religious education would produce tolerant
individuals thoughtful of the welfare of others. Cynics
might suggest, however, that it would be just as likely
to foster a moral and religious relativism which would
leave children and adults without any frame of reference, and
in the state of 'anomie' which Durkheim describes in
'The Division of Labour'. Has the 'phenomenological'
approach the intrinsic appeal to the heart as well as
to the mind to produce moral values which everyone would
rejoice in and share? Does it presuppose a nation of
thoughtful, liberal-minded 'Guardian readers working in
pleasant professions, rather than a populace doomed for
the most part to work (if they can get work) in shops, mines,
offices and factories, with little opportunity for individual
autonomy? In a Britain disillusioned by economic failure,
political ineffectiveness and social disunity the rational
appeal of the enlightened theologian could be rejected for
the slogans of the demagogue; just as in Germany in the
1930s it was not Dietrich Bonhoeffer's spiritual insights
which captured men's hearts and minds, but the brutal
racism of Hitler ~~d the Nazis.
This is not to decry 'phenomenological' religious
education, but merely to emphasize that its future is not
necessarily assuredo For many years Marxism has served
as an official religious and moral substitute for Christ-
ianity in the USSR and Eastern Europe, and we have recently
seen the power of militant Islam to unite people in the
Middle East 'into one single moral community'. A mixture
of Zionist Judaism, socialism and American capitalism
produced the modern state of Israel out of the sufferings
of persecuted Jews. The present stresses in British society
may well lead to a search for some new unifying principle,
which the schools would be expected to enshrine, exalt and
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propagate. Whether this would be a version of Marxism,
American-style individualism, a revival of dogmatic religion,
or some other evolving ideology, only time would tell.
Conor Cruise O'Brien has recently suggested that at this
very moment 'there exists •••at the heart of our Western
society, a kind of spiritual vacuum••• (which) is likely
to be filled':
'One may feel a little frightened now, looking towards
the next century, thinking of that vacuum••• and what
might fill it. God knows what might fly in.'
(The Observer, 23 December, 1979,
No. 9826, p.14)
Others insist that any kind of God 'must now·be
declared redundant' when it comes to discussing moral
principles, and put their faith in a rational morality
without re..Llglon. This is the view of Ray Billington,
a moral philosopher, who deplores the damage done in primary
schools, 'where the \vrath of God and often a literalistic
approach to the Old Testament are thrust at thousands of
(inevitably) gullible children'. He urges some form of
moral education instead:
'Its aim must be to produce autonomous adults,
understanding that there are differences of approach
to moral issues, and able to pick their way among
these. They may end up rejecting, or accepting, the
mores of their society; but they will understand why
they do so and, in particular, that decisions made
today can have long-lasting consequences for
themselves and others.'
(The Guardian, 24 December, 1979,
Noo 41,477, po 6)
It must be emphasized that this version of moral
education is by no means synonYmous with 'phenomenological'
religious education, which allows children to consider for
themselves the possibility that God is not redundant, in
spite of the dogmatic assertions of some moral philosophers.
Those who dispense with a god will replace him with some
other guiding principle springing from the emotions and
ultimately incapable of purely rational justification. It is an
illusion to imagine that there is an ultimate rational
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morality: one rational man regards private property as
sacrosanct; another regards it as theft. To one man,
killing a British soldier on the bloody road to Crossmaglen
appears as a brutal murder; to another it is an act of
patriotic heroism. Ideology, not reason, is the mainspring
of moral judgement and action.
Ever since Plato, philosophers have argued about the
relation between the individual and society. Billington's
view reflects a particular Western liberal view of the
nature of society (shared by most 'phenomenological'
religious educationists) which stresses individual autonomy
as the ultimate good. By contrast, it is doubtful whether
Soviet educationists are interested in producing 'autonomous
adults', who end up 'rejecting, or accepting, the mores of
their society'. In the West we are familiar with the threat
to individual liberty which arises from the Soviet philosophy
and system, but we should not ignore the dangers which could
arise from a 'do-it-yourself' morality which over-emphasized
the self-fulfilment of the individual at the expense of
others. In the international sphere vie seem to be bedeviled
by insistence on 'autonomy'; and in the national sphere there
are already signs that different and incompatible codes of
morality are developing side by side, with potentially
disastrous consequences.
Societies are held together by consensus, but need
nonconformity: the problem is to achieve a balance which
reconciles individual freedom with social order. The
historic contribution of Christianity to the solution of
this problem has been sometimes on one side of the balance
and sometimes on the other. Ideology and morality are
closely related to each other ~~d to the other elements
of the societies they inhabit. Karl Marx, in one of his
particularly deterministic moments, wrote that
'The mode of production of material life determines
the general character of the social, political and
spiritual processes of life.'
(Karl Marx, translation, p.67)
Such a view would imply that the work of those who have
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advocated 'phenomenological' religious education during
the last fifteen years has merely been an inevitable and
automatic response to the particular stage of material
development we have now reached. They would not feel
flattered to be seen as 'bourgeois ideologists' CK. Marx,
translation, p. 194), prepared to admit Marxism and
atheistic life stances into the Agreed Syllabuses, but
not yet fully committed in the class struggle.
But the trace of the Old Testament prophet in Narx
prevented him from being fUlly a determinist. In 'Theses
on Feuerbach' he writes that, although philosophers had:
previously only interpreted the world, 'the point is to
change it'- (K. l1arx, translation, p. 84). It is not self-
evident that it is only the prerogative of Marxists to
'change it'. We are entitled-to take the view that
everyone, parents, teachers, 'phenomenological' religious
educationists included, far from being pawns in an
historical process the outcome of which is inevitable, can
help to shape a future which is still uncertain.
Hf.et.or-y is not shaped by trends but by men and women;
But sometimes it is as if one of the gods has intervened:
people who previously walked in darkness are sure that they
have seen a light. For some the light does not shine,
but it is a sociological fact that some are sure they see ito
This is a part of social reality and we could hardly claim
to be educating our children if we never allowed them to
understand ito Meanwhile, it is to be hoped that those to
whom the gods have spoken will work with all men of goodwill
to develop the 'ecumenical theology' of which Brother Gabriel
Noran has spoken (see above, p. 31)0 Perhaps they should
pray hard too, for if Durkheim and Conor Cruise O'Brien
are correct there will be a world spiritual energy crisis
in the twenty-first century.
December 24th, 19790
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